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Bond-length distributions are examined for 63 transition-metal ions bonded to O2- in 147 configurations, for
7522 coordination polyhedra and 41,488 bond distances, providing baseline statistical knowledge of bond
lengths for transi-tion metals bonded to O2-. A priori bond valences are calculated for 140 crystal structures
containing 266 coordination poly-hedra for 85 transition-metal ion configurations with anomalous bond-length
distributions. Two new indices, Δᵆ�ᵅ�ᵅ�ᵅ�ᵅ� and Δᵅ�ᵅ�ᵆ�ᵆ�ᵆ�, are proposed to quantify bond-length variation
arising from bond-topological and crystallographic effects in extended solids. Bond-topological mechanisms of
bond-length variation are [1] non-local bond-topological asymmetry, and [2] multi-ple-bond formation;
crystallographic mechanisms are [3] electronic effects (with inherent focus on coupled electronic-vibra-tional
degeneracy in this work), and [4] crystal-structure effects. The Δᵆ�ᵅ�ᵅ�ᵅ�ᵅ� and Δᵅ�ᵅ�ᵆ�ᵆ�ᵆ� indices allow one to
determine the primary cause(s) of bond-length variation for individual coordination polyhedra and ion
configurations, quantify the dis-torting power of cations via electronic effects (by subtracting the
bond-topological contribution to bond-length variation), set expectation limits regarding the extent to which
functional properties linked to bond-length variations may be optimized in a given crystal structure (and inform
how optimization may be achieved), and more. We find the observation of multiple bonds to be primarily
driven by the bond-topological requirements of crystal structures in solids. However, we sometimes observe
multiple bonds to form as a result of electronic effects (e.g. the pseudo Jahn-Teller effect); resolution of the
origins of multiple-bond formation follows calculation of the Δᵆ�ᵅ�ᵅ�ᵅ�ᵅ� and Δᵅ�ᵅ�ᵆ�ᵆ�ᵆ� indices on a
structure-by-structure basis. Non-local bond-topological asymmetry is the most common cause of bond-length
variation in transition-metal oxides and oxysalts, followed closely by the pseudo Jahn-Teller effect (PJTE).
Non-local bond-topological asymmetry is further suggested to be the most widespread cause of bond-length
variation in the solid state, with no a priori limitations with regard to ion identity. Overall, bond-length variations
resulting from the PJTE are slightly larger than those resulting from non-local bond-topological asym-metry,
comparable to those resulting from the strong JTE, and less than those induced by π-bond formation. From a
compar-ison of a priori and observed bond valences for ~150 coordination polyhedra in which the strong JTE
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or the PJTE is the main reason underlying bond-length variation, the Jahn-Teller effect is found not to have a
symbiotic relation with the bond-topo-logical requirements of crystal structures. The magnitude of bond-length
variations caused by the PJTE decreases in the fol-lowing order for octahedrally coordinated d0 transition
metals oxyanions: Os8+ > Mo6+ > W6+ >> V5+ > Nb5+ > Ti4+ > Ta5+ > Hf4+ > Zr4+ > Re7+ >> Y3+ >
Sc3+. Such ranking varies by coordination number; for [4], it is Re7+ > Ti4+ > V5+ > W6+ > Mo6+ > Cr6+ >
Os8+ >> Mn7+; for [5], it is Os8+ > Re7+ > Mo6+ > Ti4+ > W6+ > V5+ > Nb5+. We conclude that
non-octahedral coordinations of d0 ion configurations are likely to occur with bond-length variations that are
similar in magnitude to their octahedral counterparts. However, smaller bond-length variations are expected
from the PJTE for non-d0 transition-metal oxyanions.
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Figure S1: Bond-length distributions for all configurations of the transition metal ions bonded to O2-: (a) [6]Sc3+, (b) [7]Sc3+, 
(c) [8]Sc3+, (d) [6]Ti3+, (e) [7]Ti3+, (f) [8]Ti3+, (g) [4]Ti4+, (h) [5]Ti4+, (i) [6]Ti4+, (j) [7]Ti4+, (k) [6]V3+, (l) [5]V4+, (m) [6]V4+, (n) [4]V5+, (o) 
[5]V5+, (p) [6]V5+, (q) [4]Cr2+, (r) [5]Cr2+, (s) [6]Cr2+, (t) [6]Cr3+, (u) [4]Cr4+, (v) [6]Cr4+, (w) [4]Cr5+, (x) [4]Cr6+, (y) [4]Mn2+, (z) [5]Mn2+, 
(aa) [6]Mn2+, (ab) [7]Mn2+, (ac) [8]Mn2+, (ad) [4]Mn3+, (ae) [5]Mn3+, (af) [6]Mn3+, (ag) [4]Mn4+, (ah) [6]Mn4+, (ai) [4]Mn5+, (aj) [4]Mn6+, 
(ak) [4]Mn7+, (al) [3]Fe2+, (am) [4]Fe2+, (an) [5]Fe2+, (ao) [6]Fe2+, (ap) [8]Fe2+, (aq) [4]Fe3+, (ar) [5]Fe3+, (as) [6]Fe3+, (at) [8]Fe3+, (au) 
[3]Co2+, (av) [4]Co2+, (aw) [5]Co2+, (ax) [6]Co2+, (ay) [8]Co2+, (az) [6]Co3+, (ba) [6]Co4+, (bb) [2]Ni2+, (bc) [4]Ni2+, (bd) [5]Ni2+, (be) 
[6]Ni2+, (bf) [6]Ni4+, (bg) [2]Cu+, (bh) [3]Cu+, (bi) [4]Cu+, (bj) [4]Cu2+, (bk) [5]Cu2+, (bl) [6]Cu2+, (bm) [8]Cu2+, (bn) [4]Cu3+, (bo) [4]Zn2+, 
(bp) [5]Zn2+, (bq) [6]Zn2+, (br) [6]Y3+, (bs) [7]Y3+, (bt) [8]Y3+, (bu) [9]Y3+, (bv) [10]Y3+, (bw) [12]Y3+, (bx) [6]Zr4+, (by) [7]Zr4+, (bz) [8]Zr4+, 
(ca) [9]Zr4+, (cb) [10]Zr4+, (cc) [6]Nb4+, (cd) [4]Nb5+, (ce) [5]Nb5+, (cf) [6]Nb5+, (cg) [7]Nb5+, (ch) [8]Nb5+, (ci) [6]Mo3+, (cj) [6]Mo4+, (ck) 
[5]Mo5+, (cl) [6]Mo5+, (cm) [4]Mo6+, (cn) [5]Mo6+, (co) [6]Mo6+, (cp) [4]Tc7+, (cq) [6]Ru3+, (cr) [6]Ru4+, (cs) [6]Ru5+, (ct) [6]Rh3+, (cu) 
[6]Rh4+, (cv) [4]Pd2+, (cw) [6]Pd4+, (cx) [2]Ag+, (cy) [3]Ag+, (cz) [4]Ag+, (da) [5]Ag+, (db) [6]Ag+, (dc) [7]Ag+, (dd) [8]Ag+, (de) [9]Ag+, (df) 
[5]Cd2+, (dg) [6]Cd2+, (dh) [7]Cd2+, (di) [8]Cd2+, (dj) [9]Cd2+, (dk) [6]Hf4+, (dl) [7]Hf4+, (dm) [8]Hf4+, (dn) [6]Ta5+, (do) [7]Ta5+, (dp) 
[6]W5+, (dq) [4]W6+, (dr) [5]W6+, (ds) [6]W6+, (dt) [6]Re5+, (du) [4]Re7+, (dv) [5]Re7+, (dw) [6]Re7+, (dx) [6]Os5+, (dy) [6]Os6+, (dz) [5]Os7+, 
(ea) [6]Os7+, (eb) [4]Os8+, (ec) [5]Os8+, (ed) [6]Os8+, (ee) [6]Ir3+, (ef) [4]Ir4+, (eg) [6]Ir4+, (eh) [6]Ir5+, (ei) [4]Pt2+, (ej) [6]Pt4+, (ek) [4]Au3+, 
(el) [2]Hg2+, (em) [4]Hg2+, (en) [5]Hg2+, (eo) [6]Hg2+, (ep) [7]Hg2+, (eq) [8]Hg2+.  
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Figure S2: Bond-valence distributions for all configurations of the transition metal ions bonded to O2-: (a) [6]Sc3+, (b) [7]Sc3+, 
(c) [8]Sc3+, (d) [6]Ti3+, (e) [7]Ti3+, (f) [8]Ti3+, (g) [4]Ti4+, (h) [5]Ti4+, (i) [6]Ti4+, (j) [7]Ti4+, (k) [6]V3+, (l) [5]V4+, (m) [6]V4+, (n) [4]V5+, (o) 
[5]V5+, (p) [6]V5+, (q) [4]Cr2+, (r) [5]Cr2+, (s) [6]Cr2+, (t) [6]Cr3+, (u) [4]Cr4+, (v) [6]Cr4+, (w) [4]Cr5+, (x) [4]Cr6+, (y) [4]Mn2+, (z) [5]Mn2+, 
(aa) [6]Mn2+, (ab) [7]Mn2+, (ac) [8]Mn2+, (ad) [4]Mn3+, (ae) [5]Mn3+, (af) [6]Mn3+, (ag) [4]Mn4+, (ah) [6]Mn4+, (ai) [4]Mn5+, (aj) [4]Mn6+, 
(ak) [4]Mn7+, (al) [3]Fe2+, (am) [4]Fe2+, (an) [5]Fe2+, (ao) [6]Fe2+, (ap) [8]Fe2+, (aq) [4]Fe3+, (ar) [5]Fe3+, (as) [6]Fe3+, (at) [8]Fe3+, (au) 
[3]Co2+, (av) [4]Co2+, (aw) [5]Co2+, (ax) [6]Co2+, (ay) [8]Co2+, (az) [6]Co3+, (ba) [6]Co4+, (bb) [2]Ni2+, (bc) [4]Ni2+, (bd) [5]Ni2+, (be) 
[6]Ni2+, (bf) [6]Ni4+, (bg) [2]Cu+, (bh) [3]Cu+, (bi) [4]Cu+, (bj) [4]Cu2+, (bk) [5]Cu2+, (bl) [6]Cu2+, (bm) [8]Cu2+, (bn) [4]Cu3+, (bo) [4]Zn2+, 
(bp) [5]Zn2+, (bq) [6]Zn2+, (br) [6]Y3+, (bs) [7]Y3+, (bt) [8]Y3+, (bu) [9]Y3+, (bv) [10]Y3+, (bw) [12]Y3+, (bx) [6]Zr4+, (by) [7]Zr4+, (bz) [8]Zr4+, 
(ca) [9]Zr4+, (cb) [10]Zr4+, (cc) [6]Nb4+, (cd) [4]Nb5+, (ce) [5]Nb5+, (cf) [6]Nb5+, (cg) [7]Nb5+, (ch) [8]Nb5+, (ci) [6]Mo3+, (cj) [6]Mo4+, (ck) 
[5]Mo5+, (cl) [6]Mo5+, (cm) [4]Mo6+, (cn) [5]Mo6+, (co) [6]Mo6+, (cp) [4]Tc7+, (cq) [6]Ru3+, (cr) [6]Ru4+, (cs) [6]Ru5+, (ct) [6]Rh3+, (cu) 
[6]Rh4+, (cv) [4]Pd2+, (cw) [6]Pd4+, (cx) [2]Ag+, (cy) [3]Ag+, (cz) [4]Ag+, (da) [5]Ag+, (db) [6]Ag+, (dc) [7]Ag+, (dd) [8]Ag+, (de) [9]Ag+, (df) 
[5]Cd2+, (dg) [6]Cd2+, (dh) [7]Cd2+, (di) [8]Cd2+, (dj) [9]Cd2+, (dk) [6]Hf4+, (dl) [7]Hf4+, (dm) [8]Hf4+, (dn) [6]Ta5+, (do) [7]Ta5+, (dp) 
[6]W5+, (dq) [4]W6+, (dr) [5]W6+, (ds) [6]W6+, (dt) [6]Re5+, (du) [4]Re7+, (dv) [5]Re7+, (dw) [6]Re7+, (dx) [6]Os5+, (dy) [6]Os6+, (dz) [5]Os7+, 
(ea) [6]Os7+, (eb) [4]Os8+, (ec) [5]Os8+, (ed) [6]Os8+, (ee) [6]Ir3+, (ef) [4]Ir4+, (eg) [6]Ir4+, (eh) [6]Ir5+, (ei) [4]Pt2+, (ej) [6]Pt4+, (ek) [4]Au3+, 
(el) [2]Hg2+, (em) [4]Hg2+, (en) [5]Hg2+, (eo) [6]Hg2+, (ep) [7]Hg2+, (eq) [8]Hg2+. 
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Figure S3: Mean bond-length distributions for all configurations of the transition metal ions bonded to O2-: (a) [6]Sc3+, (b) 
[7]Sc3+, (c) [8]Sc3+, (d) [6]Ti3+, (e) [7]Ti3+, (f) [8]Ti3+, (g) [4]Ti4+, (h) [5]Ti4+, (i) [6]Ti4+, (j) [7]Ti4+, (k) [6]V3+, (l) [5]V4+, (m) [6]V4+, (n) 
[4]V5+, (o) [5]V5+, (p) [6]V5+, (q) [4]Cr2+, (r) [5]Cr2+, (s) [6]Cr2+, (t) [6]Cr3+, (u) [4]Cr4+, (v) [6]Cr4+, (w) [4]Cr5+, (x) [4]Cr6+, (y) [4]Mn2+, (z) 
[5]Mn2+, (aa) [6]Mn2+, (ab) [7]Mn2+, (ac) [8]Mn2+, (ad) [4]Mn3+, (ae) [5]Mn3+, (af) [6]Mn3+, (ag) [4]Mn4+, (ah) [6]Mn4+, (ai) [4]Mn5+, 
(aj) [4]Mn6+, (ak) [4]Mn7+, (al) [3]Fe2+, (am) [4]Fe2+, (an) [5]Fe2+, (ao) [6]Fe2+, (ap) [8]Fe2+, (aq) [4]Fe3+, (ar) [5]Fe3+, (as) [6]Fe3+, (at) 
[8]Fe3+, (au) [3]Co2+, (av) [4]Co2+, (aw) [5]Co2+, (ax) [6]Co2+, (ay) [8]Co2+, (az) [6]Co3+, (ba) [6]Co4+, (bb) [2]Ni2+, (bc) [4]Ni2+, (bd) 
[5]Ni2+, (be) [6]Ni2+, (bf) [6]Ni4+, (bg) [2]Cu+, (bh) [3]Cu+, (bi) [4]Cu+, (bj) [4]Cu2+, (bk) [5]Cu2+, (bl) [6]Cu2+, (bm) [8]Cu2+, (bn) [4]Cu3+, 
(bo) [4]Zn2+, (bp) [5]Zn2+, (bq) [6]Zn2+, (br) [6]Y3+, (bs) [7]Y3+, (bt) [8]Y3+, (bu) [9]Y3+, (bv) [10]Y3+, (bw) [12]Y3+, (bx) [6]Zr4+, (by) [7]Zr4+, 
(bz) [8]Zr4+, (ca) [9]Zr4+, (cb) [10]Zr4+, (cc) [6]Nb4+, (cd) [4]Nb5+, (ce) [5]Nb5+, (cf) [6]Nb5+, (cg) [7]Nb5+, (ch) [8]Nb5+, (ci) [6]Mo3+, (cj) 
[6]Mo4+, (ck) [5]Mo5+, (cl) [6]Mo5+, (cm) [4]Mo6+, (cn) [5]Mo6+, (co) [6]Mo6+, (cp) [4]Tc7+, (cq) [6]Ru3+, (cr) [6]Ru4+, (cs) [6]Ru5+, (ct) 
[6]Rh3+, (cu) [6]Rh4+, (cv) [4]Pd2+, (cw) [6]Pd4+, (cx) [2]Ag+, (cy) [3]Ag+, (cz) [4]Ag+, (da) [5]Ag+, (db) [6]Ag+, (dc) [7]Ag+, (dd) [8]Ag+, 
(de) [9]Ag+, (df) [5]Cd2+, (dg) [6]Cd2+, (dh) [7]Cd2+, (di) [8]Cd2+, (dj) [9]Cd2+, (dk) [6]Hf4+, (dl) [7]Hf4+, (dm) [8]Hf4+, (dn) [6]Ta5+, (do) 
[7]Ta5+, (dp) [6]W5+, (dq) [4]W6+, (dr) [5]W6+, (ds) [6]W6+, (dt) [6]Re5+, (du) [4]Re7+, (dv) [5]Re7+, (dw) [6]Re7+, (dx) [6]Os5+, (dy) [6]Os6+, 
(dz) [5]Os7+, (ea) [6]Os7+, (eb) [4]Os8+, (ec) [5]Os8+, (ed) [6]Os8+, (ee) [6]Ir3+, (ef) [4]Ir4+, (eg) [6]Ir4+, (eh) [6]Ir5+, (ei) [4]Pt2+, (ej) [6]Pt4+, 
(ek) [4]Au3+, (el) [2]Hg2+, (em) [4]Hg2+, (en) [5]Hg2+, (eo) [6]Hg2+, (ep) [7]Hg2+, (eq) [8]Hg2+.  
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Figure S4: The effect of bond-length distortion on mean bond-length for all configurations of the transition metal ions 
bonded to O2-: (a) [6]Sc3+, (b) [7]Sc3+, (c) [8]Sc3+, (d) [6]Ti3+, (e) [7]Ti3+, (f) [8]Ti3+, (g) [4]Ti4+, (h) [5]Ti4+, (i) [6]Ti4+, (j) [7]Ti4+, (k) 
[6]V3+, (l) [5]V4+, (m) [6]V4+, (n) [4]V5+, (o) [5]V5+, (p) [6]V5+, (q) [4]Cr2+, (r) [5]Cr2+, (s) [6]Cr2+, (t) [6]Cr3+, (u) [4]Cr4+, (v) [6]Cr4+, (w) 
[4]Cr5+, (x) [4]Cr6+, (y) [4]Mn2+, (z) [5]Mn2+, (aa) [6]Mn2+, (ab) [7]Mn2+, (ac) [8]Mn2+, (ad) [4]Mn3+, (ae) [5]Mn3+, (af) [6]Mn3+, (ag) 
[4]Mn4+, (ah) [6]Mn4+, (ai) [4]Mn5+, (aj) [4]Mn6+, (ak) [4]Mn7+, (al) [3]Fe2+, (am) [4]Fe2+, (an) [5]Fe2+, (ao) [6]Fe2+, (ap) [8]Fe2+, (aq) 
[4]Fe3+, (ar) [5]Fe3+, (as) [6]Fe3+, (at) [8]Fe3+, (au) [3]Co2+, (av) [4]Co2+, (aw) [5]Co2+, (ax) [6]Co2+, (ay) [8]Co2+, (az) [6]Co3+, (ba) 
[6]Co4+, (bb) [2]Ni2+, (bc) [4]Ni2+, (bd) [5]Ni2+, (be) [6]Ni2+, (bf) [6]Ni4+, (bg) [2]Cu+, (bh) [3]Cu+, (bi) [4]Cu+, (bj) [4]Cu2+, (bk) [5]Cu2+, 
(bl) [6]Cu2+, (bm) [8]Cu2+, (bn) [4]Cu3+, (bo) [4]Zn2+, (bp) [5]Zn2+, (bq) [6]Zn2+, (br) [6]Y3+, (bs) [7]Y3+, (bt) [8]Y3+, (bu) [9]Y3+, (bv) 
[10]Y3+, (bw) [12]Y3+, (bx) [6]Zr4+, (by) [7]Zr4+, (bz) [8]Zr4+, (ca) [9]Zr4+, (cb) [10]Zr4+, (cc) [6]Nb4+, (cd) [4]Nb5+, (ce) [5]Nb5+, (cf) [6]Nb5+, 
(cg) [7]Nb5+, (ch) [8]Nb5+, (ci) [6]Mo3+, (cj) [6]Mo4+, (ck) [5]Mo5+, (cl) [6]Mo5+, (cm) [4]Mo6+, (cn) [5]Mo6+, (co) [6]Mo6+, (cp) [4]Tc7+, 
(cq) [6]Ru3+, (cr) [6]Ru4+, (cs) [6]Ru5+, (ct) [6]Rh3+, (cu) [6]Rh4+, (cv) [4]Pd2+, (cw) [6]Pd4+, (cx) [2]Ag+, (cy) [3]Ag+, (cz) [4]Ag+, (da) 
[5]Ag+, (db) [6]Ag+, (dc) [7]Ag+, (dd) [8]Ag+, (de) [9]Ag+, (df) [5]Cd2+, (dg) [6]Cd2+, (dh) [7]Cd2+, (di) [8]Cd2+, (dj) [9]Cd2+, (dk) [6]Hf4+, 
(dl) [7]Hf4+, (dm) [8]Hf4+, (dn) [6]Ta5+, (do) [7]Ta5+, (dp) [6]W5+, (dq) [4]W6+, (dr) [5]W6+, (ds) [6]W6+, (dt) [6]Re5+, (du) [4]Re7+, (dv) 
[5]Re7+, (dw) [6]Re7+, (dx) [6]Os5+, (dy) [6]Os6+, (dz) [5]Os7+, (ea) [6]Os7+, (eb) [4]Os8+, (ec) [5]Os8+, (ed) [6]Os8+, (ee) [6]Ir3+, (ef) [4]Ir4+, 
(eg) [6]Ir4+, (eh) [6]Ir5+, (ei) [4]Pt2+, (ej) [6]Pt4+, (ek) [4]Au3+, (el) [2]Hg2+, (em) [4]Hg2+, (en) [5]Hg2+, (eo) [6]Hg2+, (ep) [7]Hg2+, (eq) 
[8]Hg2+.  
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Table S1 :  A priori bond valences for crystal-structure refinements used in this work 

1292: Cu2+5O2(PO4)2 

  Cu1 Cu2 Cu3 P ∑ 

O1   0.367 ×2↓ ×2→   1.265 2 

O2   0.551   1.449 2 

O3 0.388 ×2↓   0.277 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.059 2 

O4   0.329 0.444 1.227 2 

O5 0.612 ×2↓ 0.385 0.501 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

∑  2 2 2 5   

 

1640: (Hg2+(H2O)6)(Cl7+O4)2 

  Hg Cl H ∑ 

O1 0.333 ×6↓   0.833 ×2→ 2 

O2   1.667 ×3↓ 0.167 ×2→ 2 

O3   2.000   2 

∑  2 7 1   

 

2279: Ba3Cu2+(Sb5+2O9) 

 ∑ Ba1 Ba2 Ba3 Cu Sb1 Sb2  ∑ 

O1 0.206 ×3↓ 0.175 ×6↓ ×2→ 0.152 ×3↓ 0.396 ×3↓ 0.896 ×3↓   2 

O2 0.080 ×6↓ ×2→ 0.149 ×3↓ 0.026 ×3↓ 0.270 ×3↓ 0.770 ×3↓ 0.724 ×3↓ 2 

O3 0.300 ×3↓ 0.268 ×3↓ 0.245 ×6↓ ×2→     0.943 ×3↓ 2 

 ∑ 2 2 2 2 5 5   

 

8269: Cr3+(W5+O4) 

  Cr W  ∑ 

O1 0.542 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.917 ×2↓ 2 

O2 0.417 0.792 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O3 0.417  0.792 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 3 5   

 

14159: Na2(Ni2+O2) 

  Na1 Na2 Ni  ∑ 

O1 0.219 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.266 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.516 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O2 0.188 ×3↓ ×3→ 0.234 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.484 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 1 1 2   

 

15505: Y3Re7+O8 

  Y1 Y2 Y3 Re  ∑ 

O1 0.495 0.486 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.533   2 

O2 0.495 0.486 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.533   2 
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O3   0.254 0.302 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.143 2 

O4 0.282 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.274   1.162 2 

O5 0.361   0.399 1.240 2 

O6 0.273 0.264 0.311 1.152 2 

O7 0.273 0.264 0.311 1.152 2 

O8 0.270 ×2↓ ×2→   0.309 1.150 2 

 ∑ 3 3 3 7   

 

15545: Na4Zr2(SiO4)3 

  Na1 Na2 Zr Si  ∑ 

O1 0.167 ×6↓ 0.104 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.646 ×3↓ 0.979 ×2↓ 2 

O2   0.146 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.688 ×3↓ 1.021 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 1 1 4 4   

 

17062: Fe2+2(P2O7) 

  Fe1 Fe2 P1 P2  ∑ 

O1 0.333 0.333 1.333   2 

O2 0.333 0.333 1.333   2 

O3 0.333 0.333 1.333   2 

O4     1.000 1.000 2 

O5 0.333 0.333   1.333 2 

O6 0.333 0.333   1.333 2 

O7 0.333 0.333   1.333 2 

 ∑ 2 2 5 5   

 

20540: Li2[Os8+O4(OH)2] 

  Li1 Li2 Os  ∑ 

O1 0.217 ×2↓ 0.400 ×2↓ 1.383 ×2↓ 2 

O2 0.417 ×2↓   1.583 ×2↓ 2 

O3 -0.133 ×2↓ 0.050 ×4↓ ×2→ 1.033 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 1 1 8   

 

20611: Rb(Os8+2O8(OH)) 

  Rb Os1 Os2  ∑ 

O1 0.000 ×2↓ ×2→   2.000 2 

O2 0.000 ×2↓ ×2→   2.000 2 

O3 0.176 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.647   2 

O4 0.265 1.735   2 

O5 0.000   2.000 2 

O6 0.176 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.647   2 

O7 0.000 ×2↓ ×2→   2.000 2 
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O8 0.265 1.735   2 

OH -0.235 1.235   1 

 ∑ 1 8 8   

 

20670: YCo2+(BO2)5 

  Co Y B1 B2 B3 B4 B5  ∑ 

O1 0.300 0.246 0.715 0.738       2 

O2 0.323   0.738     0.939   2 

O3   0.273 0.742       0.985 2 

O4 0.390   0.805   0.806     2 

O5 0.300 0.246   0.738 0.716     2 

O6   0.259 ×2↓ ×2→   0.752 0.729     2 

O7   0.280   0.772   0.949   2 

O8   0.259     0.749   0.992 2 

O9 0.344 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.290         1.023 2 

O10   0.444 ×2↓ ×2→       1.113   2 

 ∑ 2 3 3 3 3 3 3   

 

24819: Na5Nb5+O5 

  Na1 Na2 Na3 Nb  ∑ 

O1 0.181 ×2↓ 0.181 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.238 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.981 ×2↓ 2 

O2 0.229 ×2↓ 0.229 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.286 1.029 ×2↓ 2 

O3 0.181 0.181 ×2→ 0.238 ×2→ 0.981 2 

 ∑ 1 1 1 5   

 

24973: Ca4Mn3+3B3O12CO3 

  Ca1 Ca2 Mn B C  ∑ 

O1 0.177 ×3↓ 0.318 0.480 1.025   2 

O2 0.177 ×3↓ 0.318 0.480 1.025   2 

O3   0.242 0.404 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.949   2 

O4 0.313 ×3↓ 0.455 0.616 ×2↓ ×2→     2 

O5   0.222 ×3↓ ×3→     1.333 ×3↓ 2 

 ∑ 2 2 3 3 4   

 

33194: Pb2+HfO3 

  Pb1 Pb2 Hf1 Hf2  ∑ 

O1 0.174 ×4↓ ×4→   0.645 0.661 2 

O2   0.166 ×4↓ ×4→ 0.661 0.676 2 

O3 0.221 0.197 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.692 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

O4 0.179 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.155 ×2↓ ×2→   0.666 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O5 0.184 ×2→ 0.161 ×2→ 0.655 ×2→   2 
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O6 0.179 ×2→ 0.155 ×2→   0.666 ×2→ 2 

O7 0.184 ×2→ 0.161 ×2→ 0.655 ×2→   2 

O8 0.179 ×2→ 0.155 ×2→   0.666 ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 2 2 4 4   

 

33783: La(Nb5+5O14) 

  La Nb1 Nb2 Nb3  ∑ 

O1 0.211 ×2↓   0.894 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

O2 0.210 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.688 0.893   2 

O3 0.348 ×2↓ 0.826 ×2↓ ×2→     2 

O4   0.591 0.796 0.614 ×2↓ 2 

O5   0.591 0.796 0.614 ×2↓ 2 

O6 0.261 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.739 ×2↓ ×2→     2 

O7       1.000 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O8     0.727 ×2→ 0.545 2 

 ∑ 3 5 5 5   

 

33800: La3Ti4+O4Cl5 

  La1 La2 La3 Ti  ∑ 

O1     0.542 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.915 2 

O2   0.540 ×2↓ ×2→   0.920 2 

O3 0.253 0.245 0.252 0.625 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O4 0.543 ×2↓ ×2→     0.915 2 

Cl1 0.253 0.244 0.252 ×2↓ ×2→   1 

Cl2 0.254 0.246 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.253   1 

Cl3   0.248 ×3↓ ×3→ 0.255   1 

Cl4 0.250 ×3↓ ×3→   0.249   1 

Cl5 0.202 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.194 0.201 ×2↓ ×2→   1 

 ∑ 3 3 3 4   

 

33802: Sr2(Ru4+O4) 

  Sr Ru  ∑ 

O1 0.179 ×4↓ ×4→ 0.641 ×4↓ ×2→ 2 

O2 0.256 ×5↓ ×5→ 0.718 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 2 4   

 

33863: Ba4Ir4+3O10 

  Ba1 Ba2 Ir1 Ir2  ∑ 

O1 0.182 ×3↓ ×3→ 0.153 0.663 ×2↓ 0.638 2 

O2 0.187 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.158 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.668 ×2↓ 0.643 2 

O3 0.187 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.158 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.668 ×2↓ 0.643 2 
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O4 0.326 0.297 ×3↓ ×3→   0.782 2 

O5 0.191 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.162 ×2↓ ×2→   0.647 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 2 2 4 4   

 

34392: K6(Mn3+2O6) 

  K1 K2 K3 Mn  ∑ 

O1 0.135 0.135 0.155 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.710 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O2  0.234 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.234 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.254 0.809 2 

O3 0.198 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.198 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.218 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.772 2 

 ∑ 1 1 1 3   

 

35084: Cd3Te6+O6 

  Cd1 Cd2 Te  ∑ 

O1 0.373 ×2↓ 0.294 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.039 ×2↓ 2 

O2 0.314 ×2↓ 0.235 ×3↓ ×3→ 0.980 ×2↓ 2 

O3 0.314 ×2↓ 0.235 ×3↓ ×3→ 0.980 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 2 2 6   

 

35407: CdPt4+3O6 

  Cd Pt1 Pt2  ∑ 

O1 0.286 ×4↓ ×2→   0.714 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O2 0.214 ×4↓ 0.500 ×4↓ 0.643 ×4↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 2 2 4   

 

36608: Sm3+(Ti4+O3Cl) 

  Sm Ti  ∑ 

O1 0.320 0.560 ×3↓ ×3→ 2 

O2 0.587 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.827 2 

O3 0.507 0.747 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

Cl 0.250 ×4↓ ×4→   1 

 ∑ 3 4   

 

36626: Nb5+(PO4)O 

  Nb P  ∑ 

O1 0.750 1.250 2 

O2 1.000 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

O3 0.750 1.250 2 

O4 0.750 1.250 2 

O5 0.750 1.250 2 

 ∑ 5 5   
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40249: KNa3(W6+O5) 

  Na1 Na2 K W  ∑ 

O1 0.192 0.197 ×2→ 0.111 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.192 2 

O2 0.197 ×2↓ 0.202 ×3↓ ×3→   1.197 ×2↓ 2 

O3 0.192 0.197 ×2→ 0.111 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.192 2 

O4 0.221   0.139 ×4↓ ×4→ 1.221 2 

 ∑ 1 1 1 6   

 

40312: SrZn(V5+2O7) 

  Sr Zn V1 V2  ∑ 

O1 0.260 0.414 1.326   2 

O2 0.260 0.414 1.326   2 

O3 0.260 0.414 1.326   2 

O4 -0.046   1.021 1.025 2 

O5 0.310 ×2↓ ×2→     1.381 2 

O6 0.259 0.412   1.329 2 

O7 0.194 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.347   1.265 2 

 ∑ 2 2 5 5   

 

40850: Mn2+(V5+2O6) 

  Mn V  ∑ 

O1 0.417 ×4↓ ×2→ 1.167 2 

O2 0.167 ×2↓ 0.917 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O3   0.667 ×3↓ ×3→ 2 

 ∑ 2 5   

 

49746: Na5(Os7+O6) 

  Na1 Na2 Na3 Os  ∑ 

O1 0.167 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.167 ×4↓ 0.167 ×4↓ ×2→ 1.167 ×4↓ 2 

O2 0.167 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.167 ×2↓ 0.167 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.167 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 1 1 1 7   

 

50010: Cs(V5+3O8) 

  Cs V1 V2  ∑ 

O1 0.500 1.500   2 

O2 -0.375 0.625 0.875 ×2→ 2 

O3   0.500 ×2↓ 0.750 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O4 0.188 ×6↓×3   1.438 2 

O5 -0.062 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.938 ×2↓ 1.188 2 

 ∑ 1 5 5   
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50038: K2Fe2+2Nb5+4O13 

  K Fe Nb1 Nb2  ∑ 

O1 -0.083 ×2↓ 0.259 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.693 0.872 2 

O2 0.176 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.518   1.130 2 

O3 0.090 ×2↓   0.866 1.044 2 

O4 0.221 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.562 0.996   2 

O5   0.039   0.651 ×3↓ ×3→ 2 

O6 0.075 ×2↓ ×4→   0.851 ×2→   2 

O7 0.021 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.363 0.797 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

 ∑ 1 2 5 5   

 

50459: Cu2+4O(PO4)2 

  Cu1 Cu2 Cu3 P1 P2  ∑ 

O1 0.551     1.449   2 

O2   0.293 0.295 ×2→ 1.118   2 

O3   0.391 ×2↓ 0.393 1.216 ×2↓   2 

O4 0.335 0.408     1.257 2 

O5     0.384 ×2→   1.231 2 

O6 0.335 ×2↓   0.409   1.256 ×2↓ 2 

O7 0.445 0.517 0.519 ×2→     2 

 ∑ 2 2 2 5 5   

 

55272: Ca2ZrB(Al9O18) 

  Ca Al1 Al2 Zr B  ∑ 

O1 
 

0.444 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.444 ×2↓ 0.667 ×3↓   2 

O2 0.500 ×4↓ 0.667 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.667 ×2↓     2 

O3   0.444 ×2→ 0.444 0.667 ×3↓   2 

O4   0.333 ×2→ 0.333   1.000 ×3↓ 2 

 ∑ 2 3 3 4 3   

 

59111: HfSiO4 

  Hf Si  ∑ 

O 0.500 ×8↓ ×2→ 1.000 ×4↓ 2 

 ∑ 4 4   

 

59244: LiV3+(Si2O6) 

  Li V Si  ∑ 

O1 0.125 ×2↓ 0.450 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.975 2 

O2 0.275 ×2↓ 0.600 ×2↓ 1.125 2 

O3 0.100 ×2↓   0.950 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 1 3 4   
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59819: Ce4+2(Cr6+O4)4(H2O)2 

  Ce1 Ce2 Cr1 Cr2 Cr3 Cr4  ∑ 

O1     2.000       2 

O2   0.632 1.368       2 

O3   0.632 1.368       2 

O4 0.737   1.263       2 

O5   0.474   1.526     2 

O6   0.474   1.526     2 

O7   0.474   1.526     2 

O8 0.579     1.421     2 

O9 0.553       1.447   2 

O10   0.447     1.553   2 

O11 0.553       1.447   2 

O12   0.447     1.553   2 

O13   0.421       1.579 2 

O14 0.526         1.474 2 

O15 0.526         1.474 2 

O16 0.526         1.474 2 

 ∑ 4 4 6 6 6 6   

 

62577: CaNb5+
2(P4O13)(P2O7)O 

  Nb1 Nb2 Ca P1 P2 P3 P4  ∑ 

O1     0.267 ×2↓ 1.733       2 

O2   0.782 ×2↓   1.218       2 

O3       1 ×2→       2 

O4       1.049 0.951     2 

O5 0.805 ×2↓       1.195     2 

O6     0.316 ×2↓   1.684     2 

O7   0.831 ×2↓     1.169     2 

O8 0.837 ×2↓         1.163 ×2↓   2 

O9     0.348     1.652   2 

O10           1.169 0.978 2 

O11 0.859 ×2↓            1.141 ×2↓ 2 

O12   0.261         1.739  2 

O13   1.515 0.458         2 

 ∑ 5 5 2 5 5 5 5   

 

63103: Y2Ba2Cu2+Pt4+O8 

  Ba1 Ba2 Cu Y1 Y2 Pt  ∑ 

O1 0.232 0.206 ×3↓ ×3→ 0.440     0.711 2 
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O2 0.177 ×2↓ 0.151 ×2↓ 0.385 ×2↓ 0.430 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.427 ×2↓   2 

O3 0.174 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.148 ×2↓   0.427 ×2↓ 0.424 ×2↓ 0.653 ×2↓ 2 

O4 0.174 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.148   0.427 0.424 0.653 2 

O5 0.186 ×2↓ 0.160 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.394 ×2↓   0.436 ×2↓ 0.665 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 2 2 2 3 3 4   

 

64634: V3+2(V4+O(P2O7)2 

  V1 V2 P1 P2  ∑ 

O1   0.583   1.417 2 

O2 0.500 ×2↓ 0.333 1.167   2 

O3 0.500 ×2↓ 0.333   1.167 2 

O4   0.583 1.417   2 

O5   0.583   1.417 2 

O6   0.583 1.417   2 

O7     1.000 ×2→   2 

O8 2.000       2 

O9       1.000 ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 4 3 5 5   
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65237: Na6(O2(Cu3+O2)2) 

  Na1 Na2 Na3 Na4 Na5 Na6 Cu1 Cu2 Cu3  ∑ 

O1 0.167 ×2↓ 0.250 ×2↓ 0.167 ×2↓ 0.194 0.194 0.250 0.778 ×2↓     2 

O2       0.139 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.139 ×2↓ ×2→   0.722 ×2↓ 0.722 ×2↓   2 

O3 0.167 ×2↓   0.167 ×2↓ 0.194 0.194 0.250 ×2↓ ×2→   0.778 ×2↓   2 

O4       0.139 ×2→ 0.139 ×2→       0.722 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O5 0.167 ×2↓ 0.250 ×2↓ 0.167 ×2↓ 0.194 0.194 0.250     0.778 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 3 3   
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65407: Na3Sc2(PO4)3 

  Na1 Na2 Sc P  ∑ 

O1   0.106 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.519 ×3↓ 1.269 ×2↓ 2 

O2 0.153 ×6↓ 0.067 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.481 ×3↓ 1.231 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 0.92 0.693 3 5   

 

65476: Ni2+5HfB2O10 

  Ni1 Ni2 Ni3 Ni4 Hf B1 B2  ∑ 

O1 0.392 ×2↓   0.425 ×2↓ 0.427 0.756 ×2↓     2 

O2 0.308 ×2↓ 0.339 ×4↓ ×2→   0.343 0.672 ×2↓     2 

O3   0.322   0.326 ×2→   1.025   2 

O4   0.322   0.326 ×2→     1.025 2 

O5 0.299     0.334 ×2→   1.033   2 

O6       0.243 ×2→ 0.572   0.942 2 

O7     0.242 ×2↓ ×2→   0.573 0.943   2 

O8 0.300   0.333 ×2↓ ×2→       1.034 2 

 ∑ 2 2 2 2 4 3 3   

 

65512: Zr(Mo6+O4)2 

  Zr1 Zr2 Mo  ∑ 

O1     2.000 2 

O2   0.667 ×3↓ 1.333 2 

O3   0.667 ×3↓ 1.333 2 

O4 0.667 ×6↓   1.333 2 

 ∑ 4 4 6   

 

65614: Y2Ba2Cu2+Pt4+O8 

  Ba1 Ba2 Cu Y Pt  ∑ 

O1 0.228 ×4↓ 0.163 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.380 ×2↓ 0.402 ×2↓ 0.663 ×4↓ 2 

O2   0.174 ×3↓ ×3→ 0.391 0.413 0.674 ×2↓ 2 

O3 0.272 ×4↓ 0.207 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.424 ×2↓ 0.446 ×4↓ ×2→   2 

 ∑ 2 2 2 3 4   

 

66994: Cs(Np5+O2)(Mo6+O4) 

  Cs Np Mo  ∑ 

O1 0.384 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.232   2 

O2 0.288 ×3↓ ×3→ 1.137   2 

O3 -0.446 0.402 1.022 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O4 -0.292 0.557 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.177 2 

O5 -0.292 0.557 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.177 2 

O6 0.133 ×3↓ ×3→   1.601 2 
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∑ 1 5 6  

 

67726: Cu2+3Ba(V5+O4)2(OH)2 

  Ba Cu1 Cu2 V H  ∑ 

O1   0.459 ×2↓ 0.459 ×2↓ ×2→   0.623 2 

O2 0.195 ×4↓ 0.270 ×4↓ 0.270 ×2↓ 1.264 ×2↓   2 

O3 0.195 ×2↓   0.270 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.264   2 

O4 0.138 ×6↓ ×3→     1.208 0.377 2 

 ∑ 2 2 2 5 1   

 

68279: Pr3+2(Mo6+4O15) 

  Pr1 Pr2 Mo1 Mo2 Mo3 Mo4  ∑ 

O1 
 

0.433 1.567 
   

2 

O2 
 

0.433 1.567 
   

2 

O3 0.507 
 

1.493 
   

2 

O4 0.388 0.239 1.373 
   

2 

O5 0.490 
  

1.510 
  

2 

O6 0.490 
  

1.510 
  

2 

O7 
 

0.416 
 

1.584 
  

2 

O8 0.376 0.228 
 

1.396 
  

2 

O9 
    

1.413 0.587 2 

O10 
 

0.333 
  

1.667 
 

2 

O11 0.321 0.172 
  

1.507 
 

2 

O12 
    

1.413 0.587 2 

O13 
     

2.000 2 

O14 
 

0.746 
   

1.254 2 

O15 0.427 
    

0.786 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 3 3 6 6 6 6   

 

68614: Cu+La(W6+2O8) 

  Cu La W1 W2  ∑ 

O1   0.148 0.959 0.892 2 

O2 -0.136   0.734 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.668 2 

O3   0.148 0.959 0.892 2 

O4   0.595 1.405   2 

O5   0.396 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.207   2 

O6 0.379 0.439   1.183 2 

O7 0.379 0.439   1.183 2 

O8 0.379 0.439   1.183 2 

 ∑ 1 3 6 6   
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69088: Ba(Mo5+2P4O16) 

  Ba Mo P1 P2  ∑ 

O1   2.000     2 

O2 0.124 ×2↓ 0.577 1.299   2 

O3 0.150 ×2↓ 0.604   1.246 2 

O4   0.639 1.361   2 

O5 0.150 ×2↓ 0.604   1.246 2 

O6 0.124 ×2↓ 0.577 1.299   2 

O7     1.040 0.960 2 

O8 0.452 ×2↓     1.548 2 

 ∑ 2 5 5 5   

 

71450: Sr2(V4+O4) 

  Sr V  ∑ 

O1 0.179 ×4↓ ×4→ 0.641 ×4↓ ×2→ 2 

O2 0.256 ×5↓ ×5→ 0.718 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 2 4   

 

71562: Ca2Y(As5+O4)(W6+O4)2 

  Ca Y W As  ∑ 

O1 0.240 ×4↓ ×2→   1.519 ×2↓   2 

O2 0.202 ×2↓ 0.317 ×4↓ 1.481 ×2↓   2 

O3 0.317 ×2↓ 0.433 ×4↓   1.250 ×4↓ 2 

 ∑ 2 3 6 5   

 

72302: Cr2+3Cr3+4(PO4)6 

  Cr1 Cr2 Cr3 Cr4 P1 P2 P3 P4  ∑ 

O1       0.509     1.491   2 

O2         1.020   0.980   2 

O3           1.000   1.000 2 

O4 0.459 ×2↓     0.249   1.293     2 

O5   0.425 ×2↓ 0.383   1.192       2 

O6 0.583 ×2↓         1.417     2 

O7 0.459 ×2↓     0.249       1.293 2 

O8     0.467 0.255 1.277       2 

O9   0.438 ×2↓ 0.396       1.166   2 

O10   0.636 ×2↓         1.364   2 

O11     0.710     1.290     2 

O12     0.584         1.416 2 

O13     0.460 0.248       1.292 2 

O14       0.489 1.511       2 
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 ∑ 3 3 3 2 5 5 5 5   

 

72312: Ba2(Hg3Pd4+5Pd2+2O14) 

  Ba Hg1 Hg2 Pd1 Pd2 Pd3 Pd4 ∑ 

O1 0.250     0.750   0.500 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

O2 -0.021 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.563 1.000 ×2↓ 0.479       2 

O3 0.378 ×2↓ ×2→           0.622 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O4 0.250 ×2↓     0.750 ×2↓ 0.500 ×4↓ 0.500 ×2↓   2 

O5 0.134 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.718 ×2↓   0.635 ×2↓     0.378 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 2 2 2 4 2 2 2   

 

72682: Cs2(Ti4+O)(P2O7) 

  Cs1 Cs2 Ti P1 P2  ∑ 

O1 0.009 0.017 0.739 1.235   2 

O2 0.191 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.199   1.418   2 

O3 0.009 0.017 0.739 1.235   2 

O4 -0.115 -0.107   1.111 1.111 2 

O5 0.191 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.199     1.418 2 

O6 0.314 0.321 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.044     2 

O7 0.009 0.017 0.739   1.235 2 

O8 0.009 0.017 0.739   1.235 2 

 ∑ 1 1 4 5 5   

 

72714: Ti3+PO4 

  Ti1 Ti2 P1 P2 P3 P4  ∑ 

O1 0.429 ×2→     1.143     2 

O2 0.429 ×2→   1.143       2 

O3 0.429 ×2→         1.143 2 

O4 0.429 ×2→         1.143 2 

O5 0.643         1.357 ×2↓ 2 

O6 0.643   1.357 ×2↓       2 

O7   0.643   1.357 ×2↓     2 

O8   0.643     1.357 ×2↓   2 

O9   0.429 ×2→     1.143   2 

O10   0.429 ×2→     1.143   2 

O11   0.429 ×2→   1.143     2 

O12   0.429 ×2→ 1.143       2 

 ∑ 3 3 5 5 5 5   

 

72872: Co3+Re5+O4 

  Co Re  ∑ 
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O1 0.417 ×2↓ 0.792 ×4↓ ×2→ 2 

O2 0.542 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.917 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 3 5   

 

72886: Ca(V4+O)2(PO4)2 

  Ca V P  ∑ 

O1 0.250 ×2↓ 0.500 1.250 2 

O2 0.250 ×2↓ 0.500 1.250 2 

O3   1.000 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

O4 0.250 ×2↓ 0.500 1.250 2 

O5 0.250 ×2↓ 0.500 1.250 2 

 ∑ 2 4 5   

 

73183: Ba3Ca(Ru5+2O9) 

  Ba1 Ba2 Ca Ru  ∑ 

O1 0.119 ×6↓ ×2→ 0.095 ×3↓ ×2→   0.786 ×3↓ ×2→ 2 

O2 0.214 ×6↓ 0.190 ×9↓ ×3→ 0.333 ×6↓ 0.881 ×3↓ 2 

 ∑ 2 2 2 5   

 

73261: Cr2+3Cr3+4(PO4)6 

  Cr1 Cr2 Cr3 Cr4 P1 P2 P3  ∑ 

O1     0.415 ×2↓ ×2→       1.170 2 

O2     0.460 0.358   1.182   2 

O3     0.443 0.341     1.216 2 

O4 0.511     0.409 1.080     2 

O5 0.460     0.358   1.182   2 

O6 0.639         1.361   2 

O7 0.409 ×2↓ ×2→           1.182 2 

O8   0.568 ×2↓         1.432 2 

O9   0.174 ×2↓ 0.552     1.274   2 

O10     0.715   1.285     2 

O11 0.572       1.428     2 

O12   0.259 ×2↓   0.535 1.207     2 

 ∑ 3 2 3 2 5 5 5   

 

73686: Th(V5+2O7) 

  Th1 Th2 V1 V2 V3 V4  ∑ 

O1 0.425 ×2↓ ×2→   1.151       2 

O2 0.637   1.363       2 

O3   0.665 1.335       2 

O4 0.425 ×2↓ ×2→   1.151       2 
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O5   0.649   1.351     2 

O6 0.621     1.379     2 

O7   0.433 ×2↓ ×2→   1.135     2 

O8   0.433 ×2↓ ×2→   1.135     2 

O9 0.291 ×2↓ ×2→       1.417   2 

O10   0.466     1.534   2 

O11         1.024 0.976 2 

O12         1.024 0.976 2 

O13 0.462         1.538 2 

O14   0.490       1.510 2 

 ∑ 4 4 5 5 5 5   

 

74212: CaTi4+O3  

 Ca Ti  

O1 0.167 ×4↓ ×4→ 0.667 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O2 0.167 ×8↓ ×4→ 0.667 ×4↓ ×2→ 2 

  2 4   

 

75264: Li3Nb5+O4 

 Li Nb ∑ 

O1br -0.042 ×3→ 0.708 ×3↓ ×3→ 2 

O2 0.208 ×5↓ ×5→ 0.958 ×3↓ 2 

∑ 1 5  

 

75583: La2(Ti4+2SiO9) 

  La1 La2 Ti1 Ti2 Si  ∑ 

O1 0.280 ×2↓ 0.186 ×2↓ 0.619 ×2↓   0.914 ×2↓ 2 

O2   0.668     1.332 2 

O3 0.268 0.174 ×2↓ ×2→   0.544 0.839 2 

O4  0.454 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.361 ×2   0.731 ×2↓   2 

O5 0.354 0.260 0.693 ×2↓ ×2→     2 

O6   0.315 ×2↓ ×2→   0.685 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

O7     0.688 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.625   2 

 ∑ 3 3 4 4 4   

 

78180: La2(W6+O4)3 

  La W1 W2  ∑ 

O1 0.095 0.952 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

O2 0.381 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.238   2 

O3 0.571 1.429   2 

O4 0.429   1.571 ×2↓ 2 
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O5 0.571 1.429   2 

O6 0.286 ×2↓ ×2→   1.429 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 3 6 6   

 

78842: Rb2(Ti4+O3) 

  Rb1 Rb2 Ti  ∑ 

O1 0.185 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.1885 ×3↓ ×3→ 1.074 2 

O2 0.185 ×3↓ ×3→ 0.185 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.074 2 

O3 0.037 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.037 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.926 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 1 1 4   

 

79517: Cs(Mo6+2O3(PO4)2) 

  Cs Mo1 Mo2 P1 P2  ∑ 

O1 0.382 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.237       2 

O2 -0.087 0.768   1.319   2 

O3   0.724   1.276   2 

O4 -0.083 0.772   
 

1.311 2 

O5 -0.087 0.768   1.319   2 

O6   0.731     1.269 2 

O7 0.255 ×2↓ ×2→   1.491     2 

O8 0.255 ×2↓ ×2→   1.491     2 

O9     0.915 1.085   2 

O10 -0.210   1.026   1.184 2 

O11 -0.157 ×2↓ ×2→   1.078   1.236 2 

 ∑ 1 5 6 5 5   

 

79702: K2Ni2+(W6+O2(PO4)2) 

  K Ni W P  ∑ 

O1 -0.059   0.908 ×2↓ 1.151 2 

O2 -0.059   0.908 ×2↓ 1.151 2 

O3 0.125 ×3↓ ×3→ 0.292 ×2↓   1.334 2 

O4 0.156 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.324 ×2↓   1.365 2 

O5 0.216 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.384 ×2↓ 1.183 ×2↓   2 

 ∑ 1 2 6 5   

 

79734: K3(Nb5+3O6)(Si2O7) 

  K Nb Si  ∑ 

O1 0.017 ×3→   0.975 ×2→ 2 

O2 0.105 ×3↓ ×3→ 0.843 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

O3 0.131 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.869 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

O4 0.051 ×8↓ ×4→ 0.788 ×2↓ 1.008 ×3↓ 2 
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 ∑ 1 5 4   

 

80423: CsTa5+(B2O5) 

  Cs Ta B  ∑ 

O1 0.114 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.750 ×2↓ 1.023 2 

O2 0.114 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.750 ×2↓ 1.023 2 

O3   1.000 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

O4 0.045 ×2↓ ×2→   0.955 ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 1 5 3   

80430: KMn3+(Se6+O4)2 

  K Mn Se  ∑ 

O1   0.512 ×2↓ 1.488 2 

O2 0.142 ×6↓×3   1.574 2 

O3 0.037 ×2↓ 0.494 ×2↓ 1.469 2 

O4 0.037 ×2↓ 0.494 ×2↓ 1.469 2 

 ∑ 1 3 6   

 

81473: BaCo2+2(Si2O7) 

  Ba Co1 Co2 Co3 Si1 Si2  ∑ 

O1     0.526 ×2↓ 0.449 1.025   2 

O2 0.246 ×2↓ ×2→   0.474 ×2↓     1.035 2 

O3 0.227     0.379 ×2↓ ×2→   1.016 2 

O4 0.210 0.429 ×2↓   0.362   0.999 2 

O5 0.161       0.889 0.950 2 

O6 0.351 0.571 ×2↓     1.079   2 

O7 0.280 ×2↓ ×2→     0.432 1.008   2 

 ∑ 2 2 2 2 4 4   

 

82403: Co2+2Si(P2O7)2 

  Co Si P1 P2  ∑ 

O1   1.000 ×2↓ 1.000   2 

O2 0.429   1.571   2 

O3 0.286 ×2↓ ×2→   1.429   2 

O4     1.000 1.000 2 

O5 0.429     1.571 2 

O6 0.286 ×2↓ ×2→     1.429 2 

O7   1.000 ×2↓   1.000 2 

 ∑ 2 4 5 5   

 

82488: Na4Zr2Ti4+O4(CO3)4 

  Na1 Na2 Zr Ti C1 C2  ∑ 
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O1 0.064 0.064   0.595 ×2↓ 1.277   2 

O2 0.091 0.091 0.484     1.333 2 

O3 0.171   0.563 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.702 ×2↓     2 

O4   0.171 0.563 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.702 ×2↓     2 

O5 0.197 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.197     1.410   2 

O6 -0.007   0.386 ×2↓ ×2→     1.235 2 

O7 0.098 0.098 0.491   1.312   2 

O8 0.189 0.190 ×2↓ ×2→       1.431 2 

 ∑ 1 1 4 4 4 4   

 

82685: SrV3+2O(PO4)2 

  Sr V1 V2 P1 P2  ∑ 

O1 0.273 ×2↓ 0.472 ×2↓     1.255 ×2↓ 2 

O2 0.269 0.468   1.263   2 

O3   0.609     1.391 2 

O4 0.269 0.468   1.263   2 

O5 0.312 0.511 0.588 ×2↓ ×2→     2 

O6 0.117   0.392 ×2↓ ×2→   1.099 2 

O7 0.243 ×2↓   0.519 ×2↓ 1.237 ×2↓   2 

 ∑ 2 3 3 5 5   

 

83285: K(Fe3+11O17) 

  K Fe1 Fe2 Fe3 Fe4  ∑ 

O1   0.379 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.742 ×3↓   0.500 ×6↓ 2 

O2 0.167 ×6↓ 0.583 ×2↓ ×2→   0.667 ×3↓   2 

O3   0.409 ×3→ 0.773     2 

O4   0.667 ×3→       2 

O5 0.000 ×3↓ ×3→     1.000 ×2→   2 

 ∑ 1 3 3 3 3   

 

85042: Mn2+Zn2Ta5+2O8  

  Zn Mn Ta  ∑ 

O1 0.410 ×3↓ ×3→   0.769 2 

O2 0.256 ×3↓ ×3→   0.615 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O3   0.417 ×4↓ ×2→ 1.167 2 

O4   0.167 ×2↓ 0.917×2↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 2 2 5   

 

85497: NaY(GeO4) 

  Na Y Ge  ∑ 

O1 0.197 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.561 1.045 2 
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O2 0.197 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.561 1.045 2 

O3 0.106 ×2↓ 0.470 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.955 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 1 3 4   

 

 

85735: ZnLiNb5+O4 

  Li Zn Nb  ∑ 

O1 0.212 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.818 ×2↓ 0.758 ×2↓ 2 

O2 0.076 ×2↓ 0.682 ×2↓ 0.621 ×4↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 1 2 5   

 

86144: W6+O3 

  W  ∑ 

O1 1.000 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O2 1.000 ×4↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 6   

 

88879: Nb4+O2 

  Nb1 Nb2  ∑ 

O1 0.667 0.667 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O2 0.667 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.667 2 

O3 0.667 0.667 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O4 0.667 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.667 2 

 ∑ 4 4   

 

89466: V5+2Se4+2O9 

  Se1 Se2 V1 V2  ∑ 

O1     2.000   2 

O2 1.200   0.400 0.400 2 

O3   1.400 0.600   2 

O4 1.400   0.600   2 

O5     1.000 1.000 2 

O6   1.200 0.400 0.400 2 

O7 1.400     0.600 2 

O8   1.400   0.600 2 

O9       2.000 2 

 ∑ 4 4 5 5   

 

89506: K(Mn7+O4) 

  K Mn  ∑ 
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O1 0.083 ×3↓ ×3→ 1.750 2 

O2 0.083 ×3↓ ×3→ 1.750 2 

O3 0.083 ×6↓×3 1.750 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 1 7   

 

90110: Tl+2(Te4+Mo6+2O6(PO4)2) 

  Tl Mo P Te  ∑ 

O1 0.005 0.924   1.071 ×2↓ 2 

O2 -0.066 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.853 1.279   2 

O3 0.360 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.280     2 

O4 0.360 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.280     2 

O5 -0.088 0.831 1.257   2 

O6 -0.088 0.831 1.257   2 

O7 -0.137   1.208 0.929 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 1 6 5 4   

 

91748: Mg4Nb5+2O9 

  Mg1 Mg2 Nb  ∑ 

O1   0.250 ×3↓ ×2→ 0.750 ×3↓ ×2→ 2 

O2 0.333 ×6↓ ×2→ 0.417 ×3↓ 0.917 ×3↓ 2 

 ∑ 2 2 5   

 

92317: (V4+O)(Re7+O4)2 

  V Re1 Re2  ∑ 

O1 0.333 ×2↓ 1.667 ×2↓   2 

O2 0.333 1.667   2 

O3   2.000   2 

O4 0.500 ×2↓   1.500 ×2↓ 2 

O5     2.000 2 

O6     2.000 2 

O7 2.000     2 

 ∑ 4 7 7   

 

92489: Eu3+4(Au3+2O9) 

  Au Eu1 Eu2  ∑ 

O1   0.500 ×2→ 0.500 ×2→ 2 

O2 0.750 0.417 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.417 2 

O3 0.750 0.417 0.417 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O4 0.750 0.417 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.417 2 

O5 0.750 0.417 0.417 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 3 3 3   
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92508: Pr3(Re7+O8) 

  Pr1 Pr2 Pr3 Re  ∑ 

O1 0.484 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.518 0.513   2 

O2 0.484 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.518 0.513   2 

O3 0.276 ×2→    0.305 ×2↓ 1.144 2 

O4 0.266 0.300 ×2↓ ×2→   1.134 2 

O5   0.390 0.385 1.225 2 

O6 0.267 0.301 0.296 1.136 2 

O7 0.255 0.289 0.294 1.133 2 

O8   0.384 0.388 1.228 2 

 ∑ 3 3 3 7   

 

94743: NaKLaNb5+O5 

  La Nb Na K  ∑ 

O1 0.375 ×8↓ ×2→ 0.978 ×4↓ 0.178 ×4↓ 0.047 ×8↓ ×2→ 2 

O2   1.088 0.288 0.156 ×4↓ ×4→ 2 

 ∑ 3 5 1 1   

 

95493: Gd(Mn3+O3) 

  Gd Mn  ∑ 

O1 0.441 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.559 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O2 0.353 ×6↓×3 0.471 ×4↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 3 3   
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95929: KMg(V5+5O14)(H2O)8 

  V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 K Mg H1 H2 H3 H4 H5 H6 H7 H8 H9 H10 H11 H12 H13 H14 H15 H16 
 
∑ 

O1   
1.51
0       0.049                         

0.44
1         2 

O2   
0.87
0     

0.75
6         

0.13
7   

0.23
6                       2 

O3 0.845 
0.57
3 

0.60
9                             

-
0.027           2 

O4 1.111       
0.72
5     

0.16
4                               2 

O5 1.102     
0.68
2                 

0.21
6                     2 

O6 
0.553 ×2↓ 
×2→ 

0.28
0 

0.31
6 

0.13
2 

0.16
6                                     2 

O7     
1.56
8     0.071                     

0.36
1             2 

O8     
0.98
8 

0.80
4         

0.13
7             

0.07
1               2 

O9     
0.92
0   

0.77
0                             

0.15
5 

0.15
5     2 

O10   
1.20
3   

1.05
5   

-
0.258                                   2 

O11       
0.87
6 

0.91
0           

0.21
4                         2 

O12       
1.45
1   0.139               

0.41
0                   2 

O13 0.836 
0.56
4 

0.60
0                                         2 

O14         
1.67
3 0.327                                   2 

O15 
(OI1)             

0.30
1 

0.83
6 

0.86
3                             2 
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O16 
(OI2)           0.135 

0.21
7     

0.86
3 

0.78
6                         2 

O17 
(OI3)           

-
0.063           

0.76
4 

0.78
4   

0.30
9               

0.20
7 2 

O18 
(OI4)           0.320               

0.59
0 

0.69
1             

0.39
8   2 

O19 
(OI5)             

0.43
2                 

0.92
9 

0.63
9             2 

O20 
(OI6)           0.166 

0.24
9                     1.027 

0.55
9         2 

O21 
(OI7)           0.114 

0.19
6                         

0.84
5 

0.84
5     2 

O22 
(OI8)             

0.60
5                             

0.60
2 

0.79
3 2 

 ∑ 5 5 5 5 5 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1   
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96359: SrFe3+3(PO4)3O 

  Sr1 Fe1 Fe2 Fe3 P1 P2 P3  ∑ 

O1 
 

0.671 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.658         2 

O2 0.239 ×2↓ 0.467 ×2↓ 
 

  1.295 ×2↓     2 

O3 0.077 ×2↓ ×2→   0.292 0.434 1.120     2 

O4 0.247   0.462   1.290     2 

O5 0.259 ×2↓   0.474 ×2↓     1.267 ×2↓   2 

O6 0.134 0.362 ×2↓ ×2→       1.141   2 

O7       0.675   1.325   2 

O8 0.235 ×2↓     0.591 ×2↓     1.174 ×2↓ 2 

O9     0.638       1.362 2 

O10       0.709     1.291 2 

 ∑ 2 3 3 3 5 5 5   

 

96454: Pb2+2(Mo4+2O(PO4)2(P2O7)) 

  Pb2 Mo P1 P2  ∑ 

O1   1.000 ×2→     2 

O2 0.206 0.612   1.182 2 

O3 0.206 0.612   1.182 2 

O4   0.629 1.371   2 

O5   0.629 1.371   2 

O6 0.112 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.518 1.259   2 

O7     1.000 ×2→   2 

O8 0.341 ×2↓ ×2→     1.318 2 

O9 0.341 ×2↓ ×2→     1.318 2 

 ∑ 2 4 5 5   

 

97525: Ba6Ru5+2Na2Mn5+2O17 

  Na Ba1 Ba2 Ba3 Ba4 Mn Ru  ∑ 

O1 0.167 ×3↓   0.167 ×6↓ ×2→ 0.333 ×6↓   1.167 ×3↓   2 

O2 0.167 ×3↓ 0.267 ×6↓ ×2→ 0.167 ×3↓   0.233 ×6↓   0.900 ×3↓ 2 

O3   0.133 ×3↓ ×2→     0.100 ×6↓ ×2→   0.767 ×3↓ ×2→ 2 

O4     0.500     1.500   2 

 ∑ 1 2 2 2 2 5 5   

 

99594: Mn2+V5+Sb5+O6 

  Mn V Sb  ∑ 

O1 0.133 ×2↓ 0.833 ×2↓ 1.033 ×2↓ 2 

O2 0.433 ×4↓ ×2→ 1.133 ×2↓   2 

O3   0.533 ×2↓ 0.733 ×4↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 2 5 5   
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100082: CaMn2+2(BeSiO4)3 

  Ca Mn1 Mn2 Be1 Be2 Be3 Si1 Si2 Si3  ∑ 

O1 0.194 ×2↓ ×2→         0.556 1.056     2 

O2 0.194 ×2↓ ×2→     0.556       1.056   2 

O3  0.194 ×2↓ ×2→       0.556       1.056 2 

O4   0.306 0.306 0.444     0.944     2 

O5   0.306 0.306   0.444     0.944   2 

O6   0.306 0.306     0.444     0.944 2 

O7 0.139   0.361   0.500   1.000     2 

O8 0.139 0.361       0.500   1.000   2 

O9 0.139   0.361 0.500         1.000 2 

O10 0.139 0.361   0.500     1.000     2 

O11 0.139   0.361   0.500     1.000   2 

O12 0.139 0.361       0.500     1.000 2 

 ∑ 2 2 2 2 2 2 4 4 4   

 

100158: Na2Ca4ZrNb5+(Si2O7)2FO3 

  Na1 Na2 Ca1 Ca2 Ca3 Ca4 Zr Nb Si1 Si2 Si3 Si4  ∑ 

O1       0.355   0.349   0.762 0.534       2 

O2 -0.019     0.435   0.428   
 

  1.156     2 

O3 -0.252     0.202       0.758 1.292       2 

O4 -0.233         0.364   0.777   1.092     2 

O5     0.124       0.750   1.126       2 

O6 0.170   0.140       0.767     0.923     2 

O7   0.445 0.819   0.578           0.158   2 

O8   0.738     0.871   0.004         0.386 2 

O9   -0.206 0.168       0.795       1.242   2 

O10     0.151   -0.090   0.778         1.160 2 

O11   -0.003   0.282   0.276         1.445   2 

O12       0.265 0.113 0.259           1.363 2 

O13 0.309       0.038   0.906 0.747         2 

O14 0.499 0.095 0.469         0.937         2 

O15   0.176   0.461 0.309     1.018         2 

O16 0.076   0.046           1.048 0.829     2 

O17   -0.292 0.082               1.155 1.091 2 

F 0.450 0.046     0.179 0.325             1 

 ∑ 1 1 2 2 2 2 4 5 4 4 4 4   

 

100278: ScAlO3 

  Sc Al  ∑ 

O1 0.441 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.559 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O2 0.353 ×6↓ ×3→ 0.471 ×4↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 3 3   
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100571: Ba10(Re7+O5)6Br2 

  Ba1 Ba2 Re  ∑ 

O1   0.195 ×3↓ ×3→ 1.414 2 

O2 0.218 ×6↓ ×2→ 0.172 ×2↓ 1.391 ×2↓ 2 

O3 0.230 ×3↓ 0.184 ×4↓ ×2→ 1.402 ×2↓ 2 

Br   0.167 ×2↓ ×6→   1 

 ∑ 2 2 7   

 

156736: Ca3Mn2+(Sb5+4O14) 

  Mn Ca1 Ca2 Sb1 Sb2 Sb3  ∑ 

O1 0.280 ×2↓ 0.154 ×2↓     0.771 ×2↓ 0.795 2 

O2     0.244     0.878 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O3 0.278 ×2↓   0.159   0.769 ×2↓ 0.793 2 

O4   0.343 ×2↓ 0.349 ×2↓ ×2→   0.960 ×2↓   2 

O5 0.442 ×2↓ 0.316 ×2↓ 0.322 0.920 ×2↓     2 

O6   0.187 ×2↓ 0.194 0.791 ×2↓   0.828 2 

O7     0.192 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.789 ×2↓   0.827 2 

 ∑ 2 2 2 5 5 5   

 

157733: NaFe3+Si2O6 

 Na Fe Si ∑ 

O1 0.113 ×2↓ 0.45 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.988 2 

O2 0.263 ×2↓ 0.6 ×2↓ 1.138 2 

O3 0.062 ×4↓ ×2→  0.938 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

∑ 1 3 4  

 

170119: K2Mo6+O2(I5+O3)4 

  K I1 I2 Mo  ∑ 

O1 -0.143 0.502 0.593 1.048 ×2↓ 2 

O2 0.178 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.822 ×2↓ ×2→     2 

O3 0.155 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.800 0.891   2 

O4   0.454 0.545 1.001 ×2↓ 2 

O5 0.155 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.800 0.891   2 

O6 0.155 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.800 0.891   2 

O7 -0.141   0.595 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.951 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 1 5 5 6   

 

171028: Cu2+2V5+2O7 

  Cu1 Cu2 V1 V2  ∑ 

O1 0.356 ×2↓ ×2→     1.288 2 

O2 0.355 ×2↓ ×2→   1.291   2 

O3   0.363 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.274   2 

O4   0.365 ×2↓ ×2→   1.271 2 

O5 0.044   0.980 0.976 2 
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O6 0.534     1.466 2 

O7   0.545 1.455   2 

 ∑ 2 2 5 5   

171758: Na2Mo6+3Te4+3O16 

  Na1 Na2 Mo1 Mo2 Te1 Te2 ∑ 

O1       0.975 1.025 ×2↓   2 

O2 -0.087 ×2↓       0.975 ×2↓ 1.112 2 

O3     0.772 ×2↓ 0.521   0.707 2 

O4 -0.058 ×2↓ 0.323 ×2↓   0.956   1.142 2 

O5     1.125 ×2↓ 0.875     2 

O6   -0.142 ×2↓ 1.103 ×2↓     1.039 2 

O7 0.323 ×2↓ 0.341 ×2↓   1.336     2 

O8 0.323 ×2↓ 0.341 ×2↓   1.336     2 

 ∑ 1 1 6 6 4 4   

 

200128: LiSc(SiO3)2 

  Li Sc Si  ∑ 

O1 0.125 ×2↓ 0.450 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.975 2 

O2 0.275 ×2↓ 0.600 ×2↓ 1.125 2 

O3 0.100 ×2↓   0.950 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 1 3 4   

 

200743: Cd2P6O17 

  Cd1 P1 P2 P3  ∑ 

O1   0.898 1.102   2 

O2 0.398 1.602     2 

O3 0.398 1.602     2 

O4 
 

0.898 1.102   2 

O5 0.296   1.704   2 

O6     1.093 0.907 2 

O7       1.000 ×2→ 2 

O8 0.389     1.611 2 

O9 0.259 ×2↓ ×2→     1.481 2 

 ∑ 2 5 5 5   

 

200854: RbNb5+O3 

  Rb1 Rb2 Rb3 Nb1 Nb2  ∑ 

O1   0.094 ×2↓ 0.033 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.917 0.923 2 

O2 -0.240 ×2↓     0.557 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.563 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O3   0.102 ×2↓ 0.041 0.925 0.931 2 

O4 0.121 ×2↓   0.035 0.919 0.925 2 

O5 0.291 ×2↓   0.205 ×3↓ ×3→   1.095 2 

O6 0.328 ×2↓ 0.303 ×2↓ 0.242 1.126   2 

 ∑ 1 1 1 5 5   
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201658: V4+O(HPO4)(H2O)0.5 

  V P H  ∑ 

OH   0.739 0.261 1 

O2 0.522 ×2↓ 1.478 ×2   2 

O3 0.348 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.304   2 

O4 2.000     2 

O5 0.261 ×2→   0.739 ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 4 5 1   

 

201733: Cu2+3(As5+O4)2 

  Cu1 Cu2 As  ∑ 

O1 0.500 ×2↓ 0.327 1.173 2 

O2   0.577 1.423 2 

O3   0.385 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.231 2 

O4 0.500 ×2↓ 0.327 1.173 2 

 ∑ 2 2 5   

 

201793: Tl3+2(Cr6+O4)3 

  Tl Cr1 Cr2  ∑ 

O1 0.400 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.200   2 

O2   2.000   2 

O3 0.600 1.400   2 

O4 0.500   1.500 ×2↓ 2 

O5 0.600 1.400   2 

O6 0.500   1.500 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 3 6 6   

 

202414: W5+8P8O40 

  W P  ∑ 

O1 1.000 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

O2 0.500 1.500 2 

O3 0.750 1.250 2 

O4 1.000 ×2→   2 

O5 0.750 1.250 2 

O6   1.000 ×2→  2 

 ∑ 5 5   

 

203048: PW5+O5 

 W P ∑ 

O1 0.75 1.25 2 

O2 0.75 1.25 2 

O3 0.75 1.25 2 

O4 0.75 1.25 2 
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O5 1 ×2↓ ×2→  2 

∑ 5 5  

 

203232: DyTa5+7O19 

  Dy Ta1 Ta2  ∑ 

O1     1.000 ×2→ 2 

O2 0.417 ×6↓ 0.833 ×6↓ 0.750 2 

O3     0.667 ×3↓ ×3→ 2 

O4     0.667 ×3→ 2 

O5 0.250 ×2↓   0.583 ×3→ 2 

 ∑ 3 5 5   

 

247056: LiCr3+(Mo6+4)2 

  Li Cr Mo1 Mo2  ∑ 

O1   0.385 ×2↓ ×2→   1.230 2 

O2 0.317     1.683 2 

O3   0.562 1.438   2 

O4   0.562 1.438   2 

O5 0.038 0.559   1.404 2 

O6 0.027 0.548 1.425   2 

O7 0.301   1.699   2 

O8 0.317     1.683 2 

 ∑ 1 3 6 6   

 

248227: K3V5+5O14 

 K V1 V2   

O1 0.190 ×2↓ ×3→ 1.430   2 

O2 0.260 ×3↓ ×3→   1.220 2 

O3 0.02 ×2↓ ×2→   0.980 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O4 -0.050 ×4↓ ×2→ 1.190 ×3↓ 0.910 ×2↓ 2 

  1 5 5   

 

249142: Pb2+
2(V4+O(PO4)2) 

 
Pb1 Pb2 V P1 P2 ∑ 

O1 0.123 
 

0.648 
 

1.229 2 

O2 
 

0.531 
 

1.469 
 

2 

O3 0.329 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.202 
 

1.140 
 

2 

O4 0.329 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.202 
 

1.140 
 

2 

O5 0.123 
 

0.648 
 

1.229 2 

O6 
 

0.039 0.690 
 

1.271 2 

O7 
 

0.039 0.690 
 

1.271 2 

O8 0.438 0.312 
 

1.250 
 

2 

O9 
 

0.675 1.325 
  

2 

∑ 2 2 4 5 5 
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250466: Na2(Co2+(NO3)4) 

  Na1 Na2 Co N1 N2 N3 N4  ∑ 

O1 0.101   0.271 1.628       2 

O2 0.236     1.764       2 

O3   0.140 0.252 1.609       2 

O4 0.101   0.271   1.628     2 

O5   0.140 0.252   1.609     2 

O6 0.236       1.764     2 

O7 0.119 0.177       1.704   2 

O8   0.120 0.232     1.648   2 

O9   0.120 0.232     1.648   2 

O10 0.085   0.255       1.661 2 

O11   0.123 0.235       1.641 2 

O12 0.122 0.180         1.698 2 

 ∑ 1 1 2 5 5 5 5   

 

280066: Cs2(Mo6+3O10) 

  Cs Mo1 Mo2  ∑ 

O1 0.192 ×3↓ ×3→ 1.424 ×2↓   2 

O2 -0.172 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.060 ×2↓ 1.285 2 

O3   0.516 ×2↓ 0.742 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O4 0.181 ×2↓ ×2→   1.638 2 

O5 0.136 ×3↓ ×3→   1.593 2 

 ∑ 1 6 6   

 

280154: Na2Ca3Ta5+2O9 

  Na Ca1 Ca2 Ta  ∑ 

O1 0.167 ×6↓ ×2→ 0.500 ×3↓ 0.333 ×6↓ 0.833 ×3↓ 2 

O2   0.167 ×3↓ ×2→   0.833 ×3↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 1 2 2 5   

 

280292: Hg2+(PO3)2 

  Hg P1 P2  ∑ 

O1 0.429 1.571   2 

O2 0.286 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.429   2 

O3 0.286 ×2↓ ×2→   1.429 2 

O4 0.429   1.571 2 

O5   1.000 1.000 2 

O6   1.000 1.000 2 

 ∑ 2 5 5   

 

280309: SrCr2+(P2O7) 

  Sr Cr P1 P2  ∑ 
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O1 0.252 0.412 1.336   2 

O2 0.253 0.413   1.334 2 

O3 0.189 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.349 1.273   2 

O4     1.002 0.998 2 

O5 0.305 ×2↓ ×2→   1.389   2 

O6 0.253 0.413   1.334 2 

O7 0.253 0.413   1.334 2 

 ∑ 2 2 5 5   

 

280501: Rb(Ti4+O)(As5+O4) 

  Rb1 Rb2 Ti1 Ti2 As1 As2  ∑ 

O1 0.226 0.187 0.363   1.224   2 

O2 0.226 0.187 0.363   1.224   2 

O3 0.209 0.171   0.379 1.241   2 

O4   0.240   0.449 1.310   2 

O5 0.433 0.394 0.570 0.603     2 

O6 0.039 0.000 0.964 0.997     2 

O7 -0.042 -0.081 0.883     1.241 2 

O8 -0.070   0.856     1.213 2 

O9 -0.010 -0.049   0.786   1.273 2 

O10 -0.010 -0.049   0.786   1.273 2 

 ∑ 1 1 4 4 5 1.241   

 

280589: YMn3+O3 

  Y1 Y2 Mn  ∑ 

O1 0.444 ×3↓ 0.444 ×3↓ ×2→ 0.667 2 

O2 0.444 ×3↓ 0.444 ×3↓ ×2→ 0.667 2 

O3 0.333   0.556 ×3→ 2 

O4   0.333 0.556 ×2↓ ×3→ 2 

 ∑ 3 3 3   

 

280775: V5+AlMo6+O7 

  Al V Mo  ∑ 

O1 0.500 ×2↓   1.500 ×2↓ 2 

O2 0.500   1.500 2 

O3 0.500   1.500 2 

O4 0.500 ×2↓ 0.750 ×4↓ ×2→   2 

O5   2.000   2 

 ∑ 3 5 6   

 

280902: NaZnFe3+2(PO4)3 

  Na Zn Fe1 Fe2 P1 P2 P3  ∑ 

O1 0.252 0.416     1.332     2 

O2       0.775 1.225     2 
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O3 0.186   0.549   1.265     2 

O4 0.098 0.263 0.462   1.178     2 

O5     0.621     1.379   2 

O6 0.084 
 

  0.712   1.204   2 

O7 0.088 0.252 0.451     1.209   2 

O8 0.088 0.252 0.451     1.209   2 

O9 
 

0.550         1.450 2 

O10 0.103     0.731     1.166 2 

O11       0.782     1.218 2 

O12 0.102 0.266 0.465       1.166 2 

 ∑ 1 2 3 3 5 5 5   

 

281197: Pr3Mo5+O7 

  Pr1 Pr2 Pr3 Mo  ∑ 

O1 0.354 0.355 0.414 0.877 2 

O2   0.355 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.414 0.877 2 

O3 0.470 ×2↓ ×2→   0.530 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

O4 0.354 0.355 0.414 0.877 2 

O5   0.224 0.283 0.746 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O6 0.354 0.355 0.414 0.877 2 

O7 0.499 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.501 ×2↓ ×2→     2 

 ∑ 3 3 3 5   

 

281210: NaAl(Mo6+O4)2 

  Na Al Mo  ∑ 

O1 0.062 ×2↓ 0.500 ×2↓ 1.438 2 

O2 0.062 ×2↓ 0.500 ×2↓ 1.438 2 

O3 0.063 ×2↓ 0.500 ×2↓ 1.438 2 

O4 0.313 ×2↓   1.688 2 

 ∑ 1 3 6   

 

281503: BaTe4+Mo6+2O9 

  Ba Te Mo1 Mo2  ∑ 

O1   0.829 0.580 0.592 2 

O2 0.095 1.071   0.834 2 

O3   0.829 0.580 0.592 2 

O4 -0.147 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.272 1.023   2 

O5 0.277 ×2↓ ×2→   1.447   2 

O6 0.208 ×3↓ ×3→   1.377   2 

O7     0.994 1.006 2 

O8 0.409     1.591 2 

O9 0.205 ×3↓ ×3→     1.386 2 

 ∑ 2 4 6 6   
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400438: Cu2+2Co2+O(B2O5) 

  Cu1 Cu2 Co B1 B2  ∑ 

O1   0.373 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.231 1.023   2 

O2 0.470 0.604 0.463 ×2↓ ×2→     2 

O3 0.304 ×3↓ ×3→     1.089   2 

O4   0.412 0.270 ×2↓ ×2→   1.047 2 

O5 0.309 ×2↓ ×2→   0.302   1.079 2 

O6   0.238   0.888 0.874 2 

 ∑ 2 2 2 3 3   

 

400764: SrCo2+2(As5+O4)2 

  Sr Co1 Co2 As1 As2  ∑ 

O1   0.384 0.381   1.235 2 

O2   0.273 0.269 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.189   2 

O3 0.169 0.305 ×2↓ ×2→   1.221   2 

O4 0.170 0.306 0.302 1.222   2 

O5 0.293 0.428     1.279 2 

O6 0.294   0.426   1.280 2 

O7 0.316 ×2↓ ×2→     1.368   2 

O8 0.221 ×2↓ ×2→   0.352   1.206 2 

 ∑ 2 2 2 5 5   

 

400802: KCu2+5V5+3O13 

  K Cu1 Cu2 Cu3 Cu4 Cu5 V1 V2 V3  ∑ 

O1     0.303   0.303 0.242     1.151 2 

O2   0.450 0.494 0.562 0.494         2 

O3 0.094 0.475         1.431     2 

O4 -0.013 0.367     0.412     1.234   2 

O5   0.341   0.452       1.207   2 

O6     0.251 0.318 0.251   1.179     2 

O7 0.078 ×3↓ ×3→         0.441   1.325   2 

O8 0.334   0.273   0.273       1.121 2 

O9     0.267 0.334   0.205 1.195     2 

O10 0.091 ×2↓ ×2→         0.454     1.364 2 

O11       0.334 0.267 0.205 1.195     2 

O12 0.091 ×2↓ ×2→         0.454     1.364 2 

O13 -0.013 0.367 0.412         1.234   2 

 ∑ 1 2 2 2 2 2 5 5 5   

 

401042: K4(Cu2+V5+5O15Cl) 

  K Cu V1 V2  ∑ 

O1 0.206 ×3↓ ×3→   1.381   2 

O2 0.158 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.352 ×4↓ 1.332   2 

O3 0.025 ×2↓ ×2→   1.200 0.750 ×4↓ 2 
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O4 -0.087 ×2→   1.087 ×2→   2 

O5       2.000 2 

Cl 0.102 ×4→ 0.296 ×2↓ ×2→     1 

 ∑ 1 2 5 5   

 

401951: Zn5Mn4+(BO3)2O4 

  Zn1 Zn2 Zn3 Zn4/Mn B  ∑ 

O1   0.288 ×4↓ ×2→   0.427 0.988 2 

O2 0.427 0.425 ×2↓   0.574 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

O3  0.326 ×2↓ ×2→   0.322 ×2↓   1.025 2 

O4 0.343   0.339 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.490 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

O5 0.289 ×2↓ ×2→     0.436 0.987 2 

 ∑ 2 2 2 3 3   

 

405153: Ba2(Nb5+2Te6+O10) 

  Ba Nb Te  ∑ 

O1 0.190 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.810 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

O2 0.175 0.796 1.029 ×2↓ 2 

O3 0.131 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.752 0.985 ×2↓ 2 

O4 0.131 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.752 0.985 ×2↓ 2 

O5 0.460 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.080   2 

 ∑ 2 5 6   

 

405329: PbCu2+(Cu2+Te6+O7) 

  Pb1 Cu1 Cu2 Te  ∑ 

O1   0.321 ×2→ 0.372 0.986 2 

O2 0.405 0.515 ×2→ 0.565   2 

O3   0.214 ×2↓ ×4→ 0.265 0.879 2 

O4 0.239 ×2↓ 0.348 0.399 ×2↓ 1.014 ×2↓ 2 

O5 0.279 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.388   1.054 ×2↓ 2 

 ∑ 2 2 2 6   

 

409521: Hg2+(V5+2O6) 

  Hg V  ∑ 

O1 0.167 ×2↓ 0.917 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O2 0.417 ×4↓ ×2→ 1.167 2 

O3   0.667 ×3↓ ×3→ 2 

 ∑ 2 5   

 

409745: Rb2(Cr6+2O7) 

  Ag1 Ag2 Cr1 Cr2 ∑ 

O1 -0.225   1.131 1.094 2 

O2   0.162 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.676   2 

O3 0.267 0.110 1.623   2 
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O4 0.215 ×2↓ ×2→   1.571   2 

O5 0.249 0.091 ×2↓ ×2→   1.568 2 

O6 0.279 0.122   1.599 2 

O7   0.261   1.739 2 

 ∑ 1 1 6 6  

 

411285: KY(W6+O4)2 

  K Y W  ∑ 

O1 0.191 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.470 ×2↓ 1.148 2 

O2 -0.048 ×2↓ 0.230 ×2↓ 0.909 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O3 0.122 ×2↓ 0.400 ×4↓ ×2→ 1.078 2 

O4 0.022 ×4↓ ×2→   0.978 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 1 3 6   

 

413000: Rb2Se4+Mo6+O6 

  Rb1 Rb2 Mo Se  ∑ 

O1 0.038 ×2↓ ×2→   0.962 ×2↓ ×2→   2 

O2 -0.039 ×4↓ ×2→ -0.074 ×2↓ 0.885 ×2↓ 1.267 ×2↓ 2 

O3 0.230 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.194 ×4↓ ×2→ 1.153 ×2↓   2 

O4 0.160 0.125 ×3↓ ×3→   1.466 2 

 ∑ 1 1 6 4   

 

415239: Pd2+(P2O7) 

  Pd1 Pd2 P  ∑ 

O1 0.400 ×2↓ 0.400 ×2↓ 1.200 2 

O2 0.600 ×2↓   1.400 2 

O3     1.000 ×2→ 2 

O4   0.600 ×2↓ 1.400 2 

 ∑ 2 2 5   

 

415427: Ce3+Ta5+O4 

  Ce Ta  ∑ 

O1 0.353 0.824 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O2 0.353 0.824 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O3 0.382  ×3↓ ×3→ 0.853 2 

O4 0.382 ×3↓ ×3→ 0.853 2 

 ∑ 3 5   

 

415460: Yb(Ta5+O4) 

  Yb Ta  ∑ 

O1 0.500 ×4↓ ×2→ 1.000 ×2↓ 2 

O2 0.250 ×4↓ ×2→ 0.750 ×4↓ ×2→ 2 

 ∑ 3 5   
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416590: Li(Nb5+U6+O6) 

  Li Nb U  ∑ 

O1 0.240 ×2↓ ×2→   1.520 2 

O2   0.971 1.029 2 

O3   0.647 ×2↓ ×2→ 0.706 2 

O4   0.627 0.686 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O5   0.627 0.686 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

O6 0.260 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.480   2 

 ∑ 1 5 6   

 

417072: RbW5+O(P2O7) 

  Rb W P1 P2  ∑ 

O1 0.394 ×2↓ ×2→ 1.212     2 

O2 -0.030 0.788   1.242 2 

O3 -0.030 0.788   1.242 2 

O4   0.727 1.273   2 

O5   0.727 1.273   2 

O6 -0.061 0.758 1.303   2 

O7 -0.212   1.152 1.061 2 

O8 0.182 ×3↓ ×3→     1.455 2 

 ∑ 1 5 5 5   
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Table S2 : Values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  for 266 transition metal coordination polyhedra taken from 140 crystal structures  

 Oxidation 
state 

Coordination 
number 

∆𝒕𝒐𝒑𝒐𝒍 ∆𝒄𝒓𝒚𝒔𝒕 ICSD code 

Sc 3 6 0.019 0.020 65407 

  6 0.067 0.038 200128 

  8 0.033 0.102 100278 

Ti 3 6 0.095 0.030 72714 

  6 0.095 0.042 "" 

 4 4 0.074 0.107 78842 

  5 0.140 0.109 33800 

  5 0.098 0.217 72682 

  6 0.107 0.102 36608 

  6 0.032 0.080 75583 

  6 0.055 0.162 "" 

  6 0.048 0.090 82488 

  6 0.235 0.250 280501 

  6 0.190 0.295 "" 

V 3 6 0.067 0.018 59244 

  6 0.111 0.030 64634 

  6 0.040 0.071 82685 

  6 0.072 0.052 "" 

 4 5 0.480 0.065 64634 

  5 0.210 0.186 249142 

  6 0.034 0.074 71450 

  6 0.222 0.219 72886 

  6 0.444 0.123 92317 

  6 0.444 0.117 201658 

 5 4 0.115 0.033 40312 

  4 0.112 0.070 "" 

  4 0.021 0.156 67726 

  4 0.099 0.129 73686 

  4 0.115 0.093 "" 

  4 0.226 0.071 "" 

  4 0.274 0.154 "" 

  4 0.135 0.039 171028 

  4 0.137 0.069 "" 

  4 0.091 0.111 400802 

  4 0.038 0.040 "" 

  4 0.114 0.217 "" 

  4 0.107 0.104 401042 

  5 0.250 0.112 50010 

  5 0.400 0.179 280775 

  5 0.400 0.073 401042 

  6 0.167 0.336 40850 

  6 0.292 0.314 50010 
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  6 0.444 0.171 89466 

  6 0.444 0.160 "" 

  6 0.187 0.143 95929 

  6 0.361 0.097 "" 

  6 0.325 0.027 "" 

  6 0.294 0.129 "" 

  6 0.305 0.060 "" 

  6 0.200 0.158 99594 

  6 0.167 0.306 409521 

Cr 2 5 0.057 0.076 73261 

  5 0.020 0.077 280309 

  6 0.170 0.118 72302 

  6 0.156 0.041 73261 

 3 6 0.056 0.065 8269 

  6 0.055 0.067 72302 

  6 0.091 0.052 "" 

  6 0.098 0.037 "" 

  6 0.074 0.038 73261 

  6 0.089 0.061 "" 

  6 0.077 0.068 247056 

 6 4 0.250 0.144 59819 

  4 0.039 0.045 "" 

  4 0.053 0.080 "" 

  4 0.039 0.014 "" 

  4 0.250 0.164 201793 

  4 0.000 0.081 "" 

  4 0.185 0.074 409745 

  4 0.203 0.081 "" 

Mn 2 6 0.111 0.160 40850 

  6 0.111 0.099 85042 

  6 0.133 0.183 99594 

  6 0.028 0.061 100082 

  6 0.028 0.046 "" 

  6 0.072 0.110 156736 

 3 4 0.040 0.092 34392 

  5 0.053 0.176 280589 

  6 0.077 0.211 24973 

  6 0.008 0.211 80430 

  6 0.039 0.186 95493 

 5 4 0.250 0.097 97525 

 7 4 0.000 0.028 89506 

Fe 2 6 0.000 0.067 17062 

  6 0.000 0.071 "" 

  6 0.148 0.148 50038 
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 3 4 0.011 0.075 83285 

  4 0.125 0.039 "" 

  4 0.028 0.029 280902 

  5 0.073 0.050 96359 

  6 0.111 0.026 83285 

  6 0.000 0.003 "" 

  6 0.114 0.070 96359 

  6 0.099 0.066 "" 

  6 0.067 0.038 157733 

  6 0.167 0.090 280902 

Co 2 4 0.071 0.072 81473 

  4 0.026 0.082 "" 

  5 0.032 0.070 81473 

  6 0.026 0.044 20670 

  6 0.063 0.028 82403 

  6 0.086 0.063 400328 

  6 0.049 0.053 400764 

  6 0.053 0.089 "" 

  8 0.013 0.091 250466 

 3 6 0.056 0.126 72872 

Ni 2 4 0.016 0.052 14159 

  6 0.039 0.024 65476 

  6 0.007 0.017 "" 

  6 0.061 0.031 "" 

  6 0.035 0.035 "" 

  6 0.034 0.044 79702 

Cu 2 4 0.112 0.055 1292 

  4 0.000 0.028 201733 

  5 0.060 0.100 1292 

  5 0.099 0.033 "" 

  5 0.078 0.076 50459 

  5 0.050 0.133 "" 

  5 0.051 0.063 "" 

  5 0.016 0.059 63103 

  5 0.019 0.101 65614 

  5 0.058 0.122 171028 

  5 0.071 0.093 201733 

  5 0.087 0.088 400438 

  5 0.050 0.063 400802 

  5 0.086 0.068 "" 

  5 0.066 0.091 405329 

  6 0.063 0.070 2279 

  6 0.084 0.039 67726 

  6 0.084 0.041 "" 
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  6 0.096 0.127 171028 

  6 0.046 0.161 400438 

  6 0.080 0.089 400802 

  6 0.080 0.087 "" 

  6 0.116 0.115 "" 

  6 0.025 0.143 401042 

  6 0.084 0.083 405329 

 3 4 0.028 0.021 65237 

  4 0.028 0.023 "" 

  4 0.028 0.018 "" 

Zn 2 4 0.250 0.277 85735 

  5 0.021 0.075 40312 

  6 0.077 0.129 85042 

  6 0.100 0.055 280902 

  6 0.034 0.038 401951 

  6 0.061 0.022 "" 

  6 0.007 0.007 "" 

Y 3 6 0.040 0.046 85497 

  7 0.001 0.044 63103 

  7 0.004 0.056 "" 

  7 0.020 0.077 65614 

  8 0.111 0.083 15505 

  8 0.085 0.071 "" 

  8 0.058 0.088 71562 

  8 0.072 0.131 411285 

  9 0.078 0.110 15505 

  10 0.086 0.079 20670 

Zr 4 6 0.021 0.054 15545 

  6 0.000 0.274 55272 

  6 0.000 0.030 65512 

  6 0.000 0.041 "" 

  6 0.221 0.186 100158 

  8 0.063 0.040 82488 

Nb 4 6 0.000 0.085 88879 

  6 0.000 0.085 "" 

 5 5 0.023 0.094 24819 

  5 0.035 0.112 94743 

  6 0.061 0.210 33783 

  6 0.111 0.095 36626 

  6 0.071 0.189 50038 

  6 0.182 0.218 "" 

  6 0.019 0.071 62577 

  6 0.227 0.098 "" 

  6 0.125 0.174 75264 
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  6 0.030 0.056 79734 

  6 0.167 0.204 85735 

  6 0.083 0.161 91748 

  6 0.096 0.198 100158 

  6 0.184 0.178 200854 

  6 0.180 0.179 "" 

  6 0.082 0.212 405153 

  6 0.261 0.266 416590 

  7 0.078 0.192 33783 

  7 0.163 0.133 "" 

Mo 4 6 0.111 0.023 96454 

 5 6 0.389 0.075 69088 

  6 0.058 0.159 281197 

 6 4 0.250 0.109 65512 

  4 0.067 0.040 68279 

  4 0.052 0.079 "" 

  4 0.087 0.134 "" 

  4 0.099 0.056 247056 

  4 0.183 0.178 "" 

  4 0.000 0.055 280775 

  4 0.094 0.047 281210 

  5 0.161 0.176 66994 

  5 0.232 0.256 79517 

  5 0.367 0.159 280066 

  6 0.418 0.235 68279 

  6 0.134 0.204 79517 

  6 0.186 0.329 90110 

  6 0.033 0.531 170119 

  6 0.152 0.340 171758 

  6 0.224 0.261 "" 

  6 0.322 0.215 280066 

  6 0.282 0.214 281503 

  6 0.328 0.161 "" 

  6 0.102 0.496 413000 

Ru 4 6 0.034 0.141 33802 

 5 6 0.048 0.156 73183 

  6 0.067 0.140 97525 

Pd 2 4 0.100 0.058 415239 

  4 0.100 0.065 "" 

  4 0.000 0.033 72312 

  4 0.000 0.042 "" 

  4 0.122 0.103 "" 

  6 0.084 0.085 72312 

Cd 2 6 0.026 0.061 35084 
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  6 0.062 0.020 200743 

  8 0.022 0.108 35084 

  8 0.036 0.027 35407 

Hf 4 6 0.017 0.178 33194 

  6 0.003 0.162 "" 

  6 0.063 0.026 65476 

  8 0.000 0.092 59111 

Ta 5 6 0.111 0.092 80423 

  6 0.183 0.147 85042 

  6 0.000 0.060 203232 

  6 0.000 0.245 280154 

  6 0.013 0.099 415427 

  6 0.111 0.195 415460 

  7 0.092 0.185 203232 

W 5 6 0.056 0.026 8269 

  6 0.111 0.046 203048 

  6 0.167 0.098 202414 

  6 0.126 0.067 417072 

 6 4 0.019 0.054 71562 

  4 0.071 0.141 78180 

  5 0.008 0.086 40249 

  5 0.149 0.169 78180 

  6 0.204 0.170 68614 

  6 0.183 0.239 "" 

  6 0.122 0.262 79702 

  6 0.000 0.319 86144 

  6 0.075 0.357 411285 

Re 5 6 0.056 0.051 72872 

 7 4 0.125 0.084 92317 

  4 0.250 0.149 "" 

  5 0.007 0.235 100571 

  6 0.025 0.128 15505 

  6 0.040 0.077 92508 

Os 7 6 0.000 0.105 49746 

 8 4 0.000 0.077 20611 

  5 0.146 0.248 20611 

  6 0.200 0.320 20540 

Ir 4 6 0.002 0.046 33863 

  6 0.077 0.193 "" 

Pt 2 4 0.000 0.010 35407 

 4 6 0.032 0.017 35407 

  6 0.015 0.030 63103 

  6 0.005 0.075 65614 

Au 3 4 0.000 0.093 92489 
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Hg 2 2 0.000 0.203 72312 

  3 0.069 0.204 72312 

  6 0.000 0.010 1640 

  6 0.063 0.066 280292 

Average: 0.102 0.113  
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ABSTRACT: Bond-length distributions are examined for 63 transition-metal ions bonded to O2- in 147 configurations, for 
7522 coordination polyhedra and 41,488 bond distances, providing baseline statistical knowledge of bond lengths for transi-
tion metals bonded to O2-. A priori bond valences are calculated for 140 crystal structures containing 266 coordination poly-
hedra for 85 transition-metal ion configurations with anomalous bond-length distributions. Two new indices, ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and 

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 , are proposed to quantify bond-length variation arising from bond-topological and crystallographic effects in extended 

solids. Bond-topological mechanisms of bond-length variation are [1] non-local bond-topological asymmetry, and [2] multi-
ple-bond formation; crystallographic mechanisms are [3] electronic effects (with inherent focus on coupled electronic-vibra-
tional degeneracy in this work), and [4] crystal-structure effects. The ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 indices allow one to determine the 

primary cause(s) of bond-length variation for individual coordination polyhedra and ion configurations, quantify the dis-
torting power of cations via electronic effects (by subtracting the bond-topological contribution to bond-length variation), set 
expectation limits regarding the extent to which functional properties linked to bond-length variations may be optimized in 
a given crystal structure (and inform how optimization may be achieved), and more. We find the observation of multiple 
bonds to be primarily driven by the bond-topological requirements of crystal structures in solids. However, we sometimes 
observe multiple bonds to form as a result of electronic effects (e.g. the pseudo Jahn-Teller effect); resolution of the origins of 
multiple-bond formation follows calculation of the ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  indices on a structure-by-structure basis.  Non-local bond-

topological asymmetry is the most common cause of bond-length variation in transition-metal oxides and oxysalts, followed 
closely by the pseudo Jahn-Teller effect (PJTE). Non-local bond-topological asymmetry is further suggested to be the most 
widespread cause of bond-length variation in the solid state, with no a priori limitations with regard to ion identity. Overall, 
bond-length variations resulting from the PJTE are slightly larger than those resulting from non-local bond-topological asym-
metry, comparable to those resulting from the strong JTE, and less than those induced by π-bond formation. From a compar-
ison of a priori and observed bond valences for ~150 coordination polyhedra in which the strong JTE or the PJTE is the main 
reason underlying bond-length variation, the Jahn-Teller effect is found not to have a cooperative relation with the bond-
topological requirements of crystal structures. The magnitude of bond-length variations caused by the PJTE decreases in the 
following order for octahedrally coordinated d0 transition metals oxyanions: Os8+ > Mo6+ > W6+ >> V5+ > Nb5+ > Ti4+ > Ta5+ > 
Hf4+ > Zr4+ > Re7+ >> Y3+ > Sc3+. Such ranking varies by coordination number; for [4], it is Re7+ > Ti4+ > V5+ > W6+ > Mo6+ > Cr6+ 
> Os8+ >> Mn7+; for [5], it is Os8+ > Re7+ > Mo6+ > Ti4+ > W6+ > V5+ > Nb5+. We conclude that non-octahedral coordinations of d0 
ion configurations are likely to occur with bond-length variations that are similar in magnitude to their octahedral counter-
parts. However, smaller bond-length variations are expected from the PJTE for non-d0 transition-metal oxyanions. 

Transition metals are a unique set of elements whose com-
pounds have an extraordinarily varied range of chemical 
and physical properties. The behavior of transition-metal 
compounds is characterized by the metastability of par-
tially-filled d orbitals, affording them distinctive electronic, 
magnetic, vibronic, optical, and other properties of funda-
mental and technological interest. For instance, the wide ar-
ray of metastable oxidation states characteristic of transi-
tion metals facilitates electron-transfer reactions central to 
catalysis,1 while meta-stable spin states associated with d 
orbital occupancy are used as bi-stable atomic switches in 
spin-crossover compounds, controllable via external 

perturbations2–4 (and whose lifetime may be increased sev-
eral orders of magnitude via coupled electronic-vibrational 
degeneracy).5  

The functional properties of materials are often linked to ir-
regular bond distances; some of these properties neces-
sarily arise from non-centrosymmetric behavior (e.g. piezo-
electricity, ferroelectricity, pyroelectricity, second-har-
monic generation response, dielectric behavior),6–8 while 
others are sometimes simply enhanced by it (e.g. ferromag-
netism,9 flexoelectricity,10 negative thermal expansion,11 the 
photovoltaic effect,12 photoluminescence,13 photocataly-
sis,14 thermoelectricity,15 magnetic-dielectric bistability16). 
As such, deciphering the causal mechanisms underlying 
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bond-length variation, and the extent to which bond lengths 
vary in solids, has significant implications in the materials 
sciences. For one, systematization of chemical-bonding be-
havior via large-scale bond-length dispersion analysis facil-
itates tracing anomalous bonding behavior to the causal 
mechanisms underlying material properties, and further fa-
cilitates recognition of anomalously-bonded coordination 
units bearing functional properties for their transposing 
into new chemical spaces. Further resolving the extent for 
which these mechanisms affect bond-length variations is 
crucial in order to maximize the harnessing of these effects 
within the constraints of physically realistic crystal struc-
tures. In addition, knowledge derived from large-scale 
bond-length dispersion analysis facilitates ion identification 
in crystal-structure refinements (with additional help from 
the bond-valence model) as the metrics of bonding behavior 
are often characteristic of an ion configuration (particularly 
for transition metals); this information facilitates quantita-
tive resolution of disordered and/or mixed-valent site occu-
pancy in crystals, with particular relevance to understand-
ing the mineralogical makeup of Earth and other planetary 
bodies, and the many geological processes we may infer 
from them.  

The growing use of crystal-structure databases in the 1980s 
resulted in many sizeable bond-length dispersion analyses 
whose publication impacted fields such as organic chemis-
try,17 coordination chemistry18,19 and protein crystallog-
raphy.20,21 Many such studies emerged from the Cambridge 
Structure Database,22 which has been key for demonstrating 
the considerable potential of database analysis in the struc-
tural sciences.23,24 Although similar large-scale studies were 
done for inorganic crystals in the 1970s and 1980s,25,26 pub-
lication of raw data and their statistics has been lacking. For 
reasons unknown, no large-scale bond-length dispersion 
analysis of inorganic compounds has been published since 
the development of the Inorganic Crystal Structure Data-
base (ICSD) in the late 1970s. Recently, Waroquiers et al. 
analyzed the ICSD to derive coordination-environment sta-
tistics in oxides and oxysalts but stopped short of investi-
gating constituent bond lengths.27 It has been the primary 
goal of our work to provide baseline statistical knowledge 
of bond lengths in inorganic solids, such that the underlying 
reasons for variation may be rigorously examined. While 
this series has focused on bonds to oxygen, it is desirable 
that similar studies be done in the future for other anions; 
Gagné recently published a similar study for cations bonded 
to N3- in inorganic compounds.28  

This article is the fifth and last of a series in which we de-
scribe bond-length data for ions bonded to oxygen in inor-
ganic crystals. In this series, we have examined the distribu-
tion of bond lengths for 135 ions bonded to oxygen in 460 
configurations (on the basis of coordination number), using 
177,446 bond lengths extracted from 9210 crystal struc-
tures refined since 1975; these data cover most ions of the 
periodic table and the coordination environment in which 
they occur in inorganic compounds. Here, we report bond-
length data for 63 transition-metal ions bonded to O2- in 147 
configurations, using 41,488 bond lengths and 7522 coordi-
nation polyhedra taken from 3814 crystal structure refine-
ments. As we have done for the previous articles of this se-
ries,29–32 we deposit all bond-length data and their associ-
ated collection codes in the Inorganic Crystal Structure 

Database (ICSD) so that they may easily be used by others. 
For a description of data collection and filtering, we refer 
the reader to the first article of this series.29 

There are three objectives in this work: (1) to provide a 
comprehensive description of bond-length variations for 
transition metals bonded to O2-; (2) to resolve the causal 
mechanisms underlying bond-length variation for transi-
tion metals bonded to O2-; (3) to quantify the extent to 
which causal mechanisms result in bond-length variation 
for those transition-metal configurations with anomalous 
bond-length distributions. We split this article into three 
parts in accord with these objectives.  

The information we derive in (1) will provide crystallogra-
phers sensu lato with more comprehensive and accurate 
bond-length data than currently achievable via addition of 
ionic radii. These data are useful for refining and interpret-
ing new crystal structures (particularly Rietveld refine-
ments), modeling crystal structures, and assessing the va-
lidity of computational studies, without which much effort 
is wasted on unrealistic atomic arrangements.33 Some im-
plications for (2) and (3) were discussed in the Introduc-
tion; essentially, resolution and quantification of anomalous 
bonding behavior will facilitate targeted design of materials 
whose functional properties are linked to asymmetric coor-
dination environments, and will further facilitate optimiza-
tion of these properties within the constraints of physically 
realistic crystal structures.  

The collection and filtering criteria described in the first 
part of this series29 resulted in a sample size of 41,488 
bonds and 7522 coordination polyhedra for transition-
metal ions bonded to O2-. Table 1 gives the mean bond-
length and standard deviation, the minimum and maximum 
bond-length (and range), the skewness and kurtosis (where 
justified by sample size), and the number of bonds and co-
ordination polyhedra for the 63 transition-metal ions ob-
served in 147 configurations in terms of oxidation state and 
coordination number. All bond-length and bond-valence 
distributions are deposited in Figs. S1 and S2, respectively 
(we use the bond-valence parameters of Gagné & Haw-
thorne34 throughout his work); bond-length distributions of 
adequate sample size (see below) are given in Fig. 1. As we 
have done in the previous parts of this series, we have given 
particular attention to confirming the reliability of the data 
at the limits of the bond-length distributions, i.e., the short-
est and longest few bonds for each ion configuration. Anom-
alous bond lengths that result from positional and/or sub-
stitutional disorder, anomalous displacement parameters, 
uncorrected twinning effects, etc., were removed from our 
dataset. 
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Table 1: Bond-length statistics for the transition metal ions bonded to O2-. 

Ion Coordination 
number 

Number of 
bonds 

Number of co-
ordination pol-
yhedra 

Mean bond-
length (Å) 

Standard 
deviation 
(Å) 

Range 

(Å) 

Maximum 
bond-
length (Å) 

Minimum 
bond-length 
(Å) 

Skewness Kurtosis 

Sc3+ 

  

  

6 450 75 2.098 0.041 0.236 2.231 1.995 0.429 0.610 

7 35 5 2.163 0.056 0.268 2.315 2.047 -0.242 0.731 

8 64 8 2.234 0.101 0.497 2.554 2.057 1.352 2.513 

Ti3+ 

  

  

6 126 21 2.037 0.051 0.263 2.167 1.904 -0.115 0.160 

7 14 2 2.108 0.022 0.077 2.134 2.057 -1.113 0.575 

8 8 1 2.195 0.077 0.153 2.271 2.118 0.000 -2.800 

Ti4+ 

  

  

  

4 16 4 1.821 0.038 0.159 1.906 1.747 0.220 1.124 

5 85 17 1.917 0.106 0.405 2.050 1.645 -1.256 0.139 

6 1758 293 1.971 0.107 0.826 2.474 1.648 0.124 1.531 

7 7 1 2.064 0.165 0.550 2.230 1.680 -2.098 5.088 

V3+ 6 402 67 2.007 0.051 0.339 2.224 1.885 0.479 0.681 

V4+ 
 

5 475 95 1.893 0.147 0.577 2.116 1.539 -1.348 0.163 

6 768 128 1.980 0.202 1.030 2.588 1.558 -0.173 0.559 

 V5+ 4 1380 345 1.717 0.056 0.354 1.917 1.563 0.300 -0.250 

5 325 65 1.827 0.147 0.801 2.352 1.551 -0.068 -0.607 

6 1758 293 1.924 0.213 0.993 2.547 1.554 0.324 -0.519 

Cr2+ 

  

4 24 6 2.004 0.010 0.028 2.025 1.997 1.441 0.378 

5 10 2 2.113 0.144 0.432 2.426 1.994 1.637 1.313 

6 54 9 2.188 0.193 0.696 2.651 1.955 0.809 -0.889 

Cr3+ 6 624 104 1.976 0.026 0.190 2.074 1.884 0.277 1.855 

Cr4+ 

  

4 4 1 1.784 0.035 0.086 1.844 1.758 1.825 3.332 

6 36 6 1.950 0.032 0.094 1.988 1.894 -0.362 -1.336 

Cr5+ 4 4 1 1.693 0.006 0.012 1.699 1.687 0.000 -6.000 

Cr6+ 4 676 169 1.652 0.059 0.357 1.892 1.535 1.593 2.852 

Mn2+ 

  

  

  

  

4 40 10 2.046 0.039 0.241 2.194 1.953 1.304 4.668 

5 120 24 2.141 0.053 0.243 2.267 2.024 0.264 -0.341 

6 1908 318 2.199 0.085 0.830 2.798 1.968 2.070 7.951 

7 14 2 2.352 0.240 0.663 2.782 2.119 0.756 -1.323 

8 144 18 2.321 0.104 0.539 2.691 2.152 0.899 0.927 
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Mn3+ 

  

  

4 8 2 1.901 0.046 0.099 1.951 1.852 0.015 -2.750 

5 50 10 1.959 0.075 0.255 2.109 1.854 0.301 -1.091 

6 492 82 2.031 0.149 0.755 2.598 1.843 0.841 -0.500 

Mn4+ 

  

4 4 1 1.750 0.000 0.000 1.750 1.750 - - 

6 120 20 1.903 0.030 0.167 2.008 1.841 0.552 1.613 

Mn5+ 4 32 8 1.698 0.014 0.076 1.725 1.649 -1.042 3.241 

Mn6+ 4 8 2 1.662 0.012 0.034 1.687 1.653 1.599 1.380 

Mn7+ 4 28 7 1.610 0.009 0.041 1.633 1.592 0.868 1.384 

Fe2+ 

  

  

  

  

3 24 8 1.844 0.029 0.127 1.918 1.791 0.578 0.456 

4 24 6 1.985 0.027 0.141 2.041 1.900 -1.051 0.726 

5 95 19 2.097 0.099 0.572 2.493 1.921 1.370 3.133 

6 876 146 2.147 0.089 0.713 2.646 1.933 1.440 4.840 

8 40 5 2.333 0.188 0.684 2.722 2.038 0.598 -0.400 

Fe3+ 

  

  

  

4 260 65 1.875 0.033 0.201 1.965 1.764 -0.060 0.471 

5 105 21 1.966 0.070 0.350 2.207 1.857 1.245 2.428 

6 2268 378 2.015 0.064 0.539 2.391 1.852 0.971 2.078 

8 16 2 2.125 0.029 0.095 2.173 2.078 0.036 -1.333 

Co2+ 

  

  

  

  

3 42 14 1.854 0.058 0.223 1.980 1.757 0.457 -0.754 

4 108 27 1.967 0.022 0.189 2.081 1.892 0.502 5.715 

5 80 16 2.066 0.117 0.628 2.574 1.946 2.717 7.945 

6 1458 243 2.108 0.062 0.571 2.516 1.945 1.612 5.825 

8 8 1 2.272 0.185 0.517 2.573 2.056 0.203 -1.481 

Co3+ 6 90 15 1.908 0.021 0.108 1.969 1.861 0.717 1.335 

Co4+ 6 6 1 1.874 0.000 0.000 1.874 1.874 -1.369 -3.333 

Ni2+ 

  

  

   

2 4 2 1.686 0.001 0.002 1.687 1.685 0.000 -6.000 

4 12 3 1.950 0.039 0.092 1.982 1.890 -0.800 -1.573 

5 40 8 2.028 0.041 0.186 2.149 1.963 0.597 0.354 

6 1452 242 2.070 0.054 0.589 2.462 1.873 0.874 4.880 

Ni4+ 6 30 5 1.870 0.012 0.067 1.906 1.839 0.446 3.019 

Cu+ 

  

  

2 84 42 1.839 0.024 0.123 1.911 1.788 -0.080 -0.134 

3 6 2 1.969 0.076 0.183 2.077 1.894 0.742 -1.897 

4 52 13 2.084 0.110 0.541 2.438 1.897 0.554 0.966 
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Cu2+ 

  

  

   

4 516 129 1.943 0.029 0.180 2.055 1.875 0.910 2.172 

5 1090 218 2.037 0.155 0.865 2.700 1.835 1.784 2.494 

6 2190 365 2.130 0.232 0.893 2.748 1.855 0.969 -0.494 

8 32 4 2.302 0.304 0.794 2.743 1.949 0.052 -1.973 

Cu3+ 4 44 11 1.850 0.029 0.135 1.946 1.811 1.485 3.710 

Zn2+ 

  

  

4 908 227 1.952 0.031 0.229 2.076 1.847 0.331 0.887 

5 180 36 2.051 0.082 0.619 2.525 1.906 1.609 5.499 

6 1158 193 2.110 0.086 0.810 2.696 1.886 2.005 6.961 

Y3+ 

  

  

  

  

  

6 150 25 2.264 0.041 0.226 2.400 2.174 0.695 1.020 

7 245 35 2.332 0.082 0.499 2.661 2.162 1.248 2.181 

8 800 99 2.390 0.065 0.507 2.729 2.222 1.353 6.271 

9 135 15 2.422 0.092 0.585 2.799 2.214 1.005 3.144 

10 10 1 2.496 0.187 0.604 2.857 2.253 0.715 -0.598 

12 12 1 2.541 0.000 0.000 2.541 2.541 - - 

 Zr4+ 

 

  

  

  

6 438 73 2.078 0.031 0.218 2.224 2.006 1.291 3.830 

7 91 13 2.146 0.048 0.233 2.283 2.050 0.000 -0.356 

8 168 21 2.199 0.053 0.313 2.407 2.094 0.536 0.471 

9 27 3 2.263 0.138 0.472 2.593 2.121 1.385 1.474 

10 70 7 2.283 0.046 0.204 2.415 2.211 1.150 0.597 

Nb4+ 6 18 3 2.054 0.080 0.241 2.163 1.922 -0.125 -1.553 

Nb5+ 

  

  

  

  

4 8 2 1.831 0.068 0.184 1.926 1.742 0.167 -1.224 

5 20 4 1.926 0.054 0.164 1.993 1.829 -0.467 -1.286 

6 1440 240 1.993 0.115 0.742 2.444 1.702 0.646 1.077 

7 21 3 2.069 0.163 0.668 2.435 1.767 0.469 0.090 

8 8 1 2.080 0.001 0.002 2.081 2.079 0.000 -2.800 

Mo3+ 6 30 5 2.095 0.024 0.112 2.163 2.051 0.347 1.099 

Mo4+ 6 54 9 2.003 0.065 0.264 2.077 1.813 -1.750 2.047 

Mo5+  

  

5 10 2 1.916 0.122 0.328 1.981 1.653 -1.799 1.552 

6 444 74 1.992 0.167 0.806 2.429 1.623 -0.627 0.085 

Mo6+ 

  

  

4 1736 434 1.764 0.033 0.268 1.905 1.637 0.520 0.770 

5 75 15 1.872 0.146 0.620 2.286 1.666 0.679 -0.042 

6 3036 506 1.972 0.232 1.005 2.608 1.603 0.431 -1.027 
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Tc7+ 4 24 6 1.705 0.019 0.068 1.740 1.672 -0.044 -0.591 

Ru3+ 6 18 3 2.025 0.043 0.191 2.107 1.916 -1.010 2.152 

Ru4+ 6 48 8 1.982 0.025 0.134 2.070 1.936 1.317 5.102 

Ru5+ 6 138 23 1.964 0.076 0.273 2.113 1.840 0.384 -0.755 

Rh3+ 6 66 11 2.025 0.023 0.093 2.071 1.978 0.647 -0.607 

Rh4+ 6 18 3 2.007 0.014 0.032 2.020 1.988 -0.442 -1.946 

Pd2+ 4 116 29 2.011 0.024 0.104 2.060 1.956 0.347 -0.596 

Pd4+ 6 12 2 2.000 0.027 0.094 2.059 1.965 0.959 0.035 

Ag+ 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

2 10 5 2.136 0.018 0.053 2.164 2.111 0.435 -1.386 

3 45 15 2.278 0.112 0.391 2.535 2.144 0.888 -0.181 

4 148 37 2.402 0.127 0.601 2.741 2.140 -0.057 -0.002 

5 225 45 2.489 0.152 0.801 2.975 2.174 0.657 0.058 

6 378 63 2.537 0.135 0.652 2.894 2.242 0.330 -0.288 

7 63 9 2.589 0.155 0.564 2.888 2.324 0.308 -0.888 

8 104 13 2.656 0.175 0.708 3.083 2.375 0.736 0.205 

9 27 3 2.704 0.143 0.402 2.863 2.461 -0.894 -0.873 

Cd2+ 

  

  

  

  

5 20 4 2.257 0.078 0.342 2.486 2.144 1.352 2.401 

6 810 135 2.302 0.069 0.591 2.754 2.163 1.472 4.484 

7 42 6 2.377 0.134 0.713 2.888 2.175 2.033 5.213 

8 144 18 2.432 0.118 0.531 2.724 2.193 0.312 -0.575 

9 9 1 2.530 0.214 0.500 2.826 2.326 0.688 -1.714 

Hf4+ 

  

  

6 66 11 2.082 0.051 0.322 2.241 1.919 0.195 4.551 

7 28 4 2.128 0.019 0.072 2.167 2.095 0.016 -0.842 

8 56 7 2.190 0.064 0.256 2.324 2.068 -0.012 -0.840 

Ta5+ 

   

6 828 138 1.988 0.076 0.585 2.386 1.801 1.474 4.235 

7 98 14 2.057 0.155 0.619 2.486 1.867 1.763 2.077 

W5+ 6 24 4 1.956 0.095 0.448 2.140 1.692 -0.821 1.154 

W6+ 

  

  

4 140 35 1.773 0.027 0.141 1.846 1.705 -0.220 0.095 

5 60 12 1.859 0.072 0.467 2.166 1.699 0.885 4.719 

6 2178 363 1.951 0.182 0.919 2.557 1.638 0.750 -0.146 

Re5+ 6 18 3 1.940 0.068 0.183 2.027 1.844 0.045 -1.764 

Re7+ 4 164 41 1.716 0.021 0.150 1.790 1.640 -0.114 1.066 
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5 40 8 1.810 0.052 0.275 1.904 1.629 -1.249 3.058 

6 60 10 1.882 0.046 0.195 1.982 1.787 0.380 -0.224 

Os5+ 6 24 4 1.960 0.044 0.180 2.044 1.864 -0.486 0.512 

Os6+ 6 6 1 1.926 0.125 0.266 2.015 1.749 -0.968 -1.875 

Os7+ 

  

5 5 1 1.825 0.034 0.092 1.855 1.763 -1.448 2.287 

6 18 3 1.887 0.021 0.058 1.923 1.865 0.864 -0.668 

Os8+ 

  

  

4 4 1 1.698 0.014 0.027 1.711 1.684 0.000 -6.000 

5 15 3 1.793 0.162 0.569 2.227 1.658 2.132 3.720 

6 24 4 1.880 0.170 0.442 2.169 1.727 0.747 -1.167 

Ir3+ 6 6 1 2.042 0.000 0.000 2.042 2.042 - - 

Ir4+ 

  

4 20 5 1.909 0.008 0.032 1.929 1.897 1.151 1.194 

6 72 12 2.015 0.024 0.176 2.096 1.920 -0.698 4.820 

Ir5+ 6 36 6 1.990 0.013 0.039 2.010 1.971 -0.237 -1.358 

Pt2+  4 12 3 2.007 0.009 0.022 2.017 1.995 -0.473 -1.650 

Pt4+ 6 198 33 2.021 0.020 0.142 2.087 1.945 0.222 2.499 

Au3+ 4 96 24 1.999 0.023 0.153 2.082 1.929 0.879 2.577 

Hg2+ 

  

  

  

  

  

2 2 1 1.955 0.000 0.000 1.955 1.955 - - 

4 24 6 2.316 0.311 0.862 2.834 1.972 0.427 -1.568 

5 15 3 2.380 0.271 0.688 2.726 2.038 -0.031 -1.928 

6 150 25 2.429 0.249 0.912 2.932 2.020 -0.041 -1.051 

7 63 9 2.505 0.267 0.998 2.988 1.990 -0.409 -1.095 

8 64 8 2.502 0.163 0.685 2.906 2.221 0.493 -0.182 
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Figure 1: Bond-length distributions for selected configurations of the transition metal ions bonded to O2-: (a) [6]Sc3+, (b) [6]Ti3+, (c) 
[5]Ti4+, (d) [6]Ti4+, (e) [6]V3+, (f) [5]V4+, (g) [6]V4+, (h) [4]V5+, (i) [5]V5+, (j) [6]V5+, (k) [6]Cr2+, (l) [6]Cr3+, (m) [4]Cr6+, (n) [5]Mn2+, (o) [6]Mn2+, (p) 
[8]Mn2+, (q) [6]Mn3+, (r) [6]Mn4+, (s) [5]Fe2+, (t) [6]Fe2+, (u) [4]Fe3+, (v) [5]Fe3+, (w) [6]Fe3+, (x) [4]Co2+, (y) [5]Co2+, (z) [6]Co2+, (aa) [6]Co3+, (ab) 
[6]Ni2+, (ac) [2]Cu+, (ad) [4]Cu2+, (ae) [5]Cu2+, (af) [6]Cu2+, (ag) [4]Zn2+, (ah) [5]Zn2+, (ai) [6]Zn2+, (aj) [6]Y3+, (ak) [7]Y3+, (al) [8]Y3+, (am) [9]Y3+, 
(an) [6]Zr4+, (ao) [7]Zr4+, (ap) [8]Zr4+, (aq) [10]Zr4+, (ar) [6]Nb5+, (as) [6]Mo5+, (at) [4]Mo6+, (au) [5]Mo6+, (av) [6]Mo6+, (aw) [6]Ru5+, (ax) [6]Rh3+, 
(ay) [4]Pd2+, (az) [4]Ag+, (ba) [5]Ag+, (bb) [6]Ag+, (bc) [8]Ag+, (bd) [6]Cd2+, (be) [8]Cd2+, (bf) [6]Hf4+, (bg) [6]Ta5+, (bh) [7]Ta5+, (bi) [4]W6+, (bj) 
[5]W6+, (bk) [6]W6+, (bl) [4]Re7+, (bm) [6]Re7+, (bn) [6]Ir4+, (bo) [6]Pt4+, (bp) [4]Au3+, (bq) [6]Hg2+ 

To ensure quality and reliability of the data reported 
throughout this series, we (1) set stringent data-collection 
and filtering criteria for the crystal structures used in our 
analysis, (2) carefully scrutinized data populating the tails 
of reported bond-length distributions, and (3) examined the 
effects of sampling on the reported data.  

We previously described the typical shape of a bond-length 
distribution as a positively-skewed Gaussian distribution 
which originates from the variation in Born repulsion and 
Coulomb attraction as a function of interatomic distance, 
i.e., that which results from a two-body Morse potential.29 In 
practice, this shape is seldom observed. Before we ascribe 
deviations in shape to causal mechanisms, it is crucial that 
we first understand the extent to which sample size influ-
ences the shape and statistics of bond-length distributions.  

We examined the effects of sampling (e.g., the presence of 
outliers, non-random sampling) on grand mean-bond-
length (and its standard deviation), skewness and kurtosis 
for the alkali- and alkaline-earth-metal ions bonded to O2- in 
the first article of this series29. We described the effect of 
sample size on these values for [6]Na+,29 [4]S6+ and [6]I5+,31 
[4]Si4+ and [8]Bi3+,32 and [8]La3+ bonded to O2-.30 We also 
showed a dependence of grand mean-bond-length, skew-
ness and kurtosis values on (1) the number of data, (2) 
mean bond-valence (Pauling bond-strength), and (3) multi-
modality of the bond-length distribution. Here, we report a 
similar analysis for [6]Ti4+, with a mean bond-valence of 0.67 
v.u. which lies within a range of values not yet examined by 
other works in this series.  
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Figure 2: The effect of sample size on (a) mean bond-length, (b) 
standard deviation of the mean bond-length, (c) skewness, and 
(d) kurtosis for [6]Ti4+. The dashed line shows the value for the 
parent distribution. 

Fig. 2 shows that for [6]Ti4+, a sample size greater than 20 
coordination polyhedra is required for values of grand 
mean-bond-lengths to fluctuate by less than ±0.005 Å, while 
reliable values for skewness (±0.2) and kurtosis (±0.6) are 
obtained for sample sizes greater than ~115 coordination 
polyhedra. Table 2 gives a summary for all ion configura-
tions of this series analyzed in such manner; values for 
mean bond-length distributions are in parentheses, and ion 
configurations with multi-modal bond-length distributions 
(here caused by lone-pair stereoactivity) are bolded. For the 
different ion configurations, we observe that less data are 

necessary to get an accurate estimate of grand mean-bond-
length with increasing mean bond-strength. It is difficult to 
ascribe significance to the values of skewness and kurtosis; 
while these values are sometimes useful in describing well-
developed, smooth and generally “similar” unimodal distri-
butions, their extreme sensitivity to sample size requires 
caution in their interpretation. While multi-modal behav-
iour changes the minimum sample-size requirements sig-
nificantly, we note that stronger bonds require smaller sam-
ple-sizes to satisfy a given threshold. Skewness and kurtosis 
converge very rapidly for multi-modal bond-length distri-
butions, as the bonding pattern of individual coordination 
polyhedra overwhelms the sensitivity to variability among 
polyhedra. We used the results of Table 2 to help decide 
whether or not to give values of skewness and kurtosis as-
sociated with bond-length and mean-bond-length distribu-
tions in our work.  

Where bonded to O2-, transition metals have an average 
range of bond-lengths of 0.475 Å for ion configurations with 
sample size greater than 10 coordination polyhedra (n = 74 
ion configurations). As a function of electronic configura-
tion, the average bond-length ranges are 0.492 (d0), 0.736 
(d1), 0.399 (d2), 0.221 (d3), 0.505 (d4), 0.391 (d5), 0.338 (d6), 
0.414 (d7), 0.245 (d8), 0.646 (d9) and 0.585 Å (d10). For octa-
hedral coordination (n = 33 ion configurations), these num-
bers are 0.585 (d0), 0.788 (d1), 0.399 (d2), 0.221 (d3), 0.755 
(d4), 0.517 (d5), 0.264 (d6), 0.614 (d7), 0.589 (d8), 0.893 (d9), 
0.756 Å (d10). Wide variation in these bond-length ranges 
demonstrates inconsistent bonding behaviour as a function 
of electronic configuration and coordination number. This 
anomalous behaviour is, to some extent, expected from the 
Jahn-Teller effect (JTE); bond-length variations attributable 
to the JTE will be discussed in detail below, along with other 
significant causes of bond-length variation. The largest 
bond-length ranges are for [6]V4+ (1.030 Å; d1), [6]Mo6+ (1.005 
Å; d0), [7]Hg2+ (0.998 Å; d10), [6]V5+ (0.993 Å; d0), [6]W6+ (0.919 
Å; d0), [6]Hg2+ (0.912 Å; d10), and  [6]Cu2+ (0.893 Å; d9), and it 
is notable that all these ion configurations show multimodal 
distributions.  

Mean-bond-length distributions are given in Fig. S3, and 
those with adequate sample size (see Effect of sample size 
section above) are given in Fig. 3. Table 3 gives the grand 
mean-bond-length and standard deviation, the minimum 
and maximum mean bond-lengths (and range), the skew-
ness and kurtosis of each distribution (where justified by 
sample size), and the number of coordination polyhedra for 
each configuration observed. Where bonded to O2-, transi-
tion metals have an average range of mean bond-lengths of 
0.085 Å for sample sizes greater than 10 coordination poly-
hedra. For octahedrally coordinated d0 transition metals, 
this range is 0.078 Å (0.086 Å excluding Sc3+, Y3+, Zr4+, Hf4+), 
while that of ions exhibiting the classic Jahn-Teller effect in 
octahedral coordination (weak or strong) is 0.097 Å. For the 
latter group, the largest mean-bond-length ranges are ob-
served for [6]Cu2+ 0.174, [6]V4+ 0.103, [6]Mn3+ 0.094 and [6]Mo5+ 
0.070 Å. For the d0 transition metals, the largest ranges (ir-
respective of coordination number, for sample sizes greater 
than 10 coordination polyhedra) are [6]Nb5+ 0.102, [6]W6+ 
0.100, [6]Ta5+ 0.100, [8]Y3+ 0.096, [6]Ti4+ 0.094, [6]Mo6+ 0.091, 
and [6]Zr4+ 0.082 Å.  
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Despite the significant effect of the JTE on bond-length var-
iation, its corresponding effect on mean bond-length is not 
marked. The mean-bond-length range observed for transi-
tion metals bonded to O2- (0.085 Å) is typical of ions not 
showing electronic and/or crystal-structure effects, and is 
due to their high Lewis acidity (values given in ref [35]). For 

comparison, strongly bonded oxyanions have typical mean-
bond-length ranges of 0.06-0.10 Å,31,32 actinides 0.07 Å and 
lanthanides 0.10 Å;30 ranges are larger for ions with stereo-
active lone-pair electrons, ~0.1-0.3 Å,31,32 for alkaline-earth 
metals, ~0.20-0.25 Å, and for alkali metals, ~0.30-0.40 Å.29 

 

Table 2: Minimum sample size required to satisfy given variability thresholds for bond-length distributions (mean bond-
length distributions) 

 
Sample size 
(parent popu-
lation) 

Mean bond-va-
lence (v.u.) 

Mean bond-length 
(±0.005 Å) 

Skewness (±0.2) 
and kurtosis (±0.6) 

Reference 

[6]Na+ 920 0.17 200 225 (400) GH16 

[8]Bi3+ 84 0.38 70 7 (60) GH18a 

[8]La3+ 78 0.38 20 30 (60) G18 

[6]Ti4+ 298 0.67 20 115 (130) This work 

[6]I5+ 77 0.83 40 2 (50) GH18b 

[4]Si4+ 2506 1 25 70 (400) GH18a 

[4]S6+ 906 1.5 5 300 (700) GH18b 
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           Table 3: Mean-bond-length statistics for the transition metal ions bonded to O2-. 

Ion 
Coordination 
number 

Number of co-
ordination pol-
yhedra 

Grand mean 
bond-length 
(Å) 

Standard de-
viation (Å) 

Mean 
bond-
length 
range 

(Å) 

Maximum 
mean bond-
length (Å) 

Minimum 
mean bond-
length (Å) 

Skewness Kurtosis 

Sc3+ 

  

  

6 75 2.098 0.017 0.071 2.133 2.063 0.074 -0.586 

7 5 2.163 0.017 0.043 2.188 2.146 0.846 -0.505 

8 8 2.234 0.026 0.066 2.273 2.207 0.622 -1.817 

Ti3+ 

  

  

6 21 2.037 0.019 0.081 2.072 1.991 -0.666 1.075 

7 2 2.108 0.008 0.012 2.114 2.102 -- -- 

8 1 2.195 -- 0.000 2.195 2.195 -- -- 

Ti4+ 

  

  

  

4 4 1.821 0.011 0.026 1.836 1.811 1.416 2.442 

5 17 1.917 0.014 0.048 1.940 1.892 0.241 -0.518 

6 293 1.971 0.017 0.094 2.020 1.926 -0.209 0.118 

7 1 2.064 -- 0.000 2.064 2.064 -- -- 

V3+ 6 67 2.007 0.017 0.079 2.048 1.968 0.084 -0.235 

V4+ 
 

5 95 1.893 0.010 0.066 1.929 1.863 0.411 1.187 

6 128 1.980 0.019 0.103 2.023 1.921 -0.323 0.130 

 V5+ 4 345 1.717 0.010 0.075 1.758 1.682 0.075 1.991 

5 65 1.827 0.013 0.073 1.869 1.796 0.569 1.397 

6 293 1.924 0.013 0.079 1.976 1.896 1.045 1.486 

Cr2+ 

  

4 6 2.004 0.010 0.027 2.024 1.997 2.082 4.523 

5 2 2.113 0.004 0.006 2.116 2.110 -- -- 

6 9 2.188 0.020 0.067 2.233 2.165 1.644 3.308 

Cr3+ 6 104 1.976 0.014 0.064 2.013 1.949 0.409 -0.583 

Cr4+ 

  

4 1 1.784 -- 0.000 1.784 1.784 -- -- 

6 6 1.950 0.019 0.052 1.988 1.937 2.130 4.777 

Cr5+ 4 1 1.693 -- 0.000 1.693 1.693 -- -- 

Cr6+ 4 169 1.652 0.011 0.072 1.696 1.624 0.295 1.051 

Mn2+ 

  

  

4 10 2.046 0.025 0.085 2.085 2.001 -0.040 -0.021 

5 24 2.141 0.023 0.096 2.175 2.079 -0.830 1.283 

6 318 2.199 0.027 0.172 2.305 2.134 0.434 0.597 
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7 2 2.352 0.061 0.087 2.395 2.309 -- -- 

8 18 2.321 0.025 0.081 2.356 2.275 -0.415 -0.636 

Mn3+ 

  

  

4 2 1.901 0.003 0.005 1.903 1.898 -- -- 

5 10 1.959 0.017 0.047 1.980 1.933 -0.240 -1.269 

6 82 2.031 0.019 0.094 2.086 1.992 0.106 -0.320 

Mn4+ 

  

4 1 1.750 -- 0.000 1.750 1.750 -- -- 

6 20 1.903 0.012 0.043 1.928 1.885 0.202 -0.364 

Mn5+ 4 8 1.698 0.007 0.023 1.706 1.683 -1.095 1.556 

Mn6+ 4 2 1.662 0.008 0.015 1.670 1.655 -- -- 

Mn7+ 4 7 1.610 0.007 0.020 1.622 1.603 0.913 0.421 

Fe2+ 

  

  

  

  

3 8 1.844 0.018 0.049 1.860 1.811 -1.274 0.568 

4 6 1.985 0.021 0.066 2.008 1.942 -1.667 3.509 

5 19 2.097 0.027 0.117 2.142 2.024 -1.036 1.866 

6 146 2.147 0.028 0.156 2.246 2.090 0.543 0.419 

8 5 2.333 0.041 0.087 2.383 2.296 0.519 -2.945 

Fe3+ 

  

  

  

4 65 1.875 0.016 0.070 1.910 1.840 0.086 -0.642 

5 21 1.966 0.015 0.049 1.984 1.935 -0.717 -0.491 

6 378 2.015 0.019 0.114 2.091 1.977 1.123 2.171 

8 2 2.125 0.008 0.011 2.130 2.119 -- -- 

Co2+ 

  

  

  

  

3 14 1.854 0.017 0.055 1.869 1.814 -1.659 1.756 

4 27 1.967 0.017 0.069 1.995 1.926 -0.648 0.341 

5 16 2.066 0.026 0.101 2.129 2.027 0.557 0.775 

6 243 2.108 0.021 0.121 2.182 2.061 0.678 0.947 

8 1 2.272 -- 0.000 2.272 2.272 -- -- 

Co3+ 6 15 1.908 0.013 0.049 1.942 1.893 1.575 2.638 

Co4+ 6 1 1.874 -- 0.000 1.874 1.874 -- -- 

Ni2+ 

  

  

   

2 2 1.686 0.001 0.002 1.687 1.685 -- -- 

4 3 1.950 0.047 0.082 1.977 1.895 -1.732 -- 

5 8 2.028 0.012 0.031 2.044 2.013 0.089 -1.701 

6 242 2.070 0.020 0.118 2.148 2.030 0.900 1.669 

Ni4+ 6 5 1.870 0.004 0.011 1.875 1.865 0.408 1.817 

Cu+ 2 42 1.839 0.022 0.087 1.882 1.794 -0.286 -0.503 
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3 2 1.969 0.002 0.003 1.971 1.968 -- -- 

4 13 2.084 0.042 0.137 2.171 2.034 0.619 -0.190 

Cu2+ 

  

  

   

4 129 1.943 0.017 0.085 1.986 1.901 0.285 0.160 

5 218 2.037 0.022 0.122 2.106 1.984 0.534 0.244 

6 365 2.130 0.030 0.174 2.225 2.051 0.678 0.322 

8 4 2.302 0.033 0.069 2.349 2.280 1.689 2.751 

Cu3+ 4 11 1.846 0.018 0.055 1.872 1.817 0.070 -1.052 

Zn2+ 

  

  

4 227 1.952 0.016 0.115 2.020 1.905 0.166 1.334 

5 36 2.051 0.015 0.073 2.085 2.012 -0.304 0.138 

6 193 2.110 0.023 0.144 2.200 2.056 1.050 1.676 

Y3+ 

  

  

  

  

  

6 25 2.264 0.019 0.069 2.291 2.222 -0.208 -0.894 

7 35 2.332 0.018 0.065 2.366 2.302 0.002 -0.708 

8 99 2.390 0.019 0.096 2.438 2.342 -0.690 0.473 

9 15 2.422 0.019 0.071 2.468 2.397 1.140 1.142 

10 1 2.496 -- 0.000 2.496 2.496 -- -- 

12 1 2.541 -- 0.000 2.541 2.541 -- -- 

 Zr4+ 

 

  

  

  

6 73 2.078 0.013 0.082 2.129 2.048 1.057 3.431 

7 13 2.146 0.012 0.032 2.162 2.129 0.187 -1.758 

8 21 2.199 0.006 0.022 2.211 2.189 -0.219 -0.686 

9 3 2.263 0.019 0.036 2.278 2.242 -1.132 -- 

10 7 2.283 0.005 0.011 2.288 2.277 -0.147 -2.054 

Nb4+ 6 3 2.054 0.006 0.011 2.061 2.049 1.449 -- 

Nb5+ 

  

  

  

  

4 2 1.831 0.005 0.007 1.834 1.827 -- -- 

5 4 1.926 0.011 0.025 1.933 1.907 -1.982 3.938 

6 240 1.993 0.018 0.102 2.046 1.944 0.137 0.150 

7 3 2.069 0.013 0.026 2.082 2.056 -0.217 -- 

8 1 2.080 -- 0.000 2.080 2.080 -- -- 

Mo3+ 6 5 2.095 0.009 0.023 2.109 2.086 1.468 2.769 

Mo4+ 6 9 2.003 0.007 0.023 2.016 1.992 0.559 0.323 

Mo5+  

  

5 2 1.916 0.004 0.009 1.920 1.911 -- -- 

6 74 1.992 0.015 0.070 2.026 1.955 -0.034 -0.410 

Mo6+ 4 434 1.764 0.009 0.057 1.790 1.732 -0.255 0.861 
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5 15 1.872 0.016 0.053 1.898 1.845 0.069 -0.882 

6 506 1.972 0.015 0.091 2.024 1.933 0.096 -0.282 

Tc7+ 4 6 1.705 0.004 0.009 1.711 1.702 0.672 -1.320 

Ru3+ 6 3 2.025 0.002 0.003 2.027 2.024 -- -- 

Ru4+ 6 8 1.982 0.011 0.034 1.995 1.961 -0.713 -0.066 

Ru5+ 6 23 1.964 0.013 0.044 1.987 1.943 0.241 -1.333 

Rh3+ 6 11 2.025 0.021 0.065 2.071 2.006 1.324 0.754 

Rh4+ 6 3 2.007 0.011 0.020 2.020 2.000 1.705 -- 

Pd2+ 4 29 2.011 0.020 0.078 2.060 1.982 0.578 -0.419 

Pd4+ 6 2 1.999 0.004 0.005 2.001 1.996 -- -- 

Ag+ 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

2 5 2.136 0.009 0.043 2.164 2.121 0.862 -1.700 

3 15 2.278 0.025 0.083 2.319 2.236 0.003 -0.865 

4 37 2.402 0.030 0.125 2.466 2.341 -0.180 -0.607 

5 45 2.489 0.036 0.147 2.555 2.408 -0.190 -0.438 

6 63 2.537 0.031 0.136 2.594 2.458 -0.292 -0.539 

7 9 2.589 0.028 0.084 2.618 2.534 -1.001 0.480 

8 13 2.656 0.030 0.113 2.730 2.617 1.199 1.882 

9 3 2.704 0.024 0.041 2.731 2.690 1.732 -- 

Cd2+ 

  

  

  

  

5 4 2.257 0.014 0.034 2.278 2.244 1.291 2.291 

6 135 2.302 0.021 0.108 2.368 2.260 0.618 0.035 

7 6 2.377 0.047 0.132 2.466 2.334 1.758 3.604 

8 18 2.432 0.027 0.086 2.469 2.383 -0.105 -1.040 

9 1 2.530 -- 0.000 2.530 2.530 -- -- 

Hf4+ 

  

  

6 11 2.082 0.013 0.035 2.099 2.064 0.085 -1.193 

7 4 2.128 0.003 0.006 2.131 2.125 -0.017 -5.552 

8 7 2.190 0.004 0.013 2.199 2.186 1.365 2.285 

Ta5+ 

   

6 138 1.988 0.018 0.100 2.052 1.951 0.477 0.131 

7 14 2.057 0.007 0.023 2.069 2.046 0.459 -0.831 

W5+ 6 4 1.956 0.019 0.043 1.976 1.933 -0.225 -2.734 

W6+ 

  

  

4 35 1.773 0.012 0.050 1.797 1.747 -0.172 0.581 

5 12 1.859 0.013 0.040 1.879 1.839 0.133 -1.593 

6 363 1.951 0.017 0.100 1.995 1.894 -0.455 0.408 
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Re5+ 6 3 1.940 0.005 0.009 1.945 1.936 1.597 -- 

Re7+ 

  

  

4 41 1.716 0.011 0.053 1.740 1.686 -0.443 0.444 

5 8 1.810 0.010 0.035 1.827 1.792 -0.155 1.651 

6 10 1.882 0.012 0.037 1.906 1.869 0.909 0.092 

Os5+ 6 4 1.960 0.004 0.008 1.963 1.954 -1.846 3.508 

Os6+ 6 1 1.926 -- 0.000 1.926 1.926 -- -- 

Os7+ 

  

5 1 1.825 -- 0.000 1.825 1.825 -- -- 

6 3 1.887 0.014 0.034 1.904 1.870 -- -- 

Os8+ 

  

  

4 1 1.698 -- 0.000 1.698 1.698 -- -- 

5 3 1.793 0.020 0.039 1.811 1.772 -0.726 -- 

6 4 1.885 0.018 0.040 1.902 1.862 -0.798 -0.968 

Ir3+ 6 1 2.042 -- 0.000 2.042 2.042 -- -- 

Ir4+ 

  

4 5 1.909 0.007 0.017 1.919 1.902 0.448 -0.638 

6 12 2.015 0.010 0.034 2.031 1.997 -0.353 -0.043 

Ir5+ 6 6 1.990 0.013 0.030 2.001 1.971 -0.928 -1.725 

Pt2+  4 2 2.007 0.011 0.022 2.017 1.995 -1.008 -- 

Pt4+ 6 33 2.021 0.014 0.057 2.055 1.998 0.345 -0.452 

Au3+ 4 24 1.999 0.013 0.040 2.020 1.980 0.161 -1.363 

Hg2+ 

  

  

  

  

  

2 1 1.955 -- 0.000 1.955 1.955 -- -- 

4 6 2.316 0.081 0.227 2.403 2.176 -1.116 1.176 

5 3 2.380 0.090 0.168 2.445 2.277 -1.565 -- 

6 25 2.429 0.072 0.242 2.584 2.342 0.532 -0.474 

7 9 2.505 0.045 0.140 2.593 2.453 0.723 0.440 

8 8 2.502 0.021 0.050 2.530 2.479 0.435 -2.040 
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Figure 3: Mean-bond-length distributions for selected configurations of the transition metal ions bonded to O2-: (a) [6]Sc3+, (b) [4]Ti4+, 
(c) [6]V3+, (d) [5]V4+, (e) [6]V4+, (f) [4]V5+, (g) [5]V5+, (h) [6]V5+, (i) [6]Cr3+, (j) [4]Cr6+, (k) [6]Mn2+, (l) [6]Mn3+, (m) [6]Fe2+, (n) [4]Fe3+, (o) [6]Fe3+, 
(p) [4]Co2+, (q) [5]Co2+, (r) [6]Co2+, (s) [6]Ni2+, (t) [2]Cu+, (u) [4]Cu2+, (v) [5]Cu2+, (w) [6]Cu2+, (x) [4]Zn2+, (y) [5]Zn2+, (z) [6]Zn2+, (aa) [6]Y3+, (ab) 
[7]Y3+, (ac) [8]Y3+, (ad) [6]Zr4+, (ae) [6]Nb5+, (af) [6]Mo5+, (ag) [4]Mo6+, (ah) [6]Mo6+, (ai) [4]Pd2+, (aj) [4]Ag+, (ak) [5]Ag+, (al) [6]Ag+, (am) 
[6]Cd2+, (an) [6]Ta5+, (ao) [4]W6+, (ap) [6]W6+, (aq) [4]Re7+, (ar) [6]Pt4+, (as) [4]Au3+, (at) [6]Hg2+. 

 

Bond-length distortion, defined as the mean-square relative 
deviation of bond lengths from their mean value,36 is a com-
mon measure of bond-length dispersion used on the basis 
of individual coordination polyhedra. Although it is more so 
a scalar index of bond-length dispersion than it is a measure 
of distortion, we retain the terminology “bond-length distor-
tion” for historical reasons (notably, the link between bond-
length distortion and the distortion theorem of the bond-va-
lence model, which regards the inherent increase of mean-
bond-lengths with increasing bond-length dispersion37).  

Fig. S4 shows mean bond-length as a function of bond-
length distortion for all transition-metal ions bonded to O2-, 
and Fig. 4 shows those of adequate sample size. Transition-
metal ions show a wide range of bond-length distortion 
when bonded to O2-, from weakly distorted (0-10 × 10-3) to 
moderately distorted (10-20 × 10-3) to highly distorted (>20 
× 10-3). There is strong correlation between bond-length 
distortion and mean bond-length for moderately distorted 
ion configurations (10-20 × 10-3) or higher. In previous ar-
ticles of this series, we found that the correlation between 
bond-length distortion and mean bond-length is strong for 
ion configurations with values of distortion > 20 × 10-3 for 
the metalloids and post-transition metal ions bonded to O2-

,32 > 10 × 10-3 for the alkaline-earth metal,29 non-metal31 and 
actinide30 ions bonded to O2- and < 10 × 10-3 for the 

lanthanide ions bonded to O2-.30 There is no particularly 
strong correlation between bond-length distortion and 
mean bond-length for alkali-metal ions bonded to O2-. 29 

Gagné & Hawthorne examined potential factors leading to 
mean-bond-length variation for 55 ion configurations 
bonded to O2-, including 20 configurations for transition 
metals bonded to O2-: [6]Ti4+, [6]V4+, [4]V5+, [6]V5+, [6]Cr6+, [6]Mn2+, 
[6]Fe2+, [6]Fe3+, [6]Co2+, [6]Ni2+, [5]Cu2+, [6]Cu2+, [4]Zn2+, [6]Zn2+, 
[6]Nb5+, [4]Mo6+, [6]Mo6+, [6]Cd2+, [6]Ta5+ and [6]W6+.38 They 
found mean bond-length to be correlated to bond-length 
distortion for 17 of those 20 ion configurations at a 99% 
confidence level (<R2> = 0.50), citing the distortion theo-
rem37 as the mechanism causing this correlation. Other fac-
tors investigated were found to be statistically insignificant, 
including the ionization energy and electronegativity of the 
next-nearest neighbours, and the coordination number of 
the bonded anions, leading them to propose that the inabil-
ity of crystal structures to attain their ideal (a priori) bond 
lengths within the constraints of space-group and transla-
tional symmetry is the leading cause of mean-bond-length 
variation in crystals. Below, we expand on their analysis to 
investigate the underlying causal mechanisms of bond-
length variation in transition-metal oxide and oxysalt crys-
tals.  
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Figure 4: The effect of bond-length distortion on mean bond-length for selected configurations of the transition metal ions bonded 
to O2-: (a) [6]Sc3+, (b) [4]Ti4+, (c) [6]V3+, (d) [5]V4+, (e) [6]V4+, (f) [4]V5+, (g) [5]V5+, (h) [6]V5+, (i) [6]Cr3+, (j) [4]Cr6+, (k) [6]Mn2+, (l) [6]Mn3+, (m) 
[6]Fe2+, (n) [4]Fe3+, (o) [6]Fe3+, (p) [4]Co2+, (q) [5]Co2+, (r) [6]Co2+, (s) [6]Ni2+, (t) [2]Cu+, (u) [4]Cu2+, (v) [5]Cu2+, (w) [6]Cu2+, (x) [4]Zn2+, (y) 
[5]Zn2+, (z) [6]Zn2+, (aa) [6]Y3+, (ab) [7]Y3+, (ac) [8]Y3+, (ad) [6]Zr4+, (ae) [6]Nb5+, (af) [6]Mo5+, (ag) [4]Mo6+, (ah) [6]Mo6+, (ai) [4]Pd2+, (aj) [4]Ag+, 
(ak) [5]Ag+, (al) [6]Ag+, (am) [6]Cd2+, (an) [6]Ta5+, (ao) [4]W6+, (ap) [6]W6+, (aq) [4]Re7+, (ar) [6]Pt4+, (as) [4]Au3+, (at) [6]Hg2+. 

 

Transition-metal oxides and oxysalts are ideally suited for 
examining bond-length variations in solids as they are 
highly susceptible to two important mechanisms underly-
ing bond-length variation: (1) coupled electronic-vibra-
tional degeneracy (leading to the Jahn-Teller effects), and 
(2) formation of multiple (π) bonds. In recent years, the 
non-local bond-topological asymmetry of coordination en-
vironments (sometimes referred to as asymmetry in the 
bond network) has been proposed as an additional mecha-
nism underlying bond-length variation in crystals.39,40 In 
this section, we exploit the size and comprehensiveness of 
our bond-length dispersion analysis to resolve the various 
causal mechanisms underlying bond-length variation in 
transition-metal oxides and oxysalts by way of rationalizing 
the shape of anomalous bond-length distributions (Fig. S1). 
We further summarize the theoretical underpinnings of 
these mechanisms.  

Discussion for the present section is split into four subsec-
tions reflecting the principal causal mechanisms identified 
in this work: [1] non-local bond-topological effects; [2] mul-
tiple-bond formation; [3] electronic effects (with inherent 

focus on coupled electronic-vibrational degeneracy); and 
[4] crystal-structure effects. As shown below, mechanisms 
[1]-[3] may each lead to large bond-length variations 
and/or multi-modal bond-length distributions. However, 
these effects rarely occur in isolation, and their combination 
is often what leads to wide variations in bond lengths. It is 
worth noting that these mechanisms may be present in a 
limited number of crystal structures, or for all crystal struc-
tures in which the given ion configuration occurs; as a re-
sult, the shape of bond-length distributions depends on the 
relative importance/magnitude of the effect(s) sampled. 
Thus we focus our attention below on quantifiable features 
that may be recognized within the constituent data of these 
bond-length distributions.  

In Table 4, we list 52 of the most interesting transition-
metal ion configurations observed in this work, for either 
(1) having a shape that departs prominently from that ex-
pected for a two-body Morse potential, (2) displaying a very 
wide range of observed bond lengths, and/or (3) being of 
interest to some of the more general questions addressed in 
this work. These are the data we focus on for parts 2 and 3 
of this work. In part 3, we will identify the causal mecha-
nism(s) underlying bond-length variation for each of these 
ion configurations, and quantify their extent.

 

Table 4: Ion configurations with anomalous bond-length distribution when bonded to O2- 

Ion configu-
ration 

Electronic 
configuration 

Anomalous 
shape? 

Sample size 
(# cp) 

Bond-length range 
(Å) 

∆𝒕𝒐𝒑𝒐𝒍 > ∆𝒄𝒓𝒚𝒔𝒕? Mechanism(s)‡ 

[6]Sc3+ d0 y 75 0.236 y BTE, PJTE 

[4]Ti4+ d0  4 0.159  PJTE, BTE 

[5]Ti4+ d0 y 17 0.405  PJTE, BTE 

[6]Ti4+ d0 y 293 0.826  PJTE, BTE 

[7]Ti4+ d0 y 1 0.55 no data PJTE 
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[6]V3+ d2 y 67 0.399 y BTE, JTEw 

[5]V4+ d1 y 95 0.577 y π, PJTE/BTE/CSE 

[6]V4+ d1 y 128 1.030 y π, PJTE/BTE 

[4]V5+ d0 y 355 0.391 y BTE, PJTE 

[5]V5+ d0 y 65 0.801 y π, PJTE, BTE 

[6]V5+ d0 y 293 0.993 y π, BTE/PJTE 

[5]Cr2+ d4  2 0.432  PJTE, BTE 

[6]Cr2+ d4 y 9 0.696 y JTEs/BTE 

[6]Cr3+ d3 y 104 0.19 similar BTE, CSE 

[4]Cr6+ d0 y 169 0.357 y BTE, PJTE, π 

[6]Mn3+ d4 y 82 0.755  JTEs, BTE 

[4]Fe3+ d5 y 65 0.201 y BTE 

[5]Co2+ d7  16 0.628  PJTE 

[6]Co2+ d7  243 0.614 y BTE, JTEs 

[5]Cu2+ d9  218 0.865  PJTE, BTE 

[6]Cu2+ d9 y 365 0.893  JTEs, BTE 

[6]Zn2+ d10  193 0.868 similar BTE/PJTE 

[6]Y3+ d0 y 25 0.226 similar PJTE/BTE 

[7]Y3+ d0 y 35 0.499  PJTE 

[8]Y3+ d0 y 99 0.507  PJTE/BTE 

[9]Y3+ d0  15 0.585  PJTE, BTE 

[10]Y3+ d0  1 0.604 y BTE/PJTE 

[6]Zr4+ d0 y 73 0.218  PJTE, BTE 

[4]Nb5+ d0  2 0.184 no data PJTE/BTE 

[5]Nb5+ d0 y 4 0.164  PJTE/BTE 

[6]Nb5+ d0 y 240 0.742  PJTE, BTE 

[7]Nb5+ d0  3 0.668  PJTE, BTE 

[6]Mo4+ d2 y 9 0.264 y BTE 

[5]Mo5+ d1 y 2 0.328 no data π 

[6]Mo5+ d1 y 74 0.806 y π, BTE, JTEw 

[4]Mo6+ d0 possibly 434 0.268 y BTE, PJTE 

[5]Mo6+ d0  15 0.620 y π, BTE/PJTE 

[6]Mo6+ d0 y 506 1.005  PJTE, BTE 

[6]Ru5+ d3 y 23 0.305  CSE/BTE 

[6]Cd2+ d10  135 0.591 y BTE, PJTE 

[6]Hf4+ d0 possibly 11 0.322  PJTE, BTE 

[6]Ta5+ d0 y 138 0.585  PJTE, BTE 

[7]Ta5+ d0 possibly 14 0.619  PJTE, BTE 

[5]W6+ d0  12 0.467  PJTE, BTE 

[6]W6+ d0 y 363 0.919  PJTE, BTE 

[4]Re7+ d0 y 41 0.150 y BTE, PJTE 

[5]Re7+ d0 possibly 8 0.275  PJTE 

[6]Re7+ d0  10 0.195 y PJTE, BTE 

[6]Os6+ d2 possibly 1 0.266 no data BTE 

[5]Os8+ d0 possibly 3 0.569  PJTE, BTE 
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[6]Os8+ d0 y 4 0.442  PJTE, BTE 

[6]Hg2+ d10 y 25 0.912 similar BTE/PJTE 

‡Mechanisms are listed in decreasing order of importance; BTE, bond-topological effects; π, pi-bond formation; JTEs, strong Jahn-
teller effect; JTEw, weak Jahn-teller effect; PJTE, pseudo Jahn-Teller effect; CSE, crystal-structure effects. 

The connection between bond topology and bond-length 
variation was first demonstrated by Kunz & Brown.39 Unfor-
tunately, lack of follow-up work left unclear the extent to 
which this mechanism operates in terms of frequency of oc-
currence and bond-length-variation magnitude, leading few 
to acknowledge this mechanism as a noteworthy driver of 
bond-length variation in inorganic solids. We dedicate a sig-
nificant part of this work to resolving this issue; we will clar-
ify the mechanism of bond-length variation via bond-topo-
logical arguments using the bond-valence model, introduce 
new indices to quantify the effect of bond topology on bond-
length variation, and provide worked examples to show the 
prevalence and scope of this effect.  

The bond-valence model is an electrostatic model of chemi-
cal bonding used extensively in the study of minerals and 
inorganic materials.41 The main axioms of the bond-valence 
model, analogous to Kirchhoff’s rules for electrical circuits, 
are: [1] the valence-sum rule, which states that the sum of 
the directed bond valences around an ion is equal to its oxi-
dation state (essentially, a modernization of Pauling’s 2nd 
rule), and [2] the path rule which states that the sum of the 
directed bond valences along any path of bonds in a struc-
ture is zero where the path begins and ends on symmetri-
cally equivalent ions.42 Although the model finds many ap-
plications both in solution and in the solid state (summa-
rized in refs [41,43]), its most common use is to serve as a 
check on newly refined crystal structures via verification of 
the valence-sum rule.  

Key to this model is the relation between the length of a 
bond and its strength (called its bond valence):  

𝑠 = 𝑒𝑥𝑝[
(𝑅𝑜−𝑅)

𝐵
]   (Equation 1) 

where s is the bond valence for a bond of length R, and R0 
and B are the bond-valence parameters of the ion pair. The 
bond-valence parameters are constants that are typically 
derived empirically (large sets of bond-valence parameters 
include those of Gagné & Hawthorne,34 Brese & O’Keeffe44 
and Brown & Altermatt26). From this, the valence-sum rule 
can then be written as 

∑𝑆𝑖𝑗 =∑ exp (
𝑅o−𝑅𝑖𝑗

𝐵
)𝑗 =𝑉𝑖     (Equation 2) 

where 𝑉𝑖  is the oxidation state of the ion (sometimes called 
the formal valence), and where the sum is taken over the j 
bonds involving ion i. For structure verification, deviation 
up to ~6-7% is deemed acceptable for any given site of a 
crystal structure;34 this variation cannot be removed from 
the model, and is largely due to the effect of structure type 
on mean bond-length variations,38 discussed as causal 
mechanism [4] in the present work. We used equation (2) 
throughout this series to spot possible experimental errors 
and oversights (e.g. substitutional disorder) to remove 
doubtful data from our dataset; similarly, equation (2) is 
used as a screening criterion in pymatgen,45 the analysis 
code powering the Materials Project.46 In addition, the 

valence-sum rule allows inferring the oxidation state of re-
dox-active ions;47–50 this is particularly relevant for confirm-
ing the oxidation state of transition metals, and to resolve 
mixed-valence site occupancy. Of greatest relevance to this 
work, the bond-topological underpinnings of the bond-va-
lence model allow prediction of the a priori bond valences 
(thus bond lengths) of crystal structures;42 as we show be-
low, crystal structures often have intrinsic requirements for 
uneven distribution of bond valences (and thus bond 
lengths). Next, we investigate the inner-workings of this 
phenomenon, and the extent to which it results in bond-
length variation for transition metals bonded to O2-.    

In the bond-valence model, the principle of maximum sym-
metry states that a system in stable equilibrium adopts the 
highest symmetry consistent with the constraints acting on 
it;51 these constraints include crystal-chemical and thermo-
dynamics factors not limited to peculiar electronic behav-
ior, T-P stability ranges, rate of crystallization, external 
field(s), etc. Where such constraints are absent or have neg-
ligible effect, a crystal structure is observed with the lowest-
possible number of crystallographically distinct sites, i.e., 
equal to the number of distinct elements in the compound 
(e.g., for spinel: MgAl2O4). In this configuration, cations and 
anions distribute their a priori (ideal) bond valences evenly 
(see ref [42] for their calculation), resulting in coordination 
polyhedra with identical or similar bond lengths. With con-
siderable constraints acting on the system at the time of 
crystallization, crystallographically distinct sites may rap-
idly outgrow the number of distinct elements in the com-
pound. The decrease in crystallographic symmetry inher-
ently results in increasingly asymmetric patterns of a priori 
bond valences (thus a priori bond lengths; equation 1) for 
cation and anion polyhedra, increasing the potential for 
large bond-length variations within those polyhedra. We 
term this phenomenon “non-local bond-topological asym-
metry” where the variation in bond lengths does not origi-
nate from the local bond topology (the coordination polyhe-
dron), but rather from asymmetry elsewhere in the bond to-
pology, either in the form of varying coordination num-
ber(s) or ion identity (Fig. 5). 

We emphasize that while crystallographically distinct vari-
ables (e.g. sites) may be bond-topologically equivalent (i.e. 
independent of physical metrics), the opposite is not true; 
variables that are bond-topologically distinct cannot be 
crystallographically equivalent. For example, introduction 
of one or more symmetry-breaking elements acting on sites 
that are bond-topologically equivalent will inevitably break 
their crystallographic equivalence, while retaining bond-
topological equivalence (e.g., polymorphs; Fig. 6). This con-
cept is an important demonstration of the hierarchy be-
tween bond-topological and crystallographic equivalence in 
crystal structures. As we show next, distinction between 
bond-topological and crystallographic equivalence defines 
two classes of causal mechanisms underlying bond-length 
variation in inorganic solids. 
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Figure 5: Inherent bond-valence (thus bond-length) variation resulting from the valence-sum rule for (a) different coordination 
numbers and (b) different oxidation states (OS) of next-nearest neighbors for a simple bond topology. Grey circles are anions, and 
white circles cations of the same oxidation state; colored circles are cations of different oxidation states. Fragment shown is self-
contained; wavy lines indicate further bonds which are inconsequential to x1 and x3. Black bonds are terminal, thus are consequently 
equal to the oxidation state of the anion, “a”; from here, “b” and “c” are deduced, and x1 and x3 are show to be necessarily unequal in 
strength, thus causing bond-length variation within the local coordination.

 

Figure 6: Demonstration of bond-topological and crystallo-
graphic equivalence for the ions of a dimeric unit (cations = 
white, anions = grey). Topologically equivalent ions share the 
same lettering, and crystallographically equivalent ions share 
the same lettering and subscript. Crystallographic equivalence 
of the constituent ions lowers from (a) the configuration of 
maximum symmetry about ion C to (c) the point of minimum 
crystallographic symmetry. Intermediate configurations are 
observed with progressively less symmetry operators (m = 
mirror plane), thus lowering the number of equivalent metrics 
(bond lengths, bond angles) from configurations (a) to (c). 
Bond-topological equivalence is unchanged from (a) to (c). 

Quantifying bond-length variation as a result of bond-topo-
logical vs crystallographic effects 

Mechanisms underlying bond-length variation rarely occur 
in isolation. As a result, it is often difficult to pin-point the 
source(s) of bond-length variation in a coordination polyhe-
dron, and the relative extent to which they operate. As we 
show below, calculation of the a priori bond valences of a 
crystal structure is a useful approach for resolving and 
quantifying sources of bond-length variation in extended 
solids, as it allows separation of the causal mechanisms un-
derlying bond-length variation into those that are bond-top-
ological and crystallographic in nature.  

We may quantitatively assess the amount of bond-length 
variation caused by bond-topological asymmetry, ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 , as 

the mean (absolute) weighted deviation between the bond 
valences of a given polyhedron and that of its regular vari-
ant with equal bond lengths, i.e. its Pauling bond strength: 

∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙= 
∑ 𝑤𝑖|𝑆𝑖−𝑠|
𝑁
𝑖

∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑁
𝑖

   Equation (5)  

where 𝑆𝑖  is the a priori bond valence, s is the Pauling bond 
strength, 𝑤𝑖  is the multiplicity of the bond in the coordina-
tion polyhedron, and where the sum is taken over the N 
crystallographically distinct bonds in the polyhedron. 
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Conversely, we may quantify bond-valence deviations of 
crystallographic origins as  

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 
∑ 𝑤𝑖|𝑆𝑖−𝑠𝑖|
𝑁
𝑖

∑ 𝑤𝑖
𝑁
𝑖

   Equation (6)  

where the difference is between the a priori bond valences 
𝑆𝑖  and the observed bond valences 𝑠𝑖 . The quantity repre-
sented by the ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 index may be interpreted as the mean 

distortion caused by those effects that are not of bond-top-
ological origin, i.e., whose bond-length variations are not 
captured/predicted via a priori bond valences. Both ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 

and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 can be considered significant when > 0.05 v.u., 

large when > 0.10 v.u., and very large when > 0.20 v.u.  

The ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 index quantifies bond-length variation caused by 

[1] non-local bond-topological asymmetry, and [2] multi-
ple-bond formation; ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 quantifies bond-length variation 

caused by [3] electronic effects (inclusive of effects such as 
lone-pair stereoactivity and magnetism, but with inherent 
focus on coupled electronic-vibrational degeneracy in this 
work), and [4] crystal-structure effects. Our choice of split-
ting bond-topological mechanisms [1] and [2] is arbitrary, 
and follows historical reasons of treating multiple-bond for-
mation as an independent mechanism rooted in molecular-
orbital theory (see section [2] Multiple-bond formation, be-
low). However, it is impossible to clearly resolve the contri-
butions of [1] and [2] from the ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  index, because the ar-

rangement of a priori bond valences is disconnected from 
the underlying physical processes leading to the crystal 
structure at hand. In accord with the hierarchy between 
bond-topological and crystallographic factors (discussed 
above), multiple-bond formation is primarily driven by the 
bond-topological requirements of the crystal structure, 
whose consideration precedes the bond-valence stability-
range of ions. In practice, both the requirements of the crys-
tal structure and those of the ions must coincide for the ob-
servation of (bond-topologically-driven) multiple bonds; 
otherwise, the structure will simply not occur, i.e. the ions 
crystallize into a different structure type (or types). While 
bond topology primarily dictates the observation of multi-
ple bonds in solids, there are cases where multiple-bond 
formation clearly results from crystallographic mecha-
nisms, e.g., the pseudo Jahn-Teller effect. In those cases, 
bond-length variation escapes prediction via a priori bond 
valences, and instead is amalgamated into the ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 index 

under a different causal mechanism. As such, it is impossi-
ble to generalize the origins of multiple-bond formation in 
solids; however, our method allows one to resolve whether 
this phenomenon results from a bond-topological or crys-
tallographic mechanism on a structure-by-structure basis. 

The effect of bond-topological and crystallographic mecha-
nisms on bond-length variation is well illustrated by 
CaNb5+2(P4O13)(P2O7)O (62577),52 with two crystallograph-
ically distinct sites fully occupied by monomeric Nb5+ ions 
in octahedral coordination to O2-. For Nb1, all bonds are to 
non-bridging O2- ions from PO4 dimers; for Nb2, five bonds 
are to non-bridging O2- ions of PO4 dimers, and O13 has only 
one bond to Ca2+. The a priori (observed) bond valences are 
as follows (Table 5; Fig. 7): 2 × 0.805 (0.993), 2 × 0.837 
(0.824), and 2 × 0.859 (0.869) v.u. for Nb1, with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 

0.019 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.071 v.u.; 2 × 0.782 (0.714), 2 × 0.831 

(0.837), 0.261 (0.462) and 1.515 v.u. (1.753) for Nb2, with 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  = 0.227 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.098 v.u. With regard to 

crystallographic effects, the strongest and weakest bonds 
involving Nb2 (0.261 and 1.515 v.u., for bond lengths 2.406 
and 1.756 Å) are in trans configuration; the discrepancy be-
tween a priori and observed bond valences for these two 
bonds is caused by the off-centering of Nb2 toward O13 via 
the pseudo Jahn-Teller effect (more on this below). With re-
gard to bond-topological effects, we can see from the a pri-
ori bond valences and the ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 index that the formation of 

a highly-distorted octahedron on the one hand (Nb2), and 
of a regular octahedron on the other, for two monomers of 
the same cation in the same structure, simply results from 
non-local bond-topological asymmetry. Thus, we conclude 
from the ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and  ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  values calculated for 

CaNb2(P4O13)(P2O7)O that (1) the main driver of bond-
length variation is the pseudo Jahn-Teller effect (PJTE) for 
Nb1, and non-local bond-topological asymmetry for Nb2, 
and (2) the magnitude of the PJTE is similar in both octahe-
dra.  

 

Figure 7: Local coordination of Nb1 and Nb2 in 
CaNb5+2(P4O13)(P2O7)O. In this structure, the two crystallo-
graphically distinct Nb5+O6 octahedra do not have equal bonds 
5/6 v.u. in strength (a); instead, non-local bond-topological 
asymmetry imposes bond-valence (thus bond-length) variabil-
ity within the polyhedra (b), which serve as starting configura-
tions for crystallographic effects to lead to the observed local 
geometries (c). The shaded spheres represent O2-.
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Table 5: A priori bond valences (v.u.) for CaNb5+2(P4O13)(P2O7)O 

  Nb1 Nb2 Ca P1 P2 P3 P4  ∑ 

O1     0.267 ×2↓ 1.733       2 

O2   0.782 ×2↓   1.218       2 

O3       1 ×2→       2 

O4       1.049 0.951     2 

O5 0.805 ×2↓       1.195     2 

O6     0.316 ×2↓   1.684     2 

O7   0.831 ×2↓     1.169     2 

O8 0.837 ×2↓         1.163 ×2↓   2 

O9     0.348     1.652   2 

O10           1.169 0.978 2 

O11 0.859 ×2↓            1.141 ×2↓ 2 

O12   0.261         1.739  2 

O13   1.515 0.458         2 

 ∑ 5 5 2 5 5 5 5   

The insight provided by a priori bond valences as well as the 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  and  ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 indices should be useful to experimental-

ists when refining, proposing, and describing new crystal 
structures; calculating these values should become routine 
practice where possible, in the same way the calculation of 
observed bond valence sums is routine practice today. 
These analyses should further be useful for identifying the 
structural and electronic underpinnings of functional prop-
erties linked to asymmetric coordination units. At present, 
no model rigorously defines the extent to which functional 
properties may be optimized via compositional and/or 
structural modifications. As we discuss later in text, calcula-
tion of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and  ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 indices resolves and quantifies the 

extent to which bond-topological and/or crystallographic 
phenomena are responsible for a given functional property 
in a crystal structure. Such knowledge allows informed op-
timization of the proper causal mechanisms giving rise to 
these properties, and sets expectation limits with regard to 
the optimizable extent of these functional properties.  

To resolve the main cause(s) of bond-length variation un-
derlying the numerous multi-modal bond-length distribu-
tions identified in this work (Fig. 1), we calculated values of 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 for 268 transition-metal coordination pol-

yhedra representing some of the largest bond-length varia-
tions observed for factors [1]-[4] above. These data cover 
85 transition-metal ion configurations taken from 140 spe-
cific crystal structures for which we solved for the a priori 
bond valences (Table S1). Values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 are 

given in Table S2, and are scattered in the next sections in 
aid to our analyses. From a representative cross-section of 
factors [1]-[4] in the set of selected crystal structures, we 
find <∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙> = 0.102 v.u. and <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> = 0.113 v.u. for the 

268 transition-metal coordination polyhedra, giving a 
glimpse into the extent and magnitude for which bond-
length variations are affected by non-local bond-topological 
asymmetry. These values will be discussed in greater detail 
below (section Bond-topological vs crystallographic effects). 
Next, we discuss two special cases where non-local bond-

topological asymmetry has a particularly marked effect on 
bond-length variations for strongly-bonded units.  

Bond-length variation driven by bond-topological asym-
metry can be plainly illustrated via localized bonding inter-
actions in strongly bonded units, for which bond-length var-
iations result from the inter-connectedness of the bond-va-
lence constraints of cations and anions with regard to the 
valence-sum rule (equation 2). For certain conditions, com-
petition between the bond-valence constraints of cations 
and their bonded anions necessarily requires an uneven 
distribution of bond valences in cation and/or anion coor-
dination polyhedra. These conditions are typical of oxide 
and oxysalt structures, in which the combination of high cat-
ion oxidation states and low coordination numbers results 
in high mean bond-valences, thus strongly bonded oxyan-
ions. Where the mean bond-valence of a cation configura-
tion (<BV>cat) exceeds that of the mean bond-valence of the 
bridging anion (<BV>br.an.), polymerization of the oxyanion 
requires significant weakening (i.e. lengthening) of the 
bridging M-O-M bonds for the valence-sum rule to hold at 
the bridging O2- ion. For example, [4]Cr6+ readily polymerizes 
into corner-sharing dimers (e.g. Ag+2Cr6+2O7; 2433)53 where 
the bridging [2]O2- ion forms two bonds 1 v.u. in strength 
(bond-valence sum 2 v.u.). Ideally, the Cr6+O4 tetrahedron 
would have four bonds 1.5 v.u. in strength, but this is pro-
hibited by the bond-valence constraints of the bridging [2]O2-

. As a result, Cr6+O4 dimers form three bonds 5/3 v.u. (1.608 
Å) in strength and one bridging bond 1 v.u. (1.799 Å) in 
strength, thus resulting in a bimodal distribution of bond 
lengths for corner-sharing Cr6+O4 dimers. While this mech-
anism may seem to be different from that of non-local bond-
topological asymmetry (see above), the difference is a mat-
ter of interpretation; bridging and non-bridging bonds are 
necessarily bond-topologically inequivalent. As such, we 
sometimes use the terms “bond-topological asymmetry” 
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and “bond-topological effects” interchangeably in text, alt-
hough we tend to use the latter for more general discussion.  

 

Figure 8: Bond-valence patterns arising from various corner-
sharing tetrahedra for +5 oxidation state for (a) monomers, (b) 
dimers, (c) linear oligomers and chains, (d) branched polymers. 
Shaded spheres represent O2-.   

One may list all possible bond-valence patterns arising from 
various polyhedra, polyhedral connectivity, and degree of 
polymerization to realize the richness of bond-valence con-
straints in the solid state and the scale of bond-length vari-
ations that arises solely from bond-topological constraints. 
For example, we enumerate possible bond-valence patterns 
arising from various corner-sharing tetrahedra for +5 and 
+6 oxidation states in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. For a cen-
tral cation with oxidation state +5, isolated tetrahedra ide-
ally form bonds of 1.25 v.u. For a dimer, the bridging M-O-M 
bond is 1 v.u., and the other three bonds therefore adjust to 
4/3 v.u. For a trimer, the central tetrahedron forms two 
bonds of 1 v.u. (both bridging), and the two other bonds ad-
just to 1.5 v.u. For a branched tetramer (a linear/cyclic te-
tramer does not lead to new bond-valence constraints), the 
central tetrahedron makes 3 bonds of 1 v.u., and its fourth 
bond is 2 v.u., i.e. the maximum bond valence achievable by 
O2-. For a +6 oxidation state, monomers ideally form four 
bonds 1.5 v.u. in strength, while dimers make bonds 1 v.u. + 

3 × 5/3 v.u. in strength. For trimers, the doubly-bridged cen-
tral tetrahedron forms two bonds of 2 v.u., and a branched 
tetramer is therefore impossible to achieve. These bond-va-
lence patterns increase in complexity when considering (1) 
polymerization with different (but similarly strongly-
bonded) ions and ion configurations; (2) polymerization via 
multiple bridging anions, i.e. edge- and face-sharing, includ-
ing the formation of complex oxygen-sharing clusters typi-
cal of [5-6]V5+, [6]W6+, [6]Mo6+, and sometimes [6]Ti4+, [6]Nb5+, 
and [6]Ta5+; (3) additional (non-bridging) bonds made by the 
bridging anion(s), etc. In other words, these bond-valence 
constraints will experience further variability based on the 
exact bond topology of the crystal structure. Fortunately, 
one does not have to keep track of all such variables, unless 
they wish to rationalize the exact pattern of a priori bond 
valences whose simple calculation is otherwise sufficient 
for all intents and purposes. Thus for oxides, polymerization 
of strongly-bonded units invariably leads to bond-length 
variation when OS/CN > 1 for [2]O2-

br., > 2/3 for [3]O2-br., etc. 
This condition is necessary but not sufficient, as some com-
binations of charge and coordination number cannot result 
in polymerization of the strongly bonded unit, e.g., for 
[4]Os8+.  

 

Figure 9: Bond-valence patterns arising from various corner-
sharing tetrahedra for +6 oxidation state for (a) monomers, (b) 
dimers, (c) linear oligomers and chains. Shaded spheres repre-
sent O2-.   

We illustrate this concept with Li3Nb5+O4 (75264)54 which 
consists of edge-sharing [Nb5+4O16]12- clusters inter-con-
nected via Li+. The mean bond-valence to the bridging ion 
(O1; Table 6) is roughly 2/3 v.u. when ignoring the weak 
bonds made to Li+; thus Nb5+ adjusts from its mean bond-
valence of 0.833 v.u. to make three weaker bonds of 0.708 
v.u. to the bridging O1, with the three other bonds adjusting 
to 0.958 v.u. (with corresponding a priori bond lengths of 
2.037 and 1.925 Å, respectively). This split is further accen-
tuated by displacement of the Nb5+ ion toward the face 
made by the O1 ions as a result of a pseudo Jahn-Teller ef-
fect, resulting in an effective split in bond lengths of 1.858-
2.130 Å (∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.125, ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.174 v.u.).  
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Table 6: A priori bond valences (v.u.) for Li3Nb5+O4 

 Li Nb ∑ 

O1br -0.042 ×3→ 0.708 ×3↓ ×3→ 2 

O2 0.208 ×5↓ ×5→ 0.958 ×3↓ 2 

∑ 1 5  

In the previous section, we showed that bond-length varia-
tion driven by bond-topological asymmetry is inherent in 
cases where <BV>cat. is greater than <BV>br.an. In those cases, 
the bond-valence constraints on bridging anions induce an 
increase in the bond valences at the non-bridging bonds, 
leading to considerable bond-length variation. The inverse 
situation, where <BV>cat. is smaller than <BV>br.an, also re-
sults in clear-cut bond-length variation driven by bond-top-
ological asymmetry, this time in the form of a decrease in 
the bond valences at the non-bridging bonds. This phenom-
enon may lead to bond-length variability of similar magni-
tude; although the bond-valence variability is typically less, 
the cations involved are of lower Lewis acidity (defined as 
the ratio of oxidation state and mean observed coordination 
number; see ref [35]), resulting in larger bond-length varia-
tions for a given bond-valence variation.  

A simple illustration of this effect is seen in PW5+O5 
(203048),55 the structure of which consists of chains of cor-
ner-sharing W5+O6 octahedra. The a priori bond valences for 
W5+ are 2 × 1 v.u. for the bridging bonds, and 4 × 0.75 v.u. 
for the non-bridging bonds (Table 7), compared with six 
bonds of 0.833 v.u. (1.949 Å) for holosymmetric coordina-
tion. These compare to the experimental values of 0.949 and 
1.027 v.u. for the bridging bonds, and 0.823, 0.811, 0.809 
and 0.753 for the non-bridging bonds, showing how [6]W5+ 
adjusts to the anion bond-valence requirements by making 
two stronger bridging bonds, and four weaker non-bridging 
bonds to O2- (∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.111, ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  = 0.046 v.u.). The result-

ing dispersion of bond lengths for W5+ is 1.833-2.005 Å. 

 

Table 7: A priori bond valences (v.u.) for PW5+O5 

 W P ∑ 

O1 0.75 1.25 2 

O2 0.75 1.25 2 

O3 0.75 1.25 2 

O4 0.75 1.25 2 

O5 1 ×2↓ ×2→  2 

∑ 5 5  

 

To show this effect for a cation of lower Lewis acidity, we 
calculate the a priori bond valences for Fe3+ in aegirine, 
NaFe3+Si2O6 (157733).56 In this structure, Fe3+ forms chains 
of edge-sharing Fe3+O6 octahedra sharing via four bridging 
O1 ions (which further bond to Si4+ and Na+), while the two 
non-bridging O2 sites bond only to Si4+ and Na+ (Table 8). To 
accommodate the different bond-valence requirements of 
O2-, the a priori bond valences for the bonds to O2 increase 

to 2 × 0.6 v.u., from 6 × 0.5 v.u. (2.016 Å) in holosymmetric 
coordination, whereas bonds to O1 decrease to 4 × 0.45 v.u. 
The predicted dispersion of bond lengths is 1.950-2.053 Å 
(observed 1.939-2.113 Å) with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.067 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.038 v.u.  

 

Table 8: A priori bond valences (v.u.) for NaFe3+Si2O6 

 Na Fe Si ∑ 

O1 0.113 ×2↓ 
0.45 ×4↓ 

×2→ 
0.988 2 

O2 0.263 ×2↓ 0.6 ×2↓ 1.138 2 

O3 
0.062 ×4↓ 

×2→ 
 0.938 ×2↓ ×2→ 2 

∑ 1 3 4  

 

Many molecular features of coordination complexes are 
preserved as they are incorporated into crystal structures, 
and their electronic properties are often more important 
than the ensuing steric constraints of the crystal structure.57 
A simplifying assumption commonly made in studying the 
geometry of transition-metal complexes in crystals is to 
overlook translational symmetry, treating these complexes 
as “molecules in solids”;58–60 this allows a more chemically 
intuitive treatment of chemical bonding of the crystal’s mo-
lecular fragments via ligand-field theory.  

Fig. 10 shows the standard molecular-orbital (MO) bonding 
scheme for a transition metal and its oxygen ligands in oc-
tahedral coordination (reproduced with permission from 
ref [61]). Symmetry-adapted linear combinations (SALC) of 
atomic orbitals for the O2- ligands show that π donor orbit-
als t1g, t2g, t1u and t2u are sufficiently close in energy to inter-
act with the atomic orbitals (AO) of the transition metal. 
However, only the t2g orbital has the appropriate symmetry 
and spatial overlap to mix with that of the transition metal, 
and the three other orbitals remain non-bonded. The MO 
levels are filled with ligand electrons up to t2g (18 electrons, 
not counting an additional 18 non-bonded electrons), at 
which point transition-metal d electrons begin to fill levels 
starting from t2g* in a way that progressively negates the fa-
vorable π-interaction, i.e., a t2g state of lower energy in com-
parison to non-bonding. For this reason, the most favorable 
π-bonding interactions for octahedrally coordinated transi-
tion-metal oxyanions (called oxo complexes in coordination 
chemistry) involve transition metals with few to no d elec-
trons; this is well supported by our data, as we will see be-
low. Following favorable π-type interaction, the complex is 
described as forming “multiple bonds” to one or more of its 
ligands (all ligands forming primary bonds to the transition 
metal via their σ donor orbitals; Fig. 10). These are some-
times described as “yl” complexes, e.g., vanadyl,62 uranyl.63 
The additional bonding component shortens the bonded 
distance to the ligand(s) involved, thus resulting in bond-
length variation. This phenomenon usually manifests itself 
in our data in the form of a multi-modal distribution of bond 
lengths, typically with a mode at anomalously short bond 
lengths.  
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Figure 10: Molecular orbital (MO) diagram for [ML6]n+ compounds where the ligands (O2-) can act as both σ- and π-donors. Transition 
metal d electrons fill levels starting from t2g* in a way that progressively negates favorable π-interaction, thus favoring complexes 
with few to no d electrons. Reproduced with permission from ref [61], Fig. 16.26, p.531

We note that the above treatment is best-suited to cova-
lently-bonded molecules; this description therefore holds 
to the extent for which crystals can be described as 
(strongly-bonded) molecular fragments. Additional bond-
ing schemes, e.g., those that arise in extended solids as a re-
sult of substantial electron delocalization, and ionic interac-
tions, complicate the bonding picture. An important result 
of their consideration is the observation of non-integer 
bond orders in crystals (first described by Pauling in met-
als)64, which is well captured by the bond-valence model via 
the observation of non-integer bond valences, which may be 
interpreted to result in part from a continuum of orbital 
spatial overlap along the bond axis. 

As discussed above in the section Quantifying bond-length 
variation as a result of bond-topological vs crystallographic 
effects, multiple-bond formation inherently gets modeled 
into the bond-topological component ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 . The continuous 

(non-integer) nature of bond valences, combined with the 
overlapping effects of non-local bond-topological asym-
metry and multiple-bond formation, renders a clear-cut di-
vide of whether multiple-bond formation is the main reason 
for bond-length variation difficult to achieve. Our analysis 
suggests that multiple-bond formation may be the main rea-
son underlying bond-length variation where (1) ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 > 

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡; (2) BVmax > 1.25 MBV (mean bond-valence) > 1.75 

v.u.; and (3) the formation of π-bonds is not an inherent re-
sult of the polymerization of strongly-bonded units, in 
which case we consider non-local bond-topological 

asymmetry as the main cause of bond-length variation. For 
(2), the condition BVmax > 1.25 MBV is implemented not to 
mistakenly classify those ion configurations that form 
strong π bonds by necessity (e.g. [4]Re7+) as due to multiple-
bond formation. For example, we calculated the a priori 
bond valences for seven [6]V4+ polyhedra in six crystal struc-
tures to find <∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙> = 0.207 and <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> = 0.145 v.u. For 

this ion configuration, BVmax is frequently > 1.75 v.u., higher 
than 1.25 × 2/3 v.u. [V4+O6]8- units are often observed as 
monomers; as the formation of strong π-bonds is not an in-
herent product of polymerization, we conclude that the for-
mation of π-bonds is the main factor underlying bond-
length variation for this ion configuration when bonded to 
O2-. Following similar logic, we find bond-length variation to 
result from bond-topological asymmetry for [Cr6+O4]2-, un-
der special case “Polymerization of strongly-bonded units 
where <BV>cat. is greater than <BV>br.an.” as the formation of 
the strong π-bonds is indeed caused by polymerization of 
the [Cr6+O4]2- unit. When ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 > ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 , multiple-bond for-

mation is always a result of the pseudo Jahn-Teller effect 
(below) for d0 transition metals.   

In recent decades, significant developments in electronic-
structure theory have reduced the problem of molecular en-
gineering and materials design to increasingly quantitative 
calculations of the electronic structure of both known and 
hypothetical compounds. It is expected that electronic 
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effects represent the dominant force underlying bond-
length variation for a given crystal structure, i.e., for which 
the effect of non-local bond-topological asymmetry on bond 
lengths is disregarded as a quantifiable and predictable con-
stant. However, the extent to which electronic effects affect 
bond lengths in solids has yet to be quantified on a large 
scale, hindering rapid identification of these phenomena in 
crystal structures, and clouding the extent to which bond-
length variations may be expected from these effects within 
the constraints of physically realistic crystal structures 
(with direct applications in materials design and the verifi-
cation of computational results). 

The two most common types of electronic effects present in 
inorganic solids are (1) lone-pair stereoactivity; and (2) 
coupled electronic-vibrational degeneracy. Lone-pair stere-
oactivity results from strong interaction between cation s 
and anion p orbitals leading to a high-energy antibonding 
state which, via structure distortion, may interact with 
empty cation p orbitals to form a localized electronic state 
where the lone pair resides.65 The extent to which this phe-
nomenon leads to bond-length variation in oxide and oxy-
salt structures was discussed for ns2np0 p-block cations ear-
lier in this series.31,32 Because transition metals are not sub-
ject to lone-pair stereoactivity, our discussion of electronic 
effects is limited to (2) coupled electronic-vibrational de-
generacy, below. Other common electronic phenomena 
which may result in bond-length variation (e.g., inductive 
effects) are typically only relevant to hetereo-ligand coordi-
nation centers, and are not considered here. 

The Jahn-Teller effect is a mechanism of symmetry breaking 
in molecules and solids, and results from strong electron-
vibrational (vibronic) and electron–phonon interactions in 
molecules and crystals, respectively.66 The phenomenon 
was first described from group-theoretical arguments by 
Jahn & Teller, who showed that non-linear molecules can-
not be stable if they have energetically degenerate elec-
tronic states, resulting in their spontaneous distortion to a 
lower-symmetry configuration with split (near-degenerate) 
states.67 An energetically favourable occupancy of the non-
degenerate states, which depends on the number of elec-
trons available to populate them, characterizes the Jahn-
Teller effect (hereon abbreviated as JTE). Recognition of 
similar mechanisms for near-degenerate orbital electronic 
states later resulted in a significantly broader definition of 
the JTE,68–70 inclusive of pseudo-degenerate states where 
the energy gap between the mixing states is sufficiently 
small in comparison to other vibronic parameters of the 
system.66 In this work, we avoid the “first-” and “second-” 
order terminology commonly used to describe the JTE for 
degenerate and near-degenerate energy states, respec-
tively. This terminology originates from a perturbation-the-
oretical treatment of the JTE,70,71 which, despite signifi-
cantly contributing to the understanding of many chemical 
questions, has problems.72 We use the term “JTE” as inclu-
sive of both cases of degeneracy, and “pseudo JTE” (PJTE) 
for near-degenerate electronic states. One mechanism is not 
exclusive of the other, as the PJTE may still be an important 

source of instability in the presence of electronic degener-
acy.72 

The JTE has been proposed to be the only source of instabil-
ity and distortion for polyatomic systems in near-degener-
ate states,66,72 and more generally, to be the only source of 
spontaneous symmetry-breaking in matter in all its forms.73 
In light of the previous section ([1] Non-local bond-topolog-
ical effects), we find this statement to be incorrect; distor-
tion away from the configuration of highest-symmetry may 
arise from asymmetry in the bond network, a phenomenon 
that, as we will see below (section Ion configurations pri-
marily distorted via non-local bond-topological effects), oc-
curs much more frequently than coupled electronic-vibra-
tional degeneracy, with no a priori limitation with regard to 
ion identity. 

Degenerate electronic states 

The classic interpretation of the JTE deals with electron oc-
cupancy of degenerate electronic states. It is traditionally 
described in the context of octahedral and tetrahedral coor-
dination, for they are frequently observed coordinations 
that are geometrically apt to distortion as a result of the 
shape and orientation of d orbitals. Energy changes for the 
five degenerate d orbitals of the transition metal (dxy, dxz, 
dyz, dx2-y2 and dz2) upon their surrounding by an array of 
ligands (here, O2-) is most succinctly described via Crystal 
Field Theory (CFT). Fig. 11 shows the crystal-field splitting 
of energy levels for some of the most frequently-observed 
coordinations of this work (Dq values from ref [57]). 

In the classic description of the JTE, degenerate d electronic 
states split into triply-degenerate t2g (dxy, dxz, dyz) and 
doubly-degenerate eg (dx2-y2 and dz2) energy levels for an 
octahedral coordination of ligands; for this coordination, 
the eg orbitals are higher in energy as they point directly at 
the ligands, resulting in electrostatic repulsion with the 
bonding electrons. For a tetrahedral coordination, the d 
electronic states split into doubly-degenerate e (dx2-y2 and 
dz2) and triply-degenerate t2 (dxy, dxz, dyz) electronic 
states, with the t2 orbital higher in energy (Fig. 11). The oc-
currence of a JT distortion depends on the occupancy of 
these electronic states, which in turn depends on the num-
ber of d electrons available. Where the degeneracy occurs in 
the orbital set of higher energy, distortion resulting from 
the JTE is “strong” (with relatively large bond-length varia-
tion), and is “weak” otherwise. For an octahedral crystal 
field, degeneracy is strong for electron configurations HS d4, 
LS d7 and d9; those prone to weak JTE are d1, d2, LS d4, LS d5, 
HS d6 and HS d7. For a tetrahedral field, the largest distor-
tions (i.e. bond-length variations) are expected for configu-
rations HS d3, HS d4, d8 and d9, so on and so forth for every 
coordination geometry. For example, the strong JTE is ob-
served for [6]Mn3+ (d4) in Gd(Mn3+O3) (95493),74 with a pri-
ori (observed) bond valences 4 × 0.471 (2 × 0.194 and 2 × 
0.700) and 2 × 0.559 (0.612) v.u. for Mn3+, and ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.039 

and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.186 v.u. As a side note, the wide discrepancy 

observed between a priori and observed bond valences in 
this example demonstrates the inability of a priori bond va-
lences to model the Jahn-Teller distortion (more on this be-
low).  
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Figure 11: Crystal-field splitting for the five d-orbitals for some of the most frequently-observed coordinations of this work. 

 

After examining our dataset in detail for the strong and 
weak JTE in various crystal fields, and comparing the mag-
nitude of the effect to that of distortion of bond-topological 
origin via the ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 indices, we identify three ion 

configurations from Table 4 whose main underlying cause 
of bond-length variation is the strong JTE ([6]Mn3+, [6]Cr2+ 
and [6]Cu2+) and none whose main cause is the weak JTE. We 
observe these effects as minor contributors to bond-length 
variation for [6]Co2+ (JTEs) and [6]V3+ and [6]Mo5+ (JTEw). 
These will be discussed in section [3.1] Ion configurations 
primarily distorted via coupled electronic-vibrational degen-
eracy, below. 

Near-degenerate electronic states 

The pseudo Jahn-Teller effect (PJTE) results from the vi-
bronic mixing of two (or more) near-degenerate electronic 
states under nuclear displacement.66 As such, the PJTE is not 
encumbered by a priori limitations as is the case for the clas-
sic interpretation of the JTE. However, the energy gap be-
tween the interacting states, usually (but not always) the 
highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest 
unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) must be small, and 
there must be a distortion mode that has the same sym-
metry as the HOMO to LUMO transition (the energy gap is a 
function on ligand identity).39 Fig. 12 gives a simple visual 
representation of the PJTE for a TiO6 octahedron (adapted 
from ref [66]). We plot the HOMO |t1uz> (from O2-) and LUMO 
|3dyz> (from Ti4+) of the system; it can then be seen that fa-
vorable vibronic mixing results in a positive overlap inte-
gral upon displacement of the Ti4+ ion along the y axis (i.e. 
“off-centering”), resulting in an energetically-favored, 
lower-symmetry configuration. For example, Mo6+ displaces 
toward a corner in Cs(Mo6+2O3(PO4)2) (79517),75 with a pri-
ori (observed) bond valences 0.724 (0.702), 0.731 (0.541), 
2 × 0.768 (0.640 and 0.730), 0.772 (0.678) and 1.237 

(1.988) v.u., and ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.134 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.204 v.u. In this 

example, Mo6+ displaces toward O1 along the O6-Mo1-O1 
axis, resulting in strong/weak bonds of 1.988/0.541 v.u.  

 

Figure 12: Visual representation of the pseudo Jahn-Teller ef-
fect for a TiO6 octahedron. O1 and O4 are directly above and 
below Ti4+ in (a); blue lobes are (+) and red (-). In high-sym-
metry configuration (a), the overlap integral between the 
HOMO |t1uz> (from O2-) and LUMO |3dyz> (from Ti4+) is null. 
However, displacement of Ti4+ along the y axis results in both 
an increase in positive overlap (+/+ and -/-), and decrease in 
negative overlap (+/-), thus resulting in spontaneous distor-
tion. 

The PJTE is widely observed in transition metals with a d0 
electronic configuration, although it should be noted that its 
occurrence is not limited to this configuration (examples 
below).72,76,77 In turn, the d0 electronic configuration is rela-
tively well-studied vis-a-vis symmetry-breaking bond-
length variation due to wide-ranging technologically-rele-
vant properties of compounds containing d0 transition met-
als in asymmetric coordination environments (see section 
Scope of this work); for example, the frequently-encoun-
tered bi-stable behavior of crystal structures with d0 transi-
tion metals is exploited in the design of atomic switches,78 
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artificial neurons,79 and can foreseeably be used to control 
sorption characteristics of catalysts to move beyond the Sa-
batier principle.80 In addition to being inversely propor-
tional to the HOMO-LUMO gap, the magnitude of polyhedral 
distortion follows electronegativity,8 and the commonly ob-
served d0 ions have been quantified as strong (Mo6+ and 
V5+), moderate (W6+, Ti4+, Nb5+ and Ta5+), and weak (Zr4+ and 
Hf4+) distorters.81 It has further been suggested that bond 
topology influences the occurrence and magnitude of the 
PJTE in a primary39 and secondary82 capacity, whereby the 
PJTE either results from, or is affected by, the arrangement 
of a priori bond valences in structures with d0 transition 
metals. We investigate this issue via calculation of a priori 
bond valences for 130+ d0 transition-metal-oxide polyhe-
dra, below.  

The constraints of long-range order and periodicity have 
important implications with regard to bond distances. Var-
iations in external conditions (e.g. temperature, pressure, 
applied field) may further result in variability in bond 
lengths up to the point of phase transition (beyond which 
bond-length variations are accounted for via [1] non-local 
bond-topological asymmetry). Here, we group these effects 
under the designation of “crystal-structure effects”. These 
effects do not lead to multi-modality of the bond-length dis-
tributions, and cause bond-length variations of significantly 
lower magnitude than those of mechanisms [1]-[3]. As such, 
quantifying bond-length variations due to crystal-structure 
effects can only be done in the absence of other crystallo-
graphic mechanisms of bond-length variation for a given 
polyhedron (e.g. lone-pair stereoactivity, coupled elec-
tronic-vibrational degeneracy) which otherwise over-
whelm the ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 effect. Moreover, bond-length variation 

caused by these mechanisms are expected to fall semi-ran-
domly about the mean bond-length in a way that does not 
significantly alter the shape of bond-length distributions. 

Some polyhedra are inherently unable to adopt their config-
uration of highest symmetry as a result of the imperfect pro-
jection of their a priori bond lengths into three-dimensional 
space.39,40 This was recently demonstrated by Gagné & Haw-
thorne who showed the inability of a crystal structure to at-
tain its a priori bond lengths within the constraints of space-
group symmetry and periodicity by showing excellent 
agreement between observed and a priori bond lengths 
within a structure type, and the loss of this agreement across 
structure types.38 The mismatch between a priori and ob-
served bond lengths may be used to quantify structural 
strain via distortion indices, e.g., the Global Instability Index 
(GII),83 and Bond Strain Index (BSI).84 Structural strain may 
be isotropic or anisotropic in nature; Fig. 4 provides evi-
dence for the isotropic working of this phenomenon 
whereby nearly a dozen transition-metal-ion configura-
tions are observed to cover a surprisingly wide range (~ 0.1 
Å) of mean bond lengths for ∆ = 0 (e.g., [6]Mn2+, [6]Fe3+, 
[4,6]Co2+, [4]Cu2+).  

Sometimes called steric effects, factors such as metal-metal 
and anion-anion repulsion and nearby stereoactive lone-
pair electrons have been shown to influence bond-length 
variations and polyhedral distortion,8,39 for example 

resulting in preferential displacement of d0 transition met-
als under the PJTE. We observe only one ion configuration 
in Table 4 where next-nearest-neighbour interactions seem 
to be the underlying cause of polyhedral interaction (Ru5+-
Ru5+ interactions for [6]Ru5+), discussed in section Ion config-
urations primarily distorted via crystal-structure effects, be-
low. 

In this section, we identify the principal and minor causal 
mechanism(s) underlying bond-length variation for the 52 
ion configurations listed in Table 4. We further quantify the 
extent to which these causal mechanisms affect bond-length 
variation for those ion configurations. Our discussion is ar-
ranged into four subsections based on causal mechanism: 
[1] non-local bond-topological effects; [2] multiple-bond 
formation; [3] electronic effects (coupled electronic-vibra-
tional degeneracy); and [4] crystal-structure effects. The ion 
configurations of Table 4 are discussed in the subsection 
which corresponds to their principal cause of bond-length 
variation. 

Our discussion of ion configurations follows consistent form 
throughout; we (1) calculate a priori bond valences and in-
dices ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 for polyhedra with anomalous bond-

length dispersion; (2) calculate <∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙> and <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> values 

to determine whether the bond-length distribution is pri-
marily irregular as a result of bond-topological or crystallo-
graphic effects; (3) identify the main and minor causes of 
bond-length variation based on frequency of observation 
and magnitude; (4) describe the effect of causal mecha-
nisms on the shape and range of the bond-length distribu-
tion; (5) compare main and minor causes of bond-length 
variation with similar ion configurations where pertinent, 
and/or other relevant information.  

[6]Sc3+ (Fig. 1a) has a subtly bimodal distribution of bond 
lengths. The main distribution peaks at 2.90 Å (0.50 v.u.), 
and the other maximum is at 2.12 Å (0.47 v.u.), and occurs 
in conjunction with a hidden peak at 2.07 Å (0.53 v.u.). For 
example, Na3Sc2(PO4)3 (65407)85 has a priori (observed) 
bond valences 3 × 0.519 (0.555) and 3 × 0.481 (0.477) v.u., 
with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.019 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.020 v.u. The tail at shorter 

bond lengths is longer than expected; constituent data in-
clude those of LiSc(SiO3)2 (200128),86 with a priori (ob-
served) bond valences 4 × 0.45 (2 × 0.491 and 2 × 0.383) 
and 2 × 0.6 (0.607) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.067 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.038 v.u. Thus, bond-length variations for this ion configu-
ration mainly result from non-local bond-topological asym-
metry, and to a lesser extent from the pseudo Jahn-Teller 
effect.  
[6]V3+ (Fig. 1e) occurs as monomers, oligomers, chains, 
sheets and frameworks. Despite the proclivity of the 
[V3+O6]9- unit for polymerization, its bond-length distribu-
tion is rather regular, and doesn’t cover an overly large 
range of bond lengths that is typical of others ions exhibit-
ing this behavior (0.399 Å, vs 0.826 Å for [6]Ti4+, for exam-
ple). There is however a subtle second maximum in Fig. 1e 
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at 2.06 Å (0.44 v.u.). This maximum arises from structures 
in which [V3+O6]9- polymerizes into oligomers, chains, 
sheets and frameworks, all of which result in weaker bonds 
0.4-0.5 v.u. (vs 0.55-0.65 v.u. for the strongest bonds). This 
for example agrees with a priori (observed) bond valences 
calculated for distorted polyhedra of edge-sharing chains in 
LiV3+(Si2O6) (59244),87 with 4 × 0.45 (0.429) and 2 × 0.6 
(0.612) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.067 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.018 v.u. Vari-

ations in bond lengths roughly result from bond-topological 
and crystallographic constraints in equal proportions for 
chains of edge-sharing octahedra in SrV3+2O(PO4)2 
(82685),88 with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.040 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.071 v.u., and 

∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.072 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.052 v.u.  for V1 and V2 respec-

tively, showing that some variation in bond lengths may be 
due to the weak JTE (d2 electronic configuration) for this ion 
configuration. Average values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 for five 

polyhedra in four structures are 0.064 and 0.040 v.u., re-
spectively.  
[4]V5+ (Fig. 1h) has a somewhat symmetrical distribution of 
bond lengths when bonded to O2-. The [V5+O4]3- unit poly-
merizes into various linear oligomers, chains and rings, 
with important implications regarding Obr as the mean 
bond-valence for this ion configuration is > 1 v.u. (special 
case #1 of non-local bond-topological asymmetry). Symme-
trization of the [4]V5+-O2- bond-length distribution is well il-
lustrated from the bond-length pattern that results from 
V4O12 and V6O18 rings in K3CaV5O15 (401203):89 the two 
bridging bond valences of ~1 v.u. result in observed bond 
lengths of 1.76-1.81 Å, while the two non-bridging O atoms 
adjust to ~1.5 v.u. for observed bond lengths of 1.61-1.65 Å. 
These bond lengths fall on each side of the predicted maxi-
mum for monomer units, 1.71 Å (5/4 v.u.). We calculated 
the a priori (observed) bond valences for 13 coordination 
polyhedra in 6 structures; the mean values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and 

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  of 0.122 and 0.099 v.u. indicate that despite a high 

value for ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 (largely attributed to the PJTE), non-local 

bond-topological asymmetry is the main reason underlying 
bond-length variation for this ion configuration. We do not 
find coordination polyhedra in our data where multiple-
bond formation is the principal driver of bond-length varia-
tion; the strong π-bonds are a product of polymerization 
and displacement of the cation away from the center of the 
polyhedron via the PJTE. In KCu2+5V5+3O13 (400802),90 with 
monomeric [V5+O4]3- units, the a priori bond valences for V3 
are 1.151 (O1), 1.121 (O8), and 2 × 1.364 (O10, O12) v.u. In 
this tetrahedron, V5+ moves off-center toward O8 and away 
from O1, resulting in observed bond valences of 1.448 (O8) 
v.u. and 0.738 v.u. (O1) for a particularly strong case of PJTE; 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  = 0.081 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0123 v.u. In Cu2+2V5+2O7 

(171028),91 the a priori (observed) bond valences are 0.980 
(0.908), 1.274 (1.279), 1.288 (1.205) and 1.291 (1.329) v.u. 
for V1, with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.135 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.039 v.u., and 0.976 

(1.054), 1.271 (1.166), 1.288 (1.205) and 1.466 (1.478) v.u. 
for V2, with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.137 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.069 v.u. 

[6]Cr3+ (Fig. 1l) has a somewhat regular distribution of bond 
lengths, with two anomalies: (1) a spike of bond lengths at 
1.99 Å (v.u.), and (2) a relatively long tail at shorter bond 
lengths. For (1), the bond distances originate from a study 
of the (Mg,Fe2+)Cr23+O4 solid-solution series in spinels 
whereby 11 structures were refined with holo-symmetric 
[Cr3+O6]9- units thus providing 66 distances of 1.99 Å to our 

dataset.92 For (2), we calculated the a priori bond valences 
for the structures which have the shortest distances ob-
served. The shortest distances are observed in 
Cr2+

3Cr3+
4(PO4)6 (73261),93 with a priori (observed) bond 

valences between 0.409-0.639 (0.383-0.617) v.u., with 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.074 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.038 v.u. for Cr1, and 0.415-

0.715 (0.396-0.643) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.089 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.061 v.u. for Cr2, thus showing the non-local bond-topolog-
ical asymmetry as the origin of bond-length variation. For a 
total of seven coordination polyhedra for which we calcu-
lated ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 , the mean values for these indices are 

0.077 and 0.056 v.u., respectively. With a d3 electronic con-
figuration, Cr3+ is not susceptible to the JTE, suggesting that 
crystal-structure effects are a significant cause of bond-
length variation for this ion configuration.  
[4]Cr6+ (Fig. 1m) has a multimodal distribution of bond 
lengths where bonded to O2-. [Cr6+O4]2- units polymerize as 
linear oligomers (primarily dimers), in addition to forming 
very strong π-bonds in monomers. As discussed for [4]V5+ 
above, polymerization of the [Cr6+O4]2- unit inherently re-
sults in varying bond lengths whereby the mean bond-va-
lence for this ion configuration is > 1 v.u. (special case #1 of 
non-local bond-topological asymmetry). Thus the maxima 
in Fig. 1m result from the superposition of the bond-length 
constraints of dimers, 1 v.u. (1.799 Å) and 3 × (5/3) v.u. 
(1.608 Å) on the normal distribution of bond lengths for 
monomers (1.65 Å; 1.5 v.u.). We calculated the a priori (ob-
served) bonds-valences for eight coordination polyhedra 
from three structures; average values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  

are 0.127 and 0.085 v.u., respectively, confirming that the 
primary reason for bond-length variation is non-local bond-
topological asymmetry (special case #1) for this ion config-
uration, closely followed by the PJTE which presumably ac-
counts for most of ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 . The structure of Tl3+2(Cr6+O4)3 

(201793),94 made up of two crystallographically distinct 
monomeric units, is a case where bond-topological asym-
metry is the root cause of bond-length variation in one pol-
yhedron, and the PJTE in the other. Its a priori (observed) 
bond valences are 1.2 (1.053), 2 × 1.4 (1.533 and 1.617) and 
2 (1.843) v.u. for Cr1, and 4 × 1.5 (2 × 1.477 and 2 × 1.639) 
v.u. for Cr2. These values give ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.250 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.164 for Cr1, and ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.081 for Cr2. Mul-

tiple-bond formation appears to be the main reason under-
lying bond-length variation in a small number of structures, 
for example in (NH4)Fe3+(Cr6+O4)2 (934),95 made up of mon-
omeric units, where each corner of the Cr1 tetrahedron 
shares one O2- with Fe3+O6 octahedra. A mean bond-valence 
of 1.5 v.u. for Cr6+, and 0.5 v.u. for Fe3+, does not result in a 
constraint of polymerization at Obr, and thus the formation 
of a strong π bond (2.02 v.u.) by Cr6+ must result from 
proper multiple-bond formation.  
[4]Fe3+ (Fig. 1u) has a unimodal distribution with anoma-
lously low kurtosis, with a maximum at 1.85 Å (0.791 v.u.; 
higher than the expected value of 0.75 v.u.). [Fe3+O4]5- units 
polymerize into various oligomers, chains and frameworks 
via corner and/or edge-sharing, thus creating a wide range 
of bond-length constraints around that of 0.75 v.u. for a reg-
ular tetrahedron. These constraints effectively “flatten” the 
shape of the distribution, similar to what happens in [4]V5+. 
With a mean bond-valence of 0.75 v.u., [4]Fe3+ sometimes re-
distributes its bond valences to satisfy Obr requirements 
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(special case #2 of non-local bond-topological asymmetry, 
above). For example, Fe-O-Fe bonds adjust to 1.764 Å 
(1.004 v.u.) (and 3 × 1. 884 Å) for Fe3 in K(Fe3+11O17) 
(83285),96 exactly satisfying the bond-valence requirement 
of Obr for this corner-sharing dimer. We calculated a priori 
bond valences for three coordination polyhedra in 2 struc-
tures: K(Fe11O17) (above) and NaZnFe3+2(PO4)3 (280902),97 
with average values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 of 0.055 and 0.048, 

respectively. Here, ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 is due to the selection of structures 

where the bond-valence sums deviate slightly from 3 v.u. (< 
10%), and not to crystal-structure effects. 
 [6]Co2+ (Fig. 1z) has a regular bond-length distribution when 
bonded to O2-, although with a very long tail at longer bond 
lengths. This ion is susceptible to the strong JTE when in the 
low-spin state (d7), and to the weak JTE when in the high-
spin state. Co2+ is usually presumed to be HS,98 in agreement 
with a regular distribution of bond lengths (Fig. 1z), in con-
trast to the classic bimodal distribution observed for ions 
under the effect of the strong JTE. Of the 10 longest bonds 
observed for this ion configuration (with one bond length > 
2.35 Å), spin is only reported for one coordination polyhe-
dron, in Co2+3(BPO7) (51317)99 where Co2+ is in low-spin 
state, in the shape of an elongated polyhedron (bond 
lengths 2.018, 2.024, 2.035, 2.039, 2.346 and 2.448 Å). Sim-
ilar bond-length patterns occur in other structures with no 
report of spin state, e.g., in SrCo2+2(As5+O4)2 (400764)100 and 
Co2+(SiO3) (17054)101 with bond lengths 4 × 2.01-2.09 and 2 
× 2.41-2.45, and 4 × 1.98-2.11 and 2 × 2.39-2.52 Å, respec-
tively. We calculated a priori (observed) bond valences for 
five coordination polyhedra from four crystal structures, 
namely YCo2+(BO2)5 (20670),102 Co2+2Si(P2O7)2 (82403),103 
Cu2+2Co2+O(B2O5) (400438)104 and SrCo2+2(As5+O4)2 
(400764).100 On average, ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.055 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.056. 

This suggests that while non-local bond-topological asym-
metry is the main cause of bond-length variation for this ion 
configuration, the JTE still has a marked effect, especially 
where Co2+ is (presumably) in a low-spin state.  
[6]Zn2+ (Fig. 1ai) has a regular distribution of bond lengths 
when bonded to O2-, with a very long tail at longer bond 
lengths. We calculated the a priori bond valences for five 
polyhedra from five crystal structures, and obtained aver-
age ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 values of 0.056 and 0.050 v.u., respec-

tively. In NaZnFe3+2(PO4)3 (280902),97 a priori (observed) 
bond valences are 2 × 0.252 (0.168 and 0.274), 0.263 
(0.212), 0.266 (0.412) 0.416 (0.433) and 0.550 (0.558) v.u., 
with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.100 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.055 v.u. In Mn2+Zn2Ta5+2O8 

(85042),105 a priori (observed) bond valences are 3 × 0.256 
(0.092, 0.103 and 0.491) and 3 × 0.410 (0.306, 0.447 and 
0.491) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.077 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.129 v.u. The 

large ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 value is attributable to the PJTE for this polyhe-

dron, as is the case for Zn4 in Zn3(Se4+O3)3∙H2O (280151),106 
which is displaced 0.34 Å off center in its polyhedron, re-
sulting in a wide range of bond lengths (1.985-2.484 Å). 
Bond-topological and PJT effects seem to be of a similar 
magnitude for this ion configuration.  
[10]Y3+ (Fig. S1bv) is only found in one crystal structure, 
YCo2+(BO2)5 (20670),102 although it covers a large range of 
bond distances. Calculation of a priori (observed) bond va-
lences gives ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.086 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.079 v.u.; thus, de-

spite the strong distorting effect of the PJTE, bond-length 
variations primarily result from non-local bond-topological 

asymmetry for this ion configuration (this result may 
change with the refinement of additional crystal structures 
with this ion configuration). This configuration is the only 
one for Y3+ where ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 > ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙; bond-length variations in 

coordinations [6]-[9] primarily result from the PJTE.   
[6]Mo4+ has a bimodal distribution of bond lengths with max-
ima at 1.85 (0.96) and 2.03 Å (0.62 v.u.). [Mo6+O4]2- units oc-
cur as monomers and corner-sharing dimers. The mono-
mers are more-or-less regular. In corner-sharing dimers, 
the [Mo6+O4]2- units adjust their bond valences to 1 × 1 v.u. 
at Obr and 3 × 0.66 v.u. for the three non-bridging bonds. 
This rearrangement, a result of non-local bond-topological 
asymmetry (special case #2), results in a bimodal distribu-
tion of bond lengths. For example, a priori (observed) bond 
valences in Pb2+2(Mo4+2O(PO4)2(P2O7)) (96454)107 are 0.518 
(0.548), 2 × 0.612 (0.599 and 0.612), 2 × 0.629 (0.586 and 
0.594) and 1 (0.985) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.111 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.023 v.u. 
[4]Mo6+ (Fig. 1at) forms a unimodal bond-length distribution 
with very wide dispersion of bond lengths when bonded to 
O2-, with the majority of MoO4 tetrahedra occurring as mon-
omers. We calculated the a priori bond valences for eight 
polyhedra from five crystal structures, and obtained aver-
age ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 values of 0.104 and 0.087 v.u., respec-

tively. Although <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡>  is much smaller than for [5]Mo6+ 

and [6]Mo6+, it shows that a considerable amount of bond-
length variation is due to the PJTE for this ion configuration. 
Nonetheless, the effect of bond-topological asymmetry is 
stronger in most cases; one convincing example is for the 
structure of Zr(Mo6+O4)2 (65512),108 with a priori (ob-
served) bond valences 3 × 1.333 (1.296, 1.314, 1.629) and 2 
(1.918) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.250 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.109 v.u. 

[6]Cd2+ (Fig. 1bd) forms a unimodal bond-length distribution 
with a few anomalously long bond-lengths. Calculation of a 
priori (observed) bond valences for two structures gave av-
erage values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 of 0.044 and 0.040 v.u., re-

spectively. In Cd3Te6+O6 (35084),109 a priori (observed) 
bond valences are 4 × 0.314 (2 × 0.324 and 2 × 0.409) and 2 
× 0.373 (0.296) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.026 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.061 

v.u. Presumably, the contribution to ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 is due to the 

PJTE, which is not uncommon in d10 transition-metal com-
plexes (see also [6]Hg2+ below).110 Anomalously long bond-
lengths, e.g., 2.754 Å in Cd8(OH)12(SO4)2(H2O) (27222),111 
and 2.622 Å in BaCd(P2O7) (39397)112 are valid and result 
from a mixture of unusual bond topologies and the PJTE.  
[4]Re7+ (Fig. 1bl) forms what appears to be a multi-modal 
distribution of bond lengths made entirely of [Re7+O4]- mon-
omeric units, with a main maximum at 1.72 Å (1.73 v.u.) and 
other maxima at 1.69 (1.86) and 1.75 (1.61 v.u.) Å. We cal-
culated the a priori (observed) bond valences for two coor-
dination polyhedra in (V4+O)(Re7+O4)2 (92317),113 with 3 × 
1.667 (2 × 1.668 and 1.819) and 2 (1.819) Å for Re1, and 2 
× 1.5 (1.632) and 2 × 2 (1.814 and 1.855) Å for Re2. Mean 
values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 are 0.188 and 0.116 v.u.; while 

bond-length variation is caused mainly by bond-topological 
asymmetry,∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  shows that the PJTE also has a marked ef-

fect for this ion configuration.  
[6]Os6+ (Fig. S1dy) has a distinctly bimodal distribution of 
bond lengths, although it consists of one crystal structure, 
Rb2Na4((Os6+O2)((HO)2Te6+O4)2)(H2O)16 (78359).114 The H 
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positions were not refined for this structure, and we cannot 
calculate the a priori bond valences. We may only speculate 
that bond-topological asymmetry is at the root of bond-
length variation, as the weak JTE (d2 electronic configura-
tion) is unlikely to result in such marked variation (>0.25 
Å).   
[6]Hg2+ (Fig. 1bq) has a very messy distribution of bond 
lengths when bonded to O2-. This is partly due to the diffi-
culty of defining a coordination polyhedron for this ion con-
figuration across different structure types. Hg2+ typically 
forms two relatively short bonds (and a series of longer 
bonds for coordination numbers [3-7]), although this is not 
always true for [6]. For example, (Hg2+(H2O)6)(Cl7+O4)2 
(1640)115 report a holo-symmetric octahedron with bond 
lengths 6 × 2.342 Å (0.34 v.u.), in accord with our calculation 
of a priori bond valences for this structure. For a slightly ir-
regular polyhedron (but not quite a [2+4] coordination) in 
Hg2+(PO3)2 (280292),116 a priori (observed) bond valences 
are 4 × 0.286 (0.222, 0.228, 0.320, 0.402) and 2 × 0.429 
(0.439 and 0.543) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.063 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.066 

v.u. In this structure, the Hg2+ ion presumably moves off-
center as a result of the PJTE (discussed further in section 
PJTE: beyond octahedrally coordinated d0 transition metal 
complexes).110 

Ion configurations with BVmax 1.33-1.75 v.u. are [5-7]Ti4+, 
[4]Mn5+, [4]Mn6+, [4,6-7]Nb5+, [6]Ta5+, [7]Re7+, [6]Os6+, [5-6]Os7+. 
Those with BVmax > 1.75 v.u. are [5-6]V4+, [4-6]V5+, [4]Cr6+, 
[4]Mn7+, [5-6]Mo5+, [4-7]Mo6+, [4]Tc7+, [4-6]W6+, [4-5]Re7+, and [4-

6]Os8+. From the latter group, bond-length distributions for 
which the main driver of bond-length variation is the for-
mation of π-bonds according to criteria described above are 
[5-6]V4+, [5-6]V5+, [5-6]Mo5+ and [5]Mo6+. These are discussed be-
low. 
[5]V4+ (Fig. 1f) forms a bimodal distribution of bond lengths 
with maxima at 1.61 (1.58) and 1.96 Å (0.60 v.u.), integrat-
ing for 1 and 4 bonds, respectively. [5]V4+ forms one (vana-
dyl) π-bond for all but for one structure in our dataset, that 
of NaV6O11 (202215),117 where [V4+O5]6- occurs as a trigonal 
bipyramid (as opposed to the common square-pyramidal 
configuration) with bond valences 3 × 0.975 (1.785) and 2 
× 0.423 v.u. (2.089 Å). We calculated a priori (observed) 
bond valences for two polyhedra from two crystal struc-
tures. In V3+2(V4+O(P2O7)2 (64634),118 they are 4 × 0.5 
(0.537) and 2 (1.823) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.480 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.065 v.u., clearly demonstrating the bond-topological ef-
fect of π-bond formation and its effect on bond-length vari-
ation. In Pb2+2(V4+O(PO4)2) (249142),119 a priori (observed) 
bond valences are 2 × 0.648 (0.506 and 0.542), 2 × 0.690 
(0.579 and 0.613) and 1.325 (1.818) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.210 

and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.186 v.u. The high value of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 is primarily 

driven by π-bond formation, but presumably also by non-
local bond-topological asymmetry (their respective contri-
butions cannot be resolved). The very high value of ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  is 

somewhat suspicious; while the [5]V4+ ion (d1) is not suscep-
tible to the JTE in square-pyramidal coordination, some of 
the bond-length variation due to crystallographic effects is 
probably due to the PJTE, whereby the V4+ ion typically 
moves off-center toward the O2- ion of the vanadyl bond. In 
this particular structure, however, a more important factor 

is at play. We may trace the value of ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 to a calculated a 

priori bond valence of 1.325 v.u. for the π-bond; this value 
is very low because the O2- ion involved in the π-bond is pre-
dicted to form a bond of 0.675 v.u. to Pb2+ (observed 0.167 
v.u.). These values are not those observed in practice; in-
stead, the [V4+O5]6- units form corrugated (and presumably 
highly-strained) layers, and the high value of ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 results 

from structural incommensuration.  
[6]V4+ (Fig. 1g) forms a trimodal distribution of bond lengths, 
with maxima around 1.61 (1.58), 2.00 (0.54), and 2.25 Å 
(0.27 v.u.). [V4+O6]8- units occur as monomers, oligomers, 
chains, sheets and frameworks where bonded to O2-. By-
and-large, these polyhedra adopt a [1+4+1] octahedral co-
ordination, described by Schindler et al. as the number of 
vanadyl, equatorial, and trans bonds of the polyhedron 
(listed in order), where the trans bond is the weakest bond 
formed.62 We calculated a priori (observed) bond valences 
for four polyhedra from as many crystal structures. In 
(V4+O)(Re7+O4)2 (92317),113 made up of monomeric units, 
they are 3 × 0.333 (0.242 and 2 × 0.502), 2 × 0.5 (0.528) and 
2 (1.744) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.444 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.123 v.u. In 

V4+O(HPO4)(H2O)0.5 (201658),120 made up of face-sharing 
dimers, they are 0.261 (0.207), 2 × 0.348 (0.453), 2 × 0.522 
(0.621) and 2 (1.763) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.444 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.117 v.u. These structures show that the formation of π 
bonds is clearly the main driver of bond-length variation for 
this ion configuration, in addition to non-local bond-topo-
logical effects which create variability among the non-vana-
dyl bonds. However, in Ca(V4+O)2(PO4)2 (72886),121 made 
up of corner-sharing dimers, the a priori (observed) bond 
valences are 4 × 0.5 (0.464, 0.472, 0.502 and 0.513) and 2 × 
1 (0.388 and 1.624) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.222 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.219 v.u. In this structure, the large value of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 results 

from non-local bond-topological asymmetry alone; how-
ever, the V4+ ion moves off-center in the direction of the 
strong bond, resulting in one much stronger, and one much 
weaker bond than predicted. It is unclear whether this phe-
nomenon results from the weak JTE, the PJTE, or a combi-
nation of both (they are not exclusive; see ref [72]). We pre-
sume that the PJTE is responsible for the off-centering, as 
we do not observe any similarly strong distorting effects 
from the weak JTE in the entirety of our dataset. Interest-
ingly, we observe [V4+O6]8- units to be quasi-regular in 
Sr2(V4+O4) (71450),122 made up of corner-sharing sheets of 
octahedra. The near regularity is predicted via a priori (ob-
served) bond valences 4 × 0.641 (0.675) and 2 × 0.718 
(0.563) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.034 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.074 v.u.  

[5]V5+ (Fig. 1i) forms a bi-modal distribution of bond lengths 
with maxima at about 1.64 (1.50) and 1.92 Å (0.73 v.u.), and 
two superimposed peaks at about 1.89 (0.79) and 1.99 Å 
(0.61 v.u.). [V5+O5]5- units occur primarily in square-pyram-
idal coordination (seldom with a sixth O2- ion nearby, far too 
long for consideration as a bonded distance) but also as tri-
angular bipyramidal and intermediate coordinations. They 
occur as monomers, oligomers, chains, sheets, clusters and 
frameworks, sharing corners and/or edges. We calculated a 
priori (observed) bond valences for three polyhedra in as 
many crystal structures. In K4(Cu2+V5+5O15Cl) (401042),123 
made up of [V5+O5]5- monomer units, they are 4 × 0.75 
(0.810) and 2 (1.873) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.400 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.073 v.u. In V5+AlMo6+O7 (280775),124 made up of edge-
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sharing chains, they are 4 × 0.75 (2 × 0.628 and 2 × 0.943) 
and 2 (1.738) v.u, with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.400 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.179 v.u. 

While both these examples show the strong distorting effect 
of π-bond formation, significant off-centering via the PJTE 
also proves to be a significant cause of bond-length varia-
tion in V5+AlMo6+O7. In Cs(V5+3O8) (50010),125 made up of 
sheets of edge-sharing square pyramids with V5+O6, they are 
2 × 0.750 (0.601 and 0.657), 0.875 (0.827), 1.188 (1.190) 
and 1.438 (1.703) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.250 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.112 

v.u. In this structure, bond-length variation associated with 
the strong π-bond results from non-local bond-topological 
asymmetry and the PJTE.  
[6]V5+ (Fig. 1j) forms a very messy distribution of bond 
lengths. We primarily observe the [V5+O6]7- units as clusters, 
but also as monomers, dimers, chains, sheets and frame-
works, sharing corners and/or edges. Of the 293 coordina-
tion polyhedra in our dataset, 251 originate from edge-shar-
ing clusters, and 223 from decavanadate clusters. As we 
show below, cluster-type polyanions have specific bond-va-
lence constraints for each of their crystallographically dis-
tinct polyhedra, which further vary as a function of the sym-
metry of the structure. These constraints result in a very 
messy (although resolvable) appearance for Fig. 1j, with 
added variability resulting from a suite of other effects. To 
elucidate the occurrence, prevalence and magnitude of 
these effects, we calculated a priori (observed) bond va-
lences for eleven polyhedra from six crystal structures con-
taining this ion configuration, including a structure contain-
ing the decavanadate cluster. First, we show the effect of π-
bond formation in V5+2Se4+2O9 (89466),126 with a priori (ob-
served) bond valences 2 × 0.4 (0.176/0.230 and 
0.685/0.651), 2 × 0.6 (0.549/0.683 and 0.685/0.746), 1 
(1.121/0.934) and 2 (1.743/1.756) v.u. for V1/V2, with 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  = 0.444/0.444 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.171/0.160 v.u. In addi-

tion, a significant amount of bond-length variation seems to 
be caused by non-local bond-topological asymmetry and 
the PJTE in this structure. The strong distorting effect of the 
PJTE is shown in Hg2+(V5+2O6) (409521),127 with a priori (ob-
served) bond valences 3 × 0.667 (0.201, 0.712 and 1.068), 2 
× 0.917 (0.516 and 0.846) and 1.167 (1.621) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 

= 0.167 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 =  

0.306 v.u. In KMg(V5+5O14)(H2O)8 (95929),128 made up of 
decavanadate clusters (the most complex calculation done 
for this work, solving for 77 a priori bond valences), the a 
priori (observed) bond valences are 2 × 0.553 (0.433 an 
0.449), 0.836 (0.758), 0.845 (0.710), 1.102 (1.350) and 
1.111 (1.282) v.u. for V1, with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.187 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.143 v.u., 0.280 (0.319), 0.564 (0.624), 0.573 (0.590), 
0.870 (0.922), 1.203 (0.919) and 1.510 (1.638) v.u. for V2, 
with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.361 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.097 v.u., 0.316 (0.329), 

0.600 (0.608), 0.609 (0.573), 0.920 (0.891), 0.988 (0.986) 
and 1.568 (1.643) v.u. for V3, with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.325 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 

= 0.027 v.u., 0.132 (0.273), 0.682 (0.513), 0.804 (0.752), 
0.876 (0.917), 1.055 (0.901) and 1.451 (1.668) v.u. for V4, 
with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.294 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.129 v.u., and 0.166 

(0.246), 0.725 (0.557), 0.756 (0.831), 0.770 (0.798), 0.910 
(0.901), 1.673 (1.672) v.u. for V5, with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.305 and 

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  = 0.060 v.u. Thus, bond lengths for [V5+O6]7- in the 

decavanadate cluster largely vary as a result of bond-topo-
logical asymmetry, including the formation of moderately-
strong π-bonds (<∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙> = 0.295 v.u.), and to a more 

modest extent by the PJTE (<∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> = 0.091 v.u.). The aver-

age values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 are 0.290 and 0.173 v.u. for 

the 13 polyhedra considered for this ion configuration.  
[5]Mo5+ (Fig. S1ck) ) occurs in two structures in our dataset. 
In Pb2+(Mo5+O)10(P2O7) (417729),129 it forms square-pyram-
idal monomeric units with bond lengths (bond valences) of 
1.691 (1.872), 2 × 1.974 (0.760) and 2 × 1.981 Å (0.744 v.u.). 
The sixth shortest interatomic distance is at 3.155 Å, far too 
long to be considered a bond. The O2- ion participating in the 
strong π-bond does not bond to other cations; thus bond-
length variation is primarily a result of π-bond formation 
for this ion configuration.  
[6]Mo5+ (Fig. 1as) forms a bimodal distribution of bond 
lengths, with maxima at 1.68 (1.95) and 2.04 Å (0.62 v.u.). 
This ion configuration is characterized by the formation of 
a strong double-bond (1.953 v.u. on average), sometimes 
followed by polymerization into corner-sharing or edge-
sharing dimers. We calculated a priori (observed) bond va-
lences for two polyhedra in as many crystal structures. In 
Ba(Mo5+2P4O16) (69088),130 made up of [Mo5+O6]7- mono-
meric units, they are 2 × 0.577 (0. 391 and 0.534), 2 × 0.604 
(0.651 and 0.659), 0.639 (0.676) and 2 (2.079) v.u., with 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.389 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.075 v.u., showing the strong 

distorting effect of π-bond formation for this ion configura-
tion. In Pr3Mo5+O7 (281197),131 a less-common chain-struc-
ture, a priori (observed) bond valences are 2 × 0.746 (0.663 
and 0.810) and 4 × 0.877 (0.529, 0.682, 0.906 and 1.114) 
v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.058 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  = 0.159 v.u. Thus no π-

bond is predicted for this structure, and bond-length varia-
tion is primarily driven by crystallographic factors, most 
likely the weak JTE (d1 electronic configuration).  
[5]Mo6+ (Fig. 1au) forms what appears to be a unimodal 
bond-length distribution, despite the formation of a strong 
π-bond in all of its structures (1.738 v.u. on average). The 
somewhat unimodal appearance is due to a continuous se-
ries of observed bond valences whereby [Mo6+O5]4- units 
form multiple strong bonds (e.g., 1.552 v.u. on average for 
the second shortest bond). [Mo6+O5]4- units occur as mono-
mers with square-pyramidal and triangular-bipyramidal 
shape, sometimes polymerizing into chains, sheets and 
frameworks with Mo6+O6 octahedra. We calculated a priori 
(observed) bond valences for three polyhedra from as many 
crystal structures. In Cs2(Mo6+3O10) (280066),132 a repre-
sentative example, they are 2 × 0.742 (0.653 and 0.903), 
1.285 (0.970), 1.593 (1.706) and 1.638 (1.755) v.u., with 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.367 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.159 v.u. Thus bond-length var-

iations result primarily from a mixture of π-bond formation 
and non-local bond-topological asymmetry, followed by off-
centering of the cation via the PJTE. In Cs(Mo6+2O3(PO4)2) 
(79517),75 a priori (observed) bond valences are 0.915 
(0.850), 1.026 (0.801), 1.078 (0.735) and 2 × 1.491 (1.735 
and 1.891) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.232 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.256 v.u. In 

Cs(Np5+O2)(Mo6+O4) (66994),133 they are 2 × 1.022 (0.615 
and 1.007), 2 × 1.177 (1.252 and 1.539) and 1.601 (1.579) 
v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.161 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  = 0.176 v.u. Thus the PJTE 

has a more important effect on bond-length variation than 
the combined effect of π-bond formation and non-local 
bond-topological asymmetry in these two structures.   
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[6]Cr2+ (Fig. 1k) forms a clear bimodal distribution, typical of 
that observed for octahedrally coordinated cations under 
the influence of the strong JTE. We calculated a priori (ob-
served) bond valences for two of the seven structures in our 
dataset containing this ion configuration (the two anhy-
drous structures). In Cr2+3Cr3+4(PO4)6 (72302),134 the a pri-
ori (observed) bond valences are 4 × ~ 0.25 (0.08-0.45) and 
2 × ~ 0.5 v.u. (0.48-0.58) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.170 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 

= 0.118 v.u. In Cr2+3Cr3+4(PO4)6 (73261),93 they are 2 × 0.568 
(0.484), 2 × 0.174 (0.199) and 2 × 0.259 (0.244) v.u., with 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  = 0.156 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.041. The fact that ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 > ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 

in these structures probably results from structure selec-
tion (a priori bond valences could not be calculated for the 
hydrated structures); the 9 other polyhedra for this ion con-
figuration clearly follow the [4+2] coordination expected of 
a “z-out” Jahn-Teller distortion. We list the JTE as the main 
factor underlying bond-length variation for this ion config-
uration, although it is closely followed by the effect of non-
local bond-topological asymmetry.  
[6]Mn3+ (Fig. 1q) forms a bimodal distribution of bond 
lengths, typical of the strong JTE. However, inspection of the 
data making up the distribution reveals that of the 82 coor-
dination polyhedra, only 39 have a distinct [4+2] (“z-out”) 
coordination, while 17 have a [2+2+2] coordination, 6 have 
a [2+4] (“z-in”), and 2 are regular (18 are ambiguous). A 
[4+2] coordination is easily explained by the strong JTE, for 
example in KMn3+(Se6+O4)2 (80430),135 with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.008 

and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.211 v.u., or Gd(Mn3+O3) (95493),74 with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 

= 0.039 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.186 v.u. On the other hand [2+2+2]-

coordinated polyhedra appear to result as a mixture of the 
strong JTE and bond-topological effects. For example, edge-
shared chains in Ca4Mn3+3B3O12CO3 (24973)136 have a priori 
(observed) bond valences 2 × 0.404 (0.155 and 0.230), 2 × 
0.480 (0.506 and 0.874), and 2 × 0.616 (0.806 and 0.846) 
v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.077 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  = 0.211 v.u. Regular pol-

yhedra are likely due to disordered JT distortion, as evi-
denced by high anisotropic-displacement parameters in 
Mn2+3Mn3+2(SiO4)3 (86935).137  
[6]Cu2+ (Fig. 1af) forms a smooth bimodal distribution of 
bond lengths. Inspection of the data making up the distribu-
tion shows that of the 365 coordination polyhedra, 269 
have distinct [4+2] (“z-out”) coordination, 49 have a 
[2+2+2] coordination, 10 have a [2+4] (“z-in”), and 7 are 
regular (30 are ambiguous). [4+2] coordination follows 
classic (strong) JTE arguments, for example in Cu2+2V5+2O7 
(171028),91 with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.096 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.127 v.u., and 

in Cu2+2Co2+O(B2O5) (400438),104 with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.046 and 

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  = 0.161 v.u. An example of [2+4] coordination is that 

of Cu2+3Ba(V5+O4)2(OH)2 (67726),138 with a priori (ob-
served) bond valences 2 × 0.459 (0.54) and 4 × 0.270 (2 × 
0.246 and 2 × 0.253) v.u. with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  = 0.084 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.039. It is interesting that ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 > ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 for two of the three 

coordination polyhedra above. While this may be acci-
dental, this result shows two things: (1) bond-topological 
effects are an important driver of bond-length variation for 
this ion configuration, and (2) some structures appear to ac-
commodate the bond-valence constraints of JTEs ions (how 
much of this is a result of observational bias is currently un-
clear). We further calculated the a priori (observed) bond 

valences for a regular octahedron in Ba3Cu2+(Sb5+2O9) 
(2279)139 as 3 × 0.270 (0.340) and 3 × 0.396 (0.330) v.u., 
with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.063 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.070 v.u. It is therefore in-

teresting that for this structure, Cu2+O6 is indeed expected 
to distort for bond-topological reasons, but doesn’t for crys-
tallographic reasons (dynamic JTE).  

[4]Ti4+ (Fig. S1g) occurs in four coordination polyhedra in 
three crystal structures. The largest bond-length variation 
is observed in chains of corner-sharing octahedra in 
Rb2(Ti4+O3) (78842)140 where it forms its strongest ob-
served bond (1.233 v.u.; 1.747 Å). A priori (observed) bond 
valences for this structure are 2 × 0.926 (0.858) and 2 × 
1.074 (1.208 and 1.233) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.074 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 

= 0.107 v.u. The PJTE has slightly stronger distorting power 
than the effect of non-local bond-topological asymmetry for 
this ion configuration.  
[5]Ti4+ (Fig. 1c) forms a peculiar bond-length distribution 
with a maximum at 1.96 Å (0.66 v.u.) and a very long tail at 
shorter bond lengths. The shape of distribution results 
mainly from the formation of a strongly bonded axial ligand 
in square-pyramidal geometry, relative to the equatorial lig-
ands. [Ti4+O5]6- units range in shape from square pyramidal 
to distorted square-pyramidal to triangular bipyramidal, 
with the strongest bond decreasing in strength along that 
series. In Cs2(Ti4+O)(P2O7) (72682),141 [Ti4+O5]6- units are 
square pyramidal with a priori (observed) bond valences 4 
× 0.739 (0.587, 0.617, 0.622 and 0.663) and 1.044 (1.66) 
v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.098 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.217 v.u. In 

La3Ti4+O4Cl5 (33800),142 [Ti4+O5]6- units are triangular bi-
pyramidal with a priori (observed) bond valences 2 × 0.625 
(0.509), 2 × 0.915 (1.013 and 1.031) and 0.920 (1.019) v.u., 
with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.140 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.109 v.u. These examples 

show that the strongest cause underlying bond-length vari-
ation for this ion configuration may vary between non-local 
bond-topological asymmetry and the PJTE as a function of 
polyhedral shape. Overall, the PJTE results in larger bond-
length variations than bond-topological asymmetry, with 
mean ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 values of 0.119 and 0.163 v.u., re-

spectively. For the square-pyramidal units, there is some-
times (but not always) a possibility of a sixth bond to com-
plete the octahedron. However, these distances range from 
2.70-3.77 Å in different structures, and we consider them 
far too long for inclusion as bonds. 

[6]Ti4+ (Fig. 1d) forms a multi-modal bond-length distribu-
tion with subtle maxima arising from different effects. Pri-
marily, [Ti4+O6]8- units form oligomers, chains, rings, sheets, 
clusters and frameworks, both as strictly corner-sharing 
and edge-sharing units, and sometimes as a mixture of both, 
resulting in a wide range of bond-valence constraints. Add-
ing to the intrinsic bond-valence constraints is the off-cen-
tering of Ti4+ due to the PJTE, resulting in a very large range 
of observed bond lengths (1.648-2.474 Å). The near-
uniqueness of the bonding environment of each and every 
TiO6 octahedron in our dataset somewhat takes away the 
usefulness of rationalizing the shape of its compound bond-
length distribution. Some of the noteworthy features of Fig. 
1d include a small maximum between 1.7-1.8 Å with maxi-
mum at 1.74 Å, a strong maximum at ~1.95 Å and a subtle 
maximum at 2.10 Å (0.44 v.u.). These maxima originate 
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from the strongest and weakest bond of corner-sharing 
chains, for which we typically observe one bond of 1.25-
1.35 v.u. (1.72-1.74 Å), and five bonds of gradually decreas-
ing strength in the ~0.40-0.70 v.u. (1.94-2.13 Å) range, with 
an average bond-length 2.10 Å for the longest bond. A rep-
resentative example is that of (Cs0.07Rb0.95)(Ti4+O)(As5+O4) 
(280501),143 with a priori (observed) bond valences of 2 × 
0.363 (0.397 and 0.673), 0.570 (0.631), 0.856 (0.525), 0.883 
(0.474) and 0.964 (1.318) v.u. for Ti1, with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.235 

and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.250, and 0.379 (0.522), 0.449 (0.577), 0.603 

(1.218), 2 × 0.786 (0.615 and 0.654) and 0.997 (0.418) v.u. 
for Ti2, with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.190 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.295 v.u. We may 

compare these numbers to the a priori (observed) bond va-
lences of sheets of edge-sharing octahedra in Sm3+(Ti4+O3Cl) 
(36608):144 3 × 0.560 (0.455 and 2 × 0.555), 2 × 0.747 (0.515 
and 0.978) and 0.827 (0.858) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.107 and 

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  = 0.102 v.u. Furthermore, we calculated the a priori 

(observed) bond valences for sheets of edge- and corner-
sharing octahedra of [Ti4+O6]8- in La2(Ti4+2SiO9) (75583):145 
2 × 0.619 (0.663), 2 × 0.688 (0.619) and 2 × 0.693 (0.821) 
v.u. for Ti1, with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.032 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.080 v.u., and 

0.544 (0.281), 2 × 0.625 (0.791), 2 × 0.685 (0.554) and 
0.731 (0.871) v.u. for Ti2, with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.055 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.162 v.u. Altogether, we get average values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and 

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  of 0.111 and 0.163 v.u., respectively, confirming that 

the PJTE has a larger effect on bond-length variation than 
non-local bond-topological asymmetry, overall. 
[7]Ti4+ (Fig. S1j) is only example of this coordination polyhe-
dron, in (C(NH2)3)4(Ti4+O(CO3)3)(H2O)2 (66308),146 bonding 
to six O2- ions from CO3 groups (0.30-0.46 v.u.) and making 
a partial double-bond (1.50 v.u.) to a seventh O2- ion (in turn 
forming two hydrogen bonds to NH2 groups). The positions 
of the H atoms were not refined, and we cannot calculate the 
a priori bond valences for this structure. There is however 
significant displacement of Ti4+ toward O1 and away from 
O9 (the apical bonds), suggesting the PJTE as the main rea-
son underlying bond-length variation for this ion configura-
tion.  
[6]Y3+ (Fig. 1aj) has a somewhat regular distribution of bond 
lengths, with a main maximum at 2.27 Å (0.49 v.u.), and a 
more subtle maximum at 2.22 Å (0.55 v.u.). This latter max-
imum does not occur as a result of polymerization con-
straints; it either results from non-local bond-topological 
asymmetry, or because of slight (but consistent) off-center-
ing of the central cation via the PJTE resulting in some 
bonds in the range 2.20-2.24 Å. We calculated the a priori 
(observed) bond valences for olivine-structured NaY(GeO4) 
(85497):147 2 × 0.561 (0.490 and 0.548) and 4 × 0.470 (2 × 
0.399 and 2 × 0.495) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.040 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.046, showing non-local bond-topological asymmetry to be 
about equally responsible for bond-length variations for 
this ion configuration. 
[7]Y3+ (Fig. 1ak) forms a regular distribution of bonds 
lengths, with a “wide” maximum, as also observed for [7]Y3+ 
and [9]Y3+. We calculated a priori (observed) bond valences 
for three coordination polyhedra from two polymorphs of 
Y2Ba2Cu2+Pt4+O8 (63103 and 65614).148,149 In the first struc-
ture, ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.001 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.044 v.u. for Y1, and ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 

= 0.004 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.056 v.u. for Y2. In the second struc-

ture, we calculate ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.020 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.077 v.u. To-

gether, these values show that the wide maximum observed 

in the bond-length distribution of this ion configuration is 
probably due to slight off-centering of Y3+ as opposed to re-
sulting from non-local bond-topological asymmetry.  
[8]Y3+ (Fig. 1al) forms a very wide bond-length distribution 
with high kurtosis. A sharp maximum at 2.39 Å (0.36 v.u.) 
accounts for the majority of polyhedra where Y3+ makes 
eight equal bonds (i.e., does not move off-center). A slightly 
distorted variant of a regular polyhedron can be seen in 
Ca2Y(As5+O4)(W6+O4)2 (71562),150 with a priori (observed) 
bond valences of 4 × 0.317 (0.422) and 0.433 (0.362) v.u., 
with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.072 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.131 v.u. A priori (ob-

served) bond valences are much more scattered in Y3Re7+O8 
(15505),151 ranging from 0.254-0.486 (0.269-0.478) v.u., 
with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.111 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.083 for Y1, to 0.302-0.533 

(0.251-0.571) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.085 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.071 v.u. 

for Y2. In KY(W6+O4) (411285),152 a priori (observed) bond 
valences are 2 × 0.230 (0.495), 4 × 0.400 (2 × 0.174 and 2 × 
0.427), and 2 × 0.470 (0.475) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.058 and 

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.088 v.u. The mean values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 are 

0.082 and 0.093 v.u. over those structures, showing the 
PJTE and non-local bond-topological asymmetry to be ap-
proximately equally responsible for bond-length variations 
for this ion configuration.  
[9]Y3+ (Fig. 1am) forms a regular distribution of bonds 
lengths with a wide maximum, as observed for other coor-
dination numbers of this cation. A priori (observed) bond 
valences in Y3Re7+O8 (15505)151 are 0.270-0.495 (0.133-
0.560) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.078 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.110 v.u. Thus 

it seems that both the PJTE and non-local bond-topological 
asymmetry cause bond-length variation for this ion config-
uration, and for the widening of the maximum.  
[6]Zr4+ (Fig. 1an) forms a regular distribution of bond lengths 
when bonded to O2-. We calculated a priori (observed) bond 
valences for five coordination polyhedra in four structures: 
Na4Zr2(SiO4)3 (15545),153 with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.021 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.054 v.u., (Ca0.81Na0.19)ZrB(Al8.82Ti4+0.18O18) (55272),154 
with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.003 v.u. for Zr1 and ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0 

and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.041 v.u. for Zr2, Zr(Mo6+O4)2 (65512),108 with 

∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.041 v.u., and 

Na2Ca4ZrNb5+(Si2O7)2FO3 (100158),155 with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.221 

and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.186 v.u. Average values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 

are 0.048 and 0.117 v.u., respectively, for these structures, 
showing that the PJTE accounts for more variability in bond 
lengths than non-local bond-topological asymmetry for this 
ion configuration.  
[4]Nb5+ (Fig. S1cd) occurs in a single structure in our dataset, 
that of Cs2Nb5+

4O11 (26379),156 where Nb5+O4 and Nb5+O6 
polyhedra link together to form a framework structure. For 
the Nb5 site ([4]-coordinated), two of the O2- ions (O3 and 
O17) bond to 2 × [6]Nb5+ and 1 × [4]Nb5+, while the other two 
(O21) bond only to 2 × [6]Nb5+. This creates a strong bond-
topological mismatch between the bond-valence require-
ment of O2- (2 v.u.) and an even distribution of bond va-
lences for the NbO6 and NbO4 polyhedra. Thus the [Nb5+O4]3- 
unit makes two bridging bonds via O21 of 1.573 v.u. (1.742 
Å), while the two bridging bonds made via O3 and O17 are 
weaker at 0.961 v.u. (1.926 Å). Although we could not cal-
culate the a priori bond valences of this structure, we as-
sume that the PJTE has a similarly strong effect on bond-
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length variability as bond-topological asymmetry for this 
ion configuration.  
[5]Nb5+ (Fig. S1ce) occurs in four structures in our dataset. 
We calculated the a priori (observed) bond valences for two 
of these structures: for Na5Nb5+O5 (24819),157 they are 3 × 
0.981 (2 × 0.797 and 1.083) and 2 × 1.029 (1.028) v.u., with 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  = 0.023 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.094 v.u.; for NaKLaNb5+O5 

(94743),158 they are 4 × 0.978 (0.877) and 1.088 (1.243) 
v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.035 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  = 0.112 v.u. These values 

show that the PJTE is the main reason underlying bond-
length variation for [5]Nb5+, with non-negligible contribution 
from non-local bond-topological asymmetry.  
[6]Nb5+ (Fig. 1ar) forms a symmetric distribution of bond 
lengths with a maximum at 1.98 Å (5/6 v.u.). As we have 
seen above for [6]Ti4+ and [4]V5+, a symmetric distribution 
typically results from an ion configuration with a strong 
proclivity for polymerization. [Nb5+O6]7- units polymerize 
into dimers, chains, rings, clusters, sheets and frameworks, 
via corners, edges, faces, and combinations of these. All of 
these polymerization circumstances lead to different a pri-
ori bond valences (and thus bond lengths) for the constitu-
ent crystal structures; the resulting distribution of these a 
priori bond lengths approaches that of a Gaussian distribu-
tion, in contrast to the positively-skewed shape of simpler 
bond-length distributions driven by a two-body Morse po-
tential. For example, monomeric [Nb5+O6]7- units are evenly 
distributed between [1+4+1] coordination and regular oc-
tahedra in our dataset. The off-centering of the Nb5+ ion via 
the PJTE, with no preferential off-centering direction,81 con-
tributes to further symmetrization of the distribution. The 
combined effect of these phenomena gives a wide range of 
observed bond lengths: 1.702-2.479 Å (~0.06 Å smaller 
than [6]Ti4+). To compare the magnitude of bond-length var-
iability caused by bond-topological asymmetry and the 
PJTE, we calculated the a priori (observed) bond valences 
for 15 polyhedra in 12 structures containing [6]Nb5+. In 
La(Nb5+5O14) (33783),159 they are 0.727 (0.607), 2 × 0.796 
(0.610 and 1.068), 0.893 (0.891) and 2 × 0.894 (0.573 and 
1.250) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.061 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.210 v.u. In 

CaNb5+2(P4O13)(P2O7)O (62577; discussed above), they are 
2 × 0.805 (0.993), 2 × 0.837 (0.824) and 2 × 0.859 (0.869) 
v.u. for Nb1, with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.019 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.071 v.u., and 

0.261 (0.462), 2 × 0.782 (0.714), 2 × 0.831 (0.837) and 
1.515 (1.753) v.u. for Nb2, with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.227 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.098 v.u. In Li(Nb5+U6+O6) (416590),160 they are 2 × 0.627 
(0.835 and 0.893), 2 × 0.647 (0.810), 0.971 (0.248) and 
1.480 (1.408) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.261 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.266 v.u. 

We obtain average values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  of 0.125 and 

0.167 v.u. over the 15 polyhedra, respectively. These values 
demonstrate the substantial role of bond-topological asym-
metry in driving bond-length variation in [Nb5+O6]7- units, 
while confirming the PJTE as the main source of variation.  
[7]Nb5+ (Fig. S1cg) occurs in three coordination polyhedra in 
two crystal structures. In La(Nb5+5O14) (33783),159 a priori 
(observed) bond valences are 2 × 0.591 (0.240 and 0.849), 
0.688 (0.590), 2 × 0.739 (0.497 and 1.037), and 2 × 0.826 
(0.865 and 0.888) v.u. for Nb1, with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.078 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 

= 0.192 v.u., and 0.545 (0.506), 4 × 0.614 (2 × 0.613 and 2 × 
0.617) and 2 × 1 (0.582 and 1.470) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.163 

and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.133 v.u. Average values for ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 

are 0.121 and 0.163, respectively.  

[6]Mo6+ (Fig. 1av) forms a peculiar trimodal distribution of 
bond lengths when bonded to O2-, with maxima at 1.71 
(1.74), 1.92 (0.95) and 2.30 Å (0.32 v.u). The [Mo6+O6]6- 
units occur as monomers, dimers and other oligomers, 
chains, rings, sheets, clusters and frameworks, sharing cor-
ner, edges and/or faces. The near-uniqueness of the bond-
ing environment of each and every Mo6+O6 octahedron in 
our dataset renders the elucidation of all bond-valence con-
straints leading up to the observed bond-length distribution 
very lengthy and tedious. Here, we will simply calculate a 
priori (observed) bond valences for various modes of 
polymerization (from 10 coordination polyhedra and 8 
structures) to determine whether bond-topological asym-
metry, or the PJTE, is the main reason underlying bond-
length variation for this ion configuration. Some of the re-
sults are given below, ordered in increasing degree of 
polymerization of the [Mo6+O6]6- unit. In K2Mo6+O2(I5+O3)4 
(170119),161 with monomeric [Mo6+O6]6- units, the a priori 
(observed) bond valences are 2 × 0.951 (1.740), 2 × 1.001 
(0.384) and 2 × 1.048 (0.862) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.033 and 

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.531 v.u.; this is the largest value we calculate for 

our entire dataset. In Na2Mo6+3Te4+3O16 (171758),162 made 
up of trimers of edge-sharing octahedra, ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.152 and 

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.340 v.u. for Mo1, and ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.224 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.261 v.u. for Mo2. In Rb2Se4+Mo6+O6 (413000),163 made up 
of chains of corner-sharing octahedra, we get ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.102 

and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.496 v.u. In Cs2(Mo6+3O10) (280066),132 made 

up of chains of edge-sharing Mo6+O6 and Mo6+O5 polyhedra, 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.322 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.215 v.u. In Pr3+2(Mo6+4O15) 

(68279),164 made up of sheets of corner- and edge-sharing 
Mo6+O4 and Mo6+O6 polyhedra, ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.418 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.235 v.u. Finally, in BaTe4+Mo6+2O9 (281503),165 a frame-
work of corner-sharing [Mo6+O6]6- octahedra, ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.282 

and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.214 v.u. for Mo1, and  ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.328 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 

= 0.161 v.u. for Mo2. Altogether, <∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙> = 0.218 and 

<∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> = 0.298 v.u.; this < ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> value is the largest of our 

dataset, out of the 52 transition-metal configurations for 
which we calculated these values in two or more structures. 
Next comes a closer examination of the data to rationalize 
the shape of the bond-length distribution. We find our da-
taset to be made of ~ 50% clusters, ~ 30% chains/rings, ~ 
10% monomers, and 10% of other degrees of polymeriza-
tion. We find that for clusters, chains/rings, and monomers, 
our data forms three groups of two bonds, in agreement 
with Ok et al. who found that octahedrally coordinated Mo6+ 
preferentially moves off-center toward an edge (and some-
times a face).81 The mean bond-valence are 1.706, 0.926, 
and 0.362 v.u. for clusters, and 1.715, 0.901, and 0.362 v.u. 
for chains and rings. These values compare exceptionally 
well to the three observed maxima of 1.74, 0.95 and 0.32 v.u. 
On the other hand, monomers have mean bond-valence val-
ues of 1.708, 0.821, and 0.473 v.u. Taken together, these val-
ues indicate that the trimodal shape of the bond-length dis-
tribution arises as a result of the combination of bond-top-
ological constraints of polymerization (for clusters, chains 
and rings) and the preferential off-centering of Mo6+ toward 
an edge of the octahedron as a result of the PJTE.  
[6]Hf4+ (Fig. 1bf) forms a regular distribution of bond lengths. 
We calculated a priori (observed) bond valences for three 
polyhedra in two structures. In Pb2+HfO3 (33194),166  ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 

= 0.017 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.178 v.u. for Zr1, and ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.003 and 
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∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  = 0.162 v.u. for Zr2. In Ni2+5HfB2O10 (65476),167 ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 

= 0.063 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.026 v.u. These values indicate that the 

PJTE can have a very strong distorting effect on Hf4+O6 octa-
hedra, and that non-local bond-topological asymmetry has 
some effect on bond-length variations for this ion configu-
ration.  

[6]Ta5+ forms a somewhat symmetrical, unimodal distribu-
tion of bond lengths, reminiscent of that of [6]Ti4+ (Fig. 1g). 
Similar to [6]Ti4+, [6]Nb5+ and other ions with similarly sym-
metrical bond-length distributions, [Ta5+O6]7- units are very 
susceptible to polymerization. [Ta5+O6]7- octahedra occur as 
monomers, dimers, chains, sheets, clusters and frame-
works, either sharing corners, edges and/or faces. We cal-
culated a priori (observed) bond valences for six coordina-
tion polyhedra in as many crystal structures. In 
Na2Ca3Ta5+2O9 (280154),168 made up of face-sharing dimers, 
they are 6 × 0.833 (3 × 0.533 and 3 × 1.023) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 

= 0 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.245 v.u. Comparing two structures where 

the [Ta5+O6]7- units form chains of either corner- or edge-
sharing octahedra, we get 4 × 0.75 (2 × 0.796 and 2 × 0.847) 
and 2 × 1 (0.762 and 1.029) v.u. for chains of corner-sharing 
octahedra in CsTa5+(B2O5) (80423),169 with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.111 

and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.092 v.u., and 4 × 0.75 (2 × 0.429 and 2 × 0.849) 

and 2 × 1 (1.167) v.u. for chains of edge-sharing octahedra 
in Yb(Ta5+O4) (415460).170 Including the other structures 
not discussed here, we obtain average values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and 

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  of 0.070 and 0.140 v.u. for this ion configuration. Thus 

the PJTE is the main reason underlying bond-length varia-
tion for this ion configuration.  
[7]Ta5+ (Fig. 1bh) forms what appears to be a bimodal distri-
bution of bond lengths when bonded to O2- with main max-
imum at 2.01 Å (0.76 v.u.) and secondary maximum at 2.43 
Å (0.22 v.u.). Pentagonal bipyramids typically polymerize 
into sheet and framework structures with TaO6 octahedra. 
We calculated the a priori (observed) bond valences for one 
polyhedron, in DyTa5+7O19 (203232),171 0.583 (0.640), 4 × 
0.667 (0.210, 0.606, 0.756, and 1.153), 0.750 (0.680) and 1 
(1.075) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.092 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.185 v.u. Thus 

the formation of the long and weak bond for this ion config-
uration is not a result of non-local bond-topological asym-
metry, and rather results from the PJTE.   
[5]W6+ (Fig. 1bj) has a regular distribution of bond lengths. 
We calculated the a priori (observed) bond valences for two 
polyhedra in as many structures. In KNa3(W6+O5) 
(40249),172 they are 2 × 1.192 (1.004 and 1.146), 2 × 1.197 
(1.184) and 1.221 (1.393) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.008 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 

= 0.086 v.u. In La2(W6+O4)3 (78180),173 they are 2 × 0.952 
(0.469 and 1.139), 1.238 (1.290) and 2 × 1.429 (1.512 and 
1.652) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.149 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.169 v.u. Thus 

the PJTE is probably the main driver of bond-length varia-
tion for this ion configuration, although the effect of non-lo-
cal bond-topological asymmetry can be significant in some 
structures.  

[6]W6+ (Fig. 1bk) has a peculiar trimodal distribution of bond 
lengths when bonded to O2-, with two maxima at 1.74 (1.65) 
and 1.92 Å (0.97 v.u.), and a third, very broad maximum 
around 2.18 Å (0.45 v.u.). The [W6+O6]6- units occur as mon-
omers, chains, rings, sheets, clusters and frameworks, shar-
ing corners and/or edges. The shape of the bond-length dis-
tribution is influenced by the fact that the majority of our 
dataset (roughly 2/3) involve clusters of more-or-less 

similar bond-valence constraints. The strongest and weak-
est bonds of these clusters are 1.69 (1.73) and 0.38 v.u. 
(2.24 Å) on average, with significant variability in between, 
presumably as a result of bond-topological constraints. The 
bonds in chains and rings tend to split into three groups, 
with mean bond-valences of 2 × 1.5, 2 × 1 and 2 × 0.5 v.u. 
The main maximum at 1.92 Å (0.97 v.u.) represents the 
mean bond-valence (statistically the most probable obser-
vation) for this ion configuration, although the [W6+O6]6- 
unit is regular in only a few structures. We calculated the a 
priori (observed) bond valences for five polyhedra from 
four crystal structures. In K2Ni2+(W6+O2(PO4)2) (79702),174 
made up of monomeric [W6+O6]6- units,  ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.122 and 

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.262 v.u. In KY(W6+O4)2 (411285),152 made up of 

chains of edge- and/or corner-sharing octahedra, ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 

0.075 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.357 v.u. In Cu+La(W6+2O8) (68614),175 

made up of tetrameric clusters of edge-sharing octahedra, 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.204 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.170 v.u. for W1 and ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 

0.183 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.239 v.u. for W2. Finally, in WO3 

(86144),176 a framework of corner-sharing octahedra, a pri-
ori (observed) bond valences are 6 × 1 (0.443, 2 × 0.927, 2 
× 1.174 and 1.865) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  = 0 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.319 

v.u. Altogether, average values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 are 0.117 

and 0.269 v.u. for these structures, showing that the PJTE is 
the principal cause of bond-length variation for this ion con-
figuration, with bond-topological asymmetry having a 
lesser role. Although many polyhedra have bond valences > 
1.75 v.u., these strong bonds result either from polymeriza-
tion or the PJTE.  
[5]Re7+ (Fig. S1dv) forms a regular but slightly negatively 
skewed distribution of bonds lengths when bonded to O2-. 
The largest bond-length variation is in Ba10(Re7+O5)6Br2 
(100571),177 with a priori (observed) bond valences of 2 × 
1.391 (1.263), 2 × 1.402 (1.178) and 1.414 (1.882) v.u., with 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.007 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.235 v.u. These values clearly 

show the PJTE to be the main cause of bond-length variation 
for this ion configuration.  
[6]Re7+ (Fig. 1bm) forms a regular distribution of bond 
lengths when bonded to O2-. We calculated a priori (ob-
served) bond valences for two coordination polyhedra from 
as many crystal structures. In Pr3(Re7+O8) (92508),178 they 
vary between 1.134-1.228 (1.019-1.467) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 

0.040 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.077 v.u. In Y3Re7+O8 (15505),151 they 

vary between 1.143-1.240 (0.928-1.320) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 

0.025 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.128 v.u. Thus the PJTE is the main cause 

of bond-length variation for this ion configuration.  
[5]Os8+ (Fig. S1ec) occurs in two structures in our dataset. In 
Rb(Os8+2O8(OH)) (20611),179 the a priori (observed) bond 
valences are 1.235 (0.624), 2 × 1.647 (1.735 and 1.739) and 
2 × 1.735 (1.693 and 2.140) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.146 and 

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.248 v.u. Thus the PJTE is the main cause of bond-

length variation for this ion configuration.  
[6]Os8+ (Fig. S1ed) forms a multi-modal distribution of bond 
lengths when bonded to O2-. In Li2[Os8+O4(OH)2] (20540),180 
the a priori (observed) bond valences are 2 × 1.033 (0.607), 
2 × 1.383 (1.756) and 2 × 1.583 (1.743) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 

0.200 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.320 v.u. While the PJTE is the main 

driver of bond-length variation for this ion configuration, 
bond-topological asymmetry also contributes a significant 
amount.  
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A variety of structural problems have been resolved via the 
pseudo Jahn-Teller effect for transition metals with non-d0 
electronic configurations, in various coordination numbers 
(e.g. refs [72,76,77] and references therein). In our dataset, 
there are three [5]-coordinated ion configurations with a 
peculiar distribution of bond lengths whose shape may not 
be explained via bond-topological nor classical Jahn-Teller 
arguments. While we observe the PJTE in a variety of ion 
configurations (e.g. in [6]Zn2+, [6]Hg2+, and others), listed be-
low are the three non-d0, non-octahedrally coordinated con-
figurations of our dataset for which the PJTE is the main 
cause of bond-length variation.  
[5]Cr2+ (Fig. S1r) occurs in two structures in our dataset. In 
Cr2+(HPO3)(H2O)2 (63466),181 Cr2+ forms four bonds of 
0.425-0.482 v.u., and one longer bond of 0.150 v.u. for a 
bond-valence sum of 2.001 v.u. In SrCr2+(P2O7) (280309),182 
the four strongest bonds of the [Cr2+O5]8- unit vary over a 
wider range; a priori (observed) bond valences are 0.349 
(0.369), 0.412 (0.514) and 3 × 0.413 (0.180, 0.427 and 
0.430) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.020 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.077 v.u. The 

effect of the PJTE on bond-length variations seems to be 
weaker than in Cr2+(HPO3)(H2O)2, but is clearly present. The 
four shortest bonded distances for these two polyhedra 
range between 1.994-2.110 Å, and the fifth distance is be-
tween 2.361-2.426 Å. The sixth shortest interatomic dis-
tance is between 2.964-3.3.053 Å, far too long to be a bond.  
[5]Co2+ (Fig. 1y) forms a unimodal distribution with anoma-
lously long bond-lengths. There are five bonds making up 
the tail at longer bond lengths, representing the five (out of 
fifteen) polyhedra where [Co2+O5]8- units appear to distort 
as a result of the PJTE. In BaCo2+2(Si2O7) (81473),183 a priori 
(observed) bond valences are 0.362 (0.397), 2 × 0.379 
(0.178 and 0.442), 0.432 (0.448) and 0.449 (0.483) v.u., 
with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.032 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.070 v.u., showing that the 

PJTE is the main driver of bond-length variation for this ion 
configuration. The four shortest bonds in these five polyhe-
dra range between 1.946-2.045 Å, and the fifth distance is 
between 2.345-2.574 Å. The sixth shortest interatomic dis-
tance is between 2.898-3.444 Å, far too long to be consid-
ered as a bond.  
[5]Cu2+ (Fig. 1ae) forms a unimodal distribution of bond 
lengths when bonded to O2-, with an very long and flat tail 
at longer bond lengths. This ion configuration is very com-
mon (218 coordination polyhedra), making it an excellent 
candidate for probing the magnitude of the PJTE for [5]-co-
ordinated cations. We calculated a priori (observed) bond 
valences for thirteen polyhedra from nine crystal struc-
tures. In Cu2+4O(PO4)2 (50459),184 they are 0.445 (0.591), 3 
× 0.335 (0.263 and 2 × 0.308) and 0.551 (0.658) v.u., with 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  = 0.078 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.076 v.u. for Cu1 (distorted 

square pyramid), 0.293 (0.482), 2 × 0.391 (0.253), 0.408 
(0.517) and 0.517 (0.427) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.050 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 

= 0.133 v.u. for Cu2 (trigonal bipyramid), and 0.295 (0.159), 
0.384 (0.458), 0.393 (0.446), 0.409 (0.418) and 0.519 
(0.564) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.051 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.063 v.u.  for 

Cu3 (square pyramid). In Cu2+5O2(PO4)2 (1292),185 they are 
0.329 (0.101), 0.385 (0.486), 2 × 0.367 (0.445 and 0.458) 
and 0.551 (0.554) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.060 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.100 

v.u.  for Cu2 (distorted square pyramid), and 2 × 0.277 
(0.203 and 0.261), 0.444 (0.502) and 2 × 0.501 (0.486 and 
0.505) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.099 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.033 v.u. for Cu3 

(distorted trigonal bipyramid). Although there is a weak 
correlation in which the weakest bond of the polyhedron 
becomes progressively stronger from square pyramidal to 
triangular bipyramidal configuration, there is no correla-
tion between ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 as a function of polyhedron 

shape. We obtain average values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 of 0.061 

and 0.084 v.u., with ranges of 0.016-0.099 and 0.033-0.133 
v.u., respectively, for the thirteen polyhedra. Thus it seems 
that the long tail results from a mixture of continuous off-
centering of Cu2+ via the PJTE, and non-local bond-topolog-
ical asymmetry. One more structure worth discussing is 
that of PbCu2+(Cu2+Te6+O7) (405329)186 with a particularly 
long bond (2.687 Å). The a priori (observed) bond valences 
in this structure are 0.265 (0.060), 0.372 (0.342), 2 × 0.399 
(0.498) and 0.565 (0.590) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.066 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  

= 0.091 v.u. Thus the weak bond in this structure results 
from a mixture of non-local bond-topological asymmetry (a 
priori bond valence 0.265 v.u. < 2/5 v.u.) and the PJTE. 

[6]Ru5+ (Fig. 1aw) occurs as monomers, chains of corner- and 
edge-sharing octahedra, and face-sharing oligomers. Face-
sharing octahedra have Obr bond valences 3 × 0.53-0.78 v.u., 
with Obr bonding to other cations. Non-bridging bonds vary 
between 0.83-1.17 v.u. in these structures. For example, a 
priori (observed) bond valences are 3 × 0.786 (0.667) v.u. 
for bridging and 3 × 0.881 (1.075) v.u. for non-bridging 
bonds for Ru5+ in Ba3Ca(Ru5+2O9) (73183),187 with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 

0.048 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.156 v.u. In Ba6Ru5+2Na2Mn5+2O17 

(97525),188 a priori (observed) bond valences are 3 × 0.767 
(0.633) and 3 × 0.900 (1.047) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.067 and 

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.140 v.u. The large values of ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 are unclear, but 

may be due to slight Ru5+-Ru5+ interactions between the di-
mers (crystal-structure effects); Ru5+ is JT-inactive with a d3 
electronic configuration. Otherwise, monomers and chains 
of corner-sharing octahedra have regular polyhedra with 
mean bond-length 1.957 Å (5/6 v.u.).  

Of the 52 ion configurations of Table 4, 39 bond-length dis-
tributions may be considered to have a shape that deviates 
significantly from that expected for a two-body Morse po-
tential. Non-local bond-topological effects are assigned as 
the main (minor) driving factor for 15 (19) of those 39 
bond-length distributions, the strong JTE 3 (0), the weak 
JTE 0 (2), the PJTE 17 (9), π-bond formation 6 (1), and cryst  
al-structure effects 1 (2). Similarly, 39 of the 52 ion config-
urations may be considered to have an anomalously large 
range of observed bond lengths (Table 4). Of those configu-
rations, non-local bond-topological effects are assigned as 
the main (minor) driving factor for 14 (23), the strong JTE 
3 (1), the weak JTE 0 (2), the PJTE 23 (8), π-bond formation 
6 (1), and crystal-structure effects 1 (1). Fig. 13 summarizes 
these numbers taking into consideration the overlapping 
nature of these datasets. 
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Figure 13: Frequency for which bond-topological effects (BTE), 
multiple-bond formation (π), the strong (JTEs) and weak 
(JTEw) Jahn-Teller effects, the pseudo Jahn-Teller effect (PJTE) 
and crystal-structure effects (CSE) are the main (dark grey) and 
minor (light grey) cause of bond-length variation underlying 
the ion configurations of Table 4. These data are necessarily bi-
ased toward anomalous bond-length distributions, whereas 
the BTE is ubiquitous across all ion configurations. Mean ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 

and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  values (right axis) are calculated using those polyhe-

dra for which the given effect is the main cause of bond-length 
variation; numbers atop represent sample size.  

The distribution of observed ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 values is 

given in Fig. 14 for the 266 coordination polyhedra for 
which a priori bond valences were calculated (Table S2); 
<∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙> = 0.102 and <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> = 0.113 v.u. For the 235 coor-

dination polyhedra with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and/or ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 > 0.05 v.u., 

<∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙> = 0.113 and <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> = 0.123 v.u. Next, we wish to 

calculate the average magnitude of these indices between 
the main two factors identified in transition- metal oxyan-
ions: non-local bond-topological effects, and the PJTE. We 
remove the polyhedra of this dataset in which π-bonding is 
the main cause of bond-length variation, i.e. those for [5]V4+, 
[6]V4+, [5]V5+, [6]V5+, [5]Mo5+, [6]Mo5+ and [5]Mo6+, to get  <∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙> 

= 0.091 and <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> = 0.120 v.u. (these values are 0.291 and 

0.155 v.u. for the 25 coordination polyhedra where π-bond-
ing is the main factor). Similarly, if we remove those coordi-
nation polyhedra where the main factor underlying bond-
length variation is the strong or weak JTE ([6]Cr2+, [6]Mn3+and 
[6]Cu2+), <∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙> = 0.093 and <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> = 0.120 v.u. for the re-

maining 195 polyhedra (those values are 0.076 and 0.114 
v.u. for 16 coordination polyhedra where the strong/weak 
JTE is the main cause of bond-length variation). From here, 
it is not possible to remove the component of ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 which 

is due to crystal-structure effects, as those effects are both 
widespread and structure dependent; while ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 may be 

interpreted as mainly driven by the PJTE in this subset, a 
non-negligible component is due to crystal-structure ef-
fects. Thus we are left comparing <∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙> = 0.091 and 

<∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> = 0.120 v.u. for 195 polyhedra. In terms of fre-

quency, ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 are > 0.05 v.u. for 141 and 171 pol-

yhedra, respectively, while ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  > ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 for 78 of those 

polyhedra; however, we emphasize that this subset of data 
is biased toward ion configurations with d0 electronic con-
figuration, for addressing other questions of this work. In 
terms of magnitude, eight of the fifteen widest ranges of 

observed bond lengths of Table 4 result primarily from the 
PJTE, while only one is due to non-local bond-topological ef-
fects; however, non-local bond-topological effects act as a 
minor contributor in every case.  

 

Figure 14: Distribution of observed ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  values for 

the 266 transition-metal polyhedra of this work for which a pri-
ori bond-valences were calculated.  

Thus we conclude the following: (1) non-local bond-topo-
logical asymmetry is the most frequently-encountered 
cause of bond-length variation in transition-metal oxides 
and oxysalts, closely followed by the PJTE; (2) bond-length 
variations resulting from the PJTE are slightly larger than 
those resulting from non-local bond-topological asym-
metry, comparable to those resulting from the strong JTE, 
and less than those induced by π-bond formation. We fur-
ther suggest non-local bond-topological asymmetry to be 
the most widespread cause of spontaneous distortion (and 
bond-length variation) in the solid state, with no a priori 
limitations with regard to ion identity. 

Kunz & Brown suggested that the structure of the bond net-
work influences the occurrence and magnitude of the PJTE, 
whereby the PJTE either results from, or is affected by, the 
arrangement of a priori bond valences in crystal structures 
with d0 transition metals.39 In this work, we calculated a pri-
ori and observed bond valences for 15 coordination polyhe-
dra in which the strong JTE is the leading cause of bond-
length variation, and 132 coordination polyhedra where the 
leading cause is the PJTE. Where Jahn-Teller distortions are 
accommodated by the crystal structure, we expect a high 
value of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 , indicative of the polyhedron distorting away 

from a regular polyhedron toward a configuration compat-
ible with the Jahn-Teller distortion, and low values of ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 , 

as the distortion caused by the JTE is captured by ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 . 

For the 15 coordination polyhedra where the strong JTE is 
the leading cause of polyhedral distortion, <∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙> = 0.081 

v.u. and <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> = 0.115 v.u., and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 > ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 for 10 pol-

yhedra. For the 132 coordination polyhedra where the lead-
ing cause is the PJTE, <∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙> = 0.129 v.u. and <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> = 

0.145 v.u., and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 > ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 for 79 polyhedra. Thus, while 

many individual polyhedra support a mutually supportive 
relation between bond-topological requirements of the 
structure and the JTE, many more do not.  
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For the strong JTE, strong correlation is observed for [6]Cr2+ 
in Cr2+3Cr3+4(PO4)6 (73261),93 with a priori (observed) bond 
valences 2 × 0.568 (0.484), 2 × 0.174 (0.199) and 2 × 0.259 
(0.244) v.u. Thus this polyhedron strongly deviates from 
regularity (6 × 2/3 v.u.) in a way that accommodates the JT 
distortion; ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.156 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  = 0.041 v.u. However, in 

Gd(Mn3+O3) (95493),74 a priori (observed) bond valences 
for Mn3+ are 4 × 0.471 (2 × 0.194 and 2 × 0.700) and 2 × 
0.559 (0.612) v.u. for Mn3+. Thus deviation from regularity 
(6 × 0.5 v.u.) is not captured by the bond topology; ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 

0.039 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.186 v.u. Another such example is that 

of Cu2+2Co2+O(B2O5) (400438),104 with a priori (observed) 
bond valences of 3 × 0.304 (0.061, 0.436 and 0.469), 2 × 
0.309 (0.099 and 0.453) and 0.470 (0.540) v.u. for [6]Cu2+, 
with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.046 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.161 v.u.  

For the PJTE, we find few structures where bond-topologi-
cal and crystallographic effects appear to work in coopera-
tion. Nonetheless, the decavanadate clusters represents a 
very good example of apparent cooperation. In 
KMg(V5+5O14)(H2O)8 (95929),128 ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 > ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 for the five 

crystallographically distinct [6]V5+ sites. The Jahn-Teller re-
quirements are nearly perfectly matched for V3, with a pri-
ori (observed) bond valences 0.316 (0.329), 0.600 (0.608), 
0.609 (0.573), 0.920 (0.891), 0.988 (0.986) and 1.568 
(1.643) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.325 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.027 v.u. We 

also showed the case for CaNb5+2(P4O13)(P2O7)O (62577)52 
earlier in text, where of the two crystallographically-dis-
tinct [6]Nb5+ sites, one site is significantly distorted as a re-
sult of bond-topological asymmetry, with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.227 and 

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  = 0.098, while the other isn’t (∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.019 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 

= 0.071). However, the number of cases in which the JT dis-
tortion functions independent of (or against) bond-topolog-
ical requirements, is overwhelmingly large. In 
(Ca0.81Na0.19)ZrB(Al8.82Ti4+0.18O18) (55272),154 a priori (ob-
served) bond valences are 6 × 0.667 (3 × 0.187 and 3 × 
0.599) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.274 v.u. In 

K2Mo6+O2(I5+O3)4 (170119),161 a priori (observed) bond va-
lences for [6]Mo6+ are 2 × 0.951 (1.740), 2 × 1.001 (0.384) 
and 2 × 1.048 (0.862) v.u., with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.033 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 

0.531 v.u. In WO3 (86144),176 a priori (observed) bond va-
lences 6 × 1 (0.443, 2 × 0.927, 2 × 1.174 and 1.865) v.u. for 
[6]W6+, with ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.319 v.u.  

From the comparison of a priori and observed bond va-
lences for ~150 coordination polyhedra where either the 
strong JTE or pseudo JTE is the main reason underlying pol-
yhedral distortion, we conclude that the Jahn-Teller effect 
does not have a cooperative relation with the bond-topolog-
ical requirements of crystal structures.  

Octahedrally coordinated ions with d0 electronic configura-
tion are often ranked as a function of their “distorting 
power” (the magnitude of their bond-length variation) on a 
qualitative scale, e.g., strong for Mo6+ and V5+, moderate for 
W6+, Ti4+, Nb5+ and Ta5+, and weak for Zr4+ and Hf4+.81 Our 
calculations allow a more quantitative ranking of distorting 
power via <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> values taken from the data for 

octahedrally coordinated d0 ions in Table S2. Thus ordering 
<∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> values in decreasing magnitude gives Os8+ (0.320, 

n = 1), Mo6+ (0.298, n = 10), W6+ (0.269, n = 5), V5+ (0.173, n 
= 11), Nb5+ (0.167, n = 15), Ti4+ (0.163, n = 6), Ta5+ (0.140, n 
= 6), Hf4+ (0.122, n = 3), Zr4+ (0.117, n = 5), Re7+ (0.103, n = 
2), Y3+ (0.046, n = 1),  and Sc3+ (0.029, n = 2). These <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> 

values are not set in stone; they may vary slightly as more a 
priori bond valences are calculated for these ion configura-
tions.  

Moreover, we find the magnitude of bond-length variations 
to vary as a function of coordination number for d0 ions. For 
[4]-coordination, (<∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡>, in v.u.), we have the following 

order: Re7+ 0.116 (n = 2), Ti4+ 0.107 (n = 1), V5+ 0.099 (n = 
13), W6+ 0.098 (n = 2), Mo6+ 0.087 (n = 8), Cr6+ 0.085 (n = 8), 
Os8+ 0.077 (n = 1), and Mn7+ 0.028 (n = 1). For [5], we ob-
serve Os8+ 0.248 (n = 1), Re7+ 0.235 (n = 1), Mo6+ 0.197 (n = 
3), Ti4+ 0.163 (n = 2), W6+ 0.127 (n = 2), V5+ 0.121 (n = 3), 
and Nb5+ 0.103 (n = 2).  

The inseparability of electronic and nuclear coordinates in 
Jahn-Teller systems makes JT-active compounds unsuitable 
to density functional theory (DFT), whose foundation rests 
on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation.16,189 We further 
showed that the neither the JTE nor the PJTE may be mod-
eled bond-topologically. As a result of these difficulties, ma-
terials design for JT-active compounds is often relegated to 
heuristic methods. Thus we identify in our dataset the ion 
configurations for which the PJTE is observed to an appre-
ciable extent in “non-traditional” configurations. These data 
shine light onto new potentially promising compositional 
spaces for materials discovery, notably for non-centrosym-
metric structures.  

Table S2 includes values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 for 14 ions with 

d0 electronic configuration with coordination numbers 
ranging from [4] to [10]. We summarize values of <∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙>, 

<∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> and the maximum observed value of <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> for 

these ions in Table 9, together with four ion configurations 
with non-d0 electronic configuration whose primary cause 
of bond-length variation is the PJTE.  

For [6]-coordination, with n = 67 polyhedra, <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> = 

0.181 v.u., with the highest ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  value of 0.531 v.u. in 

K2Mo6+O2(I5+O3)4 (170119).161 The value of <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> is sur-

prisingly close for [5]-coordination, 0.159 v.u., despite a 
much lower sample size (n = 14), followed by [7]-coordina-
tion with <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> = 0.115 v.u. (n = 6), [9]-coordination with 

<∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> = 0.110 v.u. (n = 1), [4]-coordination with <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> 

= 0.092 v.u. (n = 36), [8]-coordination with <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> = 0.087 

v.u. (n = 7), and [10]-coordination with <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> = 0.079 v.u. 

(n = 1). Considering that crystal structures containing octa-
hedrally coordinated d0 ions have been the subject of in-
tense scrutiny and targeted syntheses (e.g. refs [161,190]), it 
seems that non-traditional coordinations of d0 ion configu-
rations are likely to have a similarly large potential for 
bond-length variation via the PJTE as that of octahedrally 
coordinated complexes. 
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Table 9: Mean values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡for polyhedra distorted as a result of the pseudo JTE 

 # CP <∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙> <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> 
Maxi-
mum 
∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  

Compound and reference 

[4] 36 (8 ions) 0.11 0.092 0.217 KCu2+5V5+3O13 (400802; Martin & Müller-Buschbaum 1994) 

[5] 14 (7 ions) 0.173 0.159 0.256 Cs(Mo6+2O3(PO4)2) (79517; Hoareau et al. 1995) 

[6] 67 (12 ions) 0.144 0.181 0.531 K2Mo6+O2(I5+O3)4 (170119; Ok & Halasyamani 2005) 

[7] 6 (3 ions) 0.06 0.115 0.192 La(Nb5+5O14) (33783; Hofmann & Gruehn 1990) 

[8] 7 (4 ions) 0.06 0.087 0.131 KY(W6+O4) (411285; Gallucci et al. 2000) 

[9] 1 0.078 0.11 0.11 Y3Re7+O8 (15505; Baud et al. 1981) 

[10] 1 0.086 0.079 0.079 YCo2+(BO2)5 (20670; Abdullaev et al. 1980) 

      

[5]Cr2+ 2 0.039 0.077 0.077 SrCr2+(P2O7) (280309; Maass & Glau 2000) 

[5]Co2+ 1 0.032 0.07 0.07 BaCo2+2(Si2O7) (81473; Adams et al. 1996) 

[5]Cu2+ 13 0.061 0.084 0.133 Cu2+4O(PO4)2 (50459; Schwunck et al. 1998) 

[6]Zn2+ 5 0.056 0.050 0.129 
Mn2+Zn2Ta5+2O8 (85042; Rohweder & Müller-Buschbaum 
1989) 

[6]Hg2+ 2 0.032 0.038 0.066 Hg2+(PO3)2 (280292; Weil & Glaum 2004) 

The PJTE is the main reason underlying bond-length varia-
tion for five non-d0 ion configurations: [5]Cr2+ (d4), [5]Co2+ 
(d7), [5]Cu2+ (d9), [6]Zn2+ and [6]Hg2+ (d10). The PJTE for [5]-co-
ordinated square-pyramidal complexes has been demon-
strated for [5]Cu2+ and several ligands;76,77 we observe the 
same behavior for [5]-coordinated complexes of what are 
otherwise octahedrally coordinated cations with electronic 
configurations prone to a strong JTE. The case for d10 tran-
sition-metal oxides is also interesting; the PJTE has been 
shown to be a significant cause of bond-length variation for 
Hg2+ in hexahydrate complexes,110 with less unequivocal re-
sults for analogous Zn2+ (and Cd2+) complexes. While the 
bond-length distributions of [6]Zn2+ and [6]Cd2+ are regular, 
the range of bond lengths for [6]Zn2+ is much larger than that 
for [6]Cd2+ (0.868 vs 0.591 Å), suggesting that the PJTE is 
stronger for Zn2+ than it is for Cd2+ when bonded to O2-. How-
ever, both these ions (and other d10 transition metals) have 
been shown to exhibit the PJTE in S2- structures of various 
d10 transition metal ions;191,192 the extent to which the PJTE 
affects bond lengths for d10 transition-metal oxyanions 
awaits further work.    

For the five ion configurations with non-d0 electronic con-
figuration whose main causal mechanism for bond-length 
variation is the PJTE, <∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡> values are 0.084 v.u. (n = 13) 

for [5]Cu2+, 0.077 v.u. for [5]Cr2+ (n = 2), 0.07 v.u. for [5]Co2+ (n 
= 1), 0.050 v.u. for [6]Zn2+ (n = 5),   and 0.038 v.u. for [6]Hg2+ 
(n =2). Thus it seems that the distorting power of non-d0 ion 
configurations is slightly less than that of their d0 counter-
parts, although the sample size is far from significant.  

Calculation of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and  ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 indices allows one to pin-

point the causal mechanism(s) underlying material 

properties linked to bond-length variations, and to deter-
mine if, and how, optimization of these properties may be 
done. Understanding the extent to which these mechanisms 
materialize into bond-length variations is further crucial to 
maximize the harnessing of these effects within the con-
straints of physically realistic crystal structures.  

For instance, seeking to optimize functional properties as-
sociated with non-centrosymmetric behavior via composi-
tional variations will have little effect if those properties are 
associated with coordination polyhedra where ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 >> 

∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 , as said property would arise primarily from the 

bond-topological underpinnings of the crystal structure. 
Along those lines, optimization via compositional variation 
would have maximum potential where the coordination 
unit responsible for the functional property has ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0. 

For example,∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.000 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.017 v.u for the B 

site of Pnma perovskite ACaBTi4+O3 (74212).193 Introducing 
compositional variation, ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 = 0.039 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.186 

v.u. for the B site of the Pnma perovskite AGd3+BMn3+O3 
(95493),74 leading to multiferroic behavior.194  

Values given in this work may be used to set expectation 
limits regarding the maximum values of ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 attainable on 

the basis of ion configuration (Table S2) or coordination 
number (e.g. Table 9 for the PJTE), although we note that 
larger values of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡  will likely be observed in 

the future; as such, Table S2 should be used as an evolving 
guide. In addition, minimum/maximum bond-lengths listed 
in Table 1 are useful for framing marginal compositional 
substitutions within the realm of physically realistic crystal 
structures; this dataset also has the advantage of being 
more exhaustive than our list of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 values (Ta-

ble S2). Such compositional-variation analyses may be com-
plemented by DFT calculations, where constrained to 
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values outlined in Tables 1 and S2. Getting back to 
Gd3+Mn3+O3, with ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.186 v.u., consulting Table S2 in-

forms us that little optimization of the functional properties 
resulting from Mn3+ seems possible; Table S2 lists three val-
ues of ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 in as many crystal structures, for [6]Mn3+: 0.186, 

0.211 and 0.211 v.u. In this instance, increasing ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 would 

necessarily follow from substitution of AGd3+, whereby a 
small amount of bond-length variation via mechanism [4] 
(crystal-structure effects) may trickle down to the ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 in-

dex of BMn3+.  

In the reverse scenario, where the functional property is 
linked to non-local bond-topological asymmetry (i.e. ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 

> ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡), optimization is complicated by the fact that spon-

taneous distortion of crystal structures via non-local bond-
topological asymmetry is a static, emergent phenomenon 
which can only be predicted from a priori knowledge of ion 
connectivity. As a result, properties arising from non-local 
bond-topological asymmetry are less tunable, for they re-
quire subtle and less predictable changes in ion connectiv-
ity. These changes may occur either at the site of interest 
(e.g., substituting for a cation of significantly different size, 
which may change the coordination number of the site), or 
at other sites of the structure, where subtle changes in co-
ordination numbers via homovalent and/or (multi-site) 
heterovalent substitution may have an effect on the a priori 
bond valences of the crystal structure which carries to the 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  index of the (functional) site of interest. While these 

substitutions can be modeled with relative ease, a signifi-
cant constraint is that such fine tuning must not result in the 
crystallization of a different structure type; as a result, opti-
mization of functional properties linked to non-local bond-
topological asymmetry is significantly more challenging 
than that for crystallographic effects.  

We further point out that it is not infrequent for the mecha-
nisms underlying the ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and  ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 indices to work to-

gether toward the expression or suppression of a functional 
property, depending on their relative spatial expression 
within the polyhedron and unit cell. In such cases, calcula-
tion of ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 values is useful for resolving the 

anomalous magnitude of functional properties. For exam-
ple, for P31m K3V5+5O14 (248227),195 a priori (observed 
bond valences are 1.430 (1.601) and 3 × 1.190 (1.169) v.u., 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  = 0.090 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.059 v.u for V1, and 1.220 

(1.647), 2 × 0.980 (0.938) and 2 × 0.910 (0.738) v.u., with 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  = 0.088 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 = 0.171 v.u for V2. For V1, non-local 

bond-topological asymmetry is mainly responsible for vari-
ation away from a regular tetrahedron with four bonds of 
1.25 v.u.; for V2, the PJTE is the principal reason for varia-
tion away from observing five bonds of 1 v.u. More im-
portantly, both mechanisms cause variation in the same 
spatial direction within both their polyhedron and the unit 
cell; both strongest bonds (V1-O1 and V2-O2) point in the 
same direction, along the c axis. As a result, the effect of 
∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙  and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 is entirely additive, and K3V5+5O14 is ob-

served with a series of marked functional properties, i.e. 
second-harmonic generation, piezoelectricity, and polariza-
tion.195  

In this work, we have resolved the causal mechanisms of 
bond-length variation for transition metals in oxide and 

oxysalt structures, and further quantified the extent to 
which these mechanisms result in bond-length variation for 
transition-metal configurations with anomalous bond-
length distributions.  

One of the principal findings presented in this work regards 
the unrealized extent for which crystal structures spontane-
ously distort as a result of non-local bond-topological asym-
metry – a mechanism we show is entirely separate and in-
dependent of electronic and crystal-structure effects. The 
demonstrated ubiquity of this phenomenon, as well as the 
magnitude of the bond-valence variations it generates, chal-
lenge the common assumption of bond-length transferabil-
ity in solids. This finding further conflicts with the wide-
spread approximation of bond lengths via the addition of 
constituent ionic radii, and provides quantitative evidence 
of the “non-spherical” nature of coordination environ-
ments; while the addition of ionic radii certainly remains a 
useful approximation of bond lengths for yet-to-be-ob-
served ion pairs, it has become evident that the practice 
should be avoided where comprehensive bond-length sta-
tistics are available (such as those given in this work, and 
throughout this series).  

Perhaps one of the most promising opportunities resulting 
from this work regards the strategic use of the newly pro-
posed ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 indices for the optimization of func-

tional properties tied to bond-length variations. Calculation 
of these indices allows identification of the causal mecha-
nism(s) upon which optimization should be focused, while 
the magnitude of these values is used to qualitatively gauge 
the extent to which these values (typically ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡) may be 

maximized. Along those lines, examination of the relation 
between ∆𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑜𝑙 and  ∆𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑠𝑡 and the magnitude of various 

functional properties linked to bond-length variation, and 
the optimization of these properties, seems warranted. 
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